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Preface
New Guinea never entered my mind, let alone my future, until I met up with some anthropology
students at the University of Wisconsin that summer. I was one of five young women in residence
there for the purpose of preparing the choreography and music for a dance program which would
tour as part of the university’s concert and lecture extension. Four were graduates of the dance
department. I was an import, but had been on recital tour for the university twice before. Now I
was conscripted to write the music for this group and to accompany them on the marimba.
As we sat on the terrace of the Student Union at lunchtime, we daily encountered a group of
young men who were studying anthropology. All were reading about New Guinea as they ate, and
I recall one young man who looked up periodically to recount some ghoulish incident from the
book he was reading. How these fellows yearned for the opportunity to set foot on that faraway
island, the last unknown, according to their authors. Day after day, if they spoke at all, it was of
New Guinea, and I remember expressing my reaction which was, “Who would want to go there?”,
but no one was listening. As it turned out I, and not they, would go to live there.
My career had always been in music and, as it happened, I went almost directly from New
York and ten years of concertizing to a radically different life in New Guinea. This came after a
serious accident had threatened my career, and as I lay in New York Hospital with time to reflect,
my thoughts sought another direction. My perspective on life changed considerably as I pondered
the possibility of never being able to play again (my fingers had become gangrenous). As I read
books given to me by a Christian nurse, I learned of a pioneering group committed to decoding
unwritten languages of the world and teaching the local population to become literate, but in their
own language. Two months after I managed to survive the accident, I caught up with this group
and began to study linguistics under their experienced guidance. As I listened to lectures on
linguistics and principles of analysis at the Summer Institute of Linguistics which was held at the
University of Oklahoma, my mind continually filtered the information through a brain incorrigibly
music-ridden. This laid the foundation for a method of analyzing unwritten music systems which
continued to develop over the next ten years.
By 1964 I was teamed up with a brilliant young linguist, Darlene Bee, who had gone to the
Territory of New Guinea as early as 1957. We worked well together, she in linguistic analysis and
preparing literacy materials, I in music analysis and teaching of literacy. That is really where this
book began. In the middle of their remote village of the Eastern Highlands District, the Usarufa
people built us one of the muffin-shaped houses and made us an integral part of their lives. Every
day was an adventure in learning how another people quite different in culture from ourselves cope
with their life on earth. We learned much. By far the greatest event in village life was the singsing. We saw many variations of the sing-sing in the span of over twenty years in New Guinea.
Darlene Bee was to die there in 1972. After that, though I lived in New Guinea and periodically
visited the Usarufas, I never again lived in the village. In 1977 I accepted a teaching position at
Wheaton College in Wheaton, Illinois and, at the same time, continued my studies of the musics
of Papua New Guinea during spring and summer of each year. I have worked as an
ethnomusicologist in every province but Manus Island, and for several years have taken students
overseas to enjoy music different from anything they have ever known. These are the student
“interns” who will be mentioned from time-to-time.
v
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Citations rather than footnotes refer the readers to the sources of materials used. Some of the
accounts in the books were before my time, but important to include for giving wide portrayal of
the inventiveness of New Guineans throughout the island’s known history. The British colonial
government is to be commended for its vision of employing anthropologists such as Williamson
and others who documented the cultural life in Papua early in the twentieth century. The very
elaborate sing-sings which were incorporated into initiation rites of long duration, and some
ceremonies, such as those having to do with head-hunting and cannibalism, have ceased. Yet we
are fortunate to have early accounts to provide historic background for these incredible peoples.
Where my contemporaries have written an account of the sing-sing in their particular locale, I have
deferred to their writing since in each case the author was a resident of the community and fluent
in the local language. Whereas most of my studies in ethnic musics have been of a technical nature
not intended for this particular volume, I have cited accounts from my unpublished diaries and
journals which were pertinent to the topic of the sing-sing. I hope the reader will approach the
sing-sing with an objective mind and with visual imagination where attempts are made to describe
the ineffable colour and pageantry accompanying the sing-sing. As is said after so many of life’s
grandest spectacles when words seem to fail, “I wish you could have been there.”
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Introduction
Communal singing and dancing of New Guinea peoples is known throughout the land by its NeoMelanesian term sing-sing,1 which relates the otherwise undocumented history of its people. This
account deals with sing-sings in the collective sense of the term which also means “song.”
Indigenous peoples are observed in communal singing, often part of a large celebration which may
include feasting, elaborate costuming and pageantry. Such a fête is a collective expression which,
at the same time, allows individual creativity within its ordered compass. Examples will be cited
from all regions.
The reasons for song and dance are many and varied throughout the mainland of New Guinea,
and this is to be expected of a population divided into hundreds of cultures and languages. There
are 750 real languages in the eastern half of the New Guinea mainland alone, with each having
one or more dialects. Whereas the sing-sing is a phenomenon known to each region, there is
refreshing dissimilarity from place to place as determined by the flora and fauna available for
decoration, by the linguistic features dictating both melodic and rhythmic characteristics of song
and, not the least, by the creative imagination and unique dynamic with which mankind is endowed
everywhere. While generating exhilaration in its society, the sing-sing has evoked wonder among
the uninitiated observers from the time of earliest accounts during pre-World War II occupation
by the British in Papua, by the Germans in north and eastern New Guinea, and by the Dutch in
north and western New Guinea.
By and large, the interior of the mainland and offshore islands remained unknown until the
Australians were given trusteeship over the whole area following the end of the war. At the time
the country had three major divisions. The western half of the mainland, known as Dutch New
Guinea, was claimed by Indonesia and was known as West Irian; it is known as Irian Jaya today.
The rest of New Guinea was administered by Australia. The southern half of the mainland was
known as Papua, and the northern half called merely the Territory of New Guinea. Also included
in the Australian trusteeship were the islands to the north, the Admiralty Islands, and islands to the
east including New Britain, New Ireland, Duke of York Islands, Buka and Bougainville. In actual
fact, Bougainville and its tiny partner to the north, Buka Island, were culturally part of the Solomon
Islands, but because they were strategic in the war and were strongholds of the Japanese forces,
they were included in the political package given to Australia to administer until such time as New
Guinea could manage its own affairs and become an independent country. Eventually the
population of Buka and Bougainville demanded their cultural identity in the renaming of that
province from “Bougainville” to “North Solomons Province.”
Owing to the plethora of peoples and cultures within this geographic area, still a challenge to
investigate, this study will center chiefly on the regions east of Irian Jaya, which were those
administered by the Australia government until 1975 when Papua New Guinea became an
independent state.
All group singing in New Guinea does not satisfy the definition of sing-sing. In Usarufa,
Eastern Highlands Province, the term for people singing while sitting down together is imá kétoe
(“they say songs” or “they are singing”); people singing and dancing is iyó-aiyo kétoe (“they are
1

The author has chosen to hyphenate the term as the layman invariably reads it as “singing.”
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dancing and singing”). The latter term for singing and dancing satisfies the definition of sing-sing.
The multifaceted event called sing-sing is centered about the dance. A group singing together, but
not on its feet making some sort of rhythmic movement, is not typical of a sing-sing. Other factors
are absent also, but they will be discussed later. The Neo-Melanesian, or Pidgin English term singsing invites confusion by its ambivalence, since the same word is used to signify both a song and
dance fête and also the act of singing. Clarity is attained only through the vernacular languages of
the islands. To illustrate the confusion, several Pidgin translations are presented here from
Mihalec’s Pidgin Dictionary:
mekim sing-sing = to hold a festival, to hold a dance. Nationals may use the same phrase
to mean “to sing” or “to compose.”
singsing bilong ol meri = a dance in which only women participate. This phrase may also
mean women’s songs minus any dancing.
For the ethnomusicologist, these differences necessitate research through the vernacular. As with
the Managalasis, Duke of York Islanders, Sursurungas and elsewhere, the manner of performance,
whether seated or danced, dictates repertoire entirely different one from the other. The term mekin
singsing blurs the issue.
What are the features of a sing-sing? They include communal singing with costumed dancers
and feasting. This is a sing-sing in the corporate sense and the subject of this volume, though the
term may also be used as a synonym for “song.”
Definition of Sing-Sing
The apex of identification and splendor is to be found in the traditional village sing-sing. At such
large gatherings, the host village is responsible for providing food, warm fires and sometimes
temporary shelters to accommodate visitors who are also participants in the all-night extravaganza.
The singing and dancing takes place out of doors in some areas, and indoors in other areas,
especially if secrecy is involved. The latter sing-sings often include some initiation rituals and
ceremonies which have restricted patronage.
When using the term sing-sing in the collective sense, with one village acting as host and many
villagers participating in the songs and dancing, the songs are the hub around which all other
activities pivot. While it is true that the ingenious and often dazzling costuming is, for the locals,
the most climactic aspect of the sing-sing, songs are the binding force.
The features of any fête called sing-sing consist of several obligatory and many optional ones
which designate a particular type of sing-sing. Dancing, for example, is an obligatory feature while
masks are not. The latter pertain to certain special sing-sings and not to all sing-sings. So, in
addition to singing, the obligatory features of the sing-sing fête are dancing, traditional dress and
multiple participation. Often the dancers themselves sing, but sometimes there is a group who
sings instead of the dancers or add their voices to those of the dancers. To accompany dancing,
there usually is some kind of rhythm instrument, most commonly the drum; even though drums
originated with coastal peoples, they now are made and played throughout the interior highlands.
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Sing-sings ordinarily take place in a level clearing, and though this area may be referred to as
the sing-sing ground, its use is not a sacred practice; that is to say, the ground is not prohibited to
normal village traffic (pedestrian) or to village meetings. It does remain a clearing, however, and
no dwellings are built within it. It would be safe to say that most sing-sings include feasting. In
recent years since Independence, commercial sing-sings have been invented whereby guests, most
of them nationals, pay an entrance fee and buy refreshments, usually in the form of beer or whisky.
Peoples along the coast and in the Sepik River area feature masks in their costuming;
highlanders, on the other hand, have stronger tradition in body paint made from various ochres,
and wigs, tapa-cloth emblems, or weapons, as part of their costuming. Ceremonial masks are not
typical of the highlands, although some gourd masks may be seen on occasion in the Eastern
Highlands (among the Sianes and Usarufas, for example).

Gourd mask
Features of a Sing-Sing
A foreign visitor attending his or her first sing-sing is overwhelmed with a mixture of emotions.
He registers both awe and confusion, exhilaration and wonder. The singing in most regions is a
unison of great volume and security, although leaderless by all appearances. The costuming made
solely from natural sources is wondrously inventive with the wearing of ropes of various seeds
resembling beads, intricately woven belts, arm- and leg-bands with colorful foliage tucked into
them, and head-bands of luminous beetles or shells. Bone, bamboo and bird plumage are used to
fashion headdresses, while loin coverings or capes are made of beaten bark (tapa-cloth) and painted
with natural ochres or plant dyes. Dancing singers with drums may number anywhere from a small
local group to over 100. The steady thumping of these drums (kundu in Pidgin) as the singers
parade, sometimes in concentric circles, sometimes in lines that seem to split and meet at
bewildering intervals, are nevertheless well ordered and present no problem to the participants.
Bodies do not collide. There is organisation as tight as that of a drill team, but without the military
bearing. Instead, the costumes dictate the sort of movement assumed by the dancers. For example,
if there are seed pods worn on ankles or wrists, the movements are staccato enough to activate
their sounds. If the bird life of the region consists of parrots, hawks, eagles and cockatoos, then
the headdresses made from them are stiff. To activate them, single feathers are affixed to springs
made from coiled ferns or vines so that they will rhythmically meet or part when the dancer nods
his head abruptly. Such motions are common in the Eastern Highlands Province (Chenoweth
1979:45). On the other hand, if light and fluffy plumage is available from birds-of-paradise, these
7
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headdresses are activated by movements in slow motion so the plumes will wave instead of shake.
The movements of dancers wearing these, like the Biangai in Morobe Province, are graceful, the
head moving forward in slow circles while the feet touch the ground lightly to a slow drum beat,
all of which best displays the beauty of the headpiece.
Long fibrous skirts are worn by Wabag men in the Western Highlands Province, and the
movement of these is a feature of the dance. Long lines of men, shoulder to shoulder, bend their
knees and straighten again to the accompaniment of a hissing sound they make to synchronize
their movement. The motion produces a rippling effect of the skirts as one long wave. Girls of the
Eastern Highlands who have decorative little shells tied to the end of their skirts made of bark
strips will dance with quick kneebends in order to flip up the tail of their skirts where the shells
are tied. This produces a percussive clicking sound. Other youngsters wear a tuft of leaves whose
branch stem is tucked into the bark of their string belt; by bending forward and shaking the leaves,
a percussive rustling sound is produced. Traditionally, patterns of movement are not subject to
alteration or variation but dancing is a means used to display special costumes and to move the
pageant along. Dance as a separate art form, as a medium of self-expression, is foreign to the
communal nature of the sing-sing, pantomime excepted. In Morobe Province, and no doubt in
other coastal areas, there may be enactment of an event such as hunting an animal, in which case
two men representing the hunter and the prey have individual roles. These roles are mimed while
the rest of the group of men continue their danced song. Peoples of the Eastern Highlands
sometimes depict an event in the form of a short “skit” (Chenoweth 1969:49–50). These depict an
event such as hunting or they may be clownish. Skits are performed during the sing-sing, but
outside the circle of dancing, and are not sung or danced. Choreography, or devising particular
forms of body movement to portray emotion or narration, was introduced by European teachers in
a government sponsored art school in Port Moresby in the late 1960s with the use of local stories
and myths encouraged as thematic material.
By and large, New Guinea is a land of group endeavor rather than solo efforts in either song
or dance. Artistic freedom in the making of costumes allows for ingenuity within tradition. New
creations are made deep in the forest, and kept as secret as a fashion designer’s creations until the
showing. Much thought and originality goes into their making. Ideas may be borrowed from seeing
the creativity of other groups in a sing-sing, but certain prime ingredients remain the same: dyes
determined by the local flora and earth colours, methods of making paint, materials for binding
articles together, abstract designs peculiar to and meaningful to the locals, the fauna which
determines what skins and feathers are available. In the face of invention and experimentation,
artistic style and media remain constant until there is outside influence which results in the
substitution of aluminium foil for shiny beetle hulls, store paint for natural dyes, store cloth for
tapa-cloth, etc. In a non-ritual sing-sing the drama of the late entrance of those dancers dressed in
the costumes newly created for the occasion is the climax of the sing-sing (Chenoweth 1979:47).
It has been mentioned that drums are the accompanying instrument for the sing-sing, but this
was not always the case. In the Kainantu and Okapa reaches of the Eastern Highlands, areas
thought to be uninhabited during World War II, middle-aged men remember the time when the
drum was introduced from the coast. This would have been around 1940, a time when literacy and
written records were unknown. Before the drum was introduced, rattles consisting of seeds in
gourds or rolling split cane between the palms punctuated a time line in the sing-sing.
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Types of Sing-Sings
Many types of sing-sings have existed traditionally, and many of the social kinds have survived.
Since early times, outsiders have feared the sing-sing. Preconceived notions, probably associated
with reports of head-hunting or of fierce people in other geographic areas, accounted for some of
it. At any rate, the sing-sing must be subjected to primary research in order to understand either its
form or content.
Attempts to counter secret powers of sorcery, so dreaded amongst the peoples of New Guinea,
were sometimes incorporated in the social, non-ceremonial, sing-sing. Remnants of this can be
seen today in the special dress and movements of “spirit men” who participate in the festivities. It
is easy to distinguish such individuals as they purposely contrast with the normal participant. They
may move in slow motion, they may break rank behaving in some outrageous or intimidating way,
or they may be preposterous in their costuming, covered in mud or whitened with ash. Exaggerated
male organs may be improvised from foliage and bamboo, then fastened to the loins by means of
bark string. Body paint in zig-zag lines or walking sticks may identify these spirit men. The Asaro
in the western part of the Eastern Highlands have become famous for their personification of spirit
beings. These men are literally dressed in mud and fit their heads inside a large, hollow head
fashioned from baked mud. The face of each mud head is ghoulish and distorted with real teeth
fixed into the mouth. The men do not speak, but move in a ghostly dance of slow motion. One
hesitates to approach them, even knowing a mere man is encased there, so fearsome is the
impression.
The concept of trying to frighten away evil spirits would seem a natural course to follow in a
pre-scientific and pre-Christian era. Over the passage of time, costumed spirit men may be retained
as part of the sing-sing after the original intent has lapsed. The sing-sing is modified in tandem
with cultural change.
In the days of tribal warfare, prior to the seventies, social sing-sings were of utmost importance.
The fête bonded villages who were allies. One was born into a world with enemy villages and
friendly villages carefully delineated. Allies spoke the same language and were frequently linked
by blood relationship, but not always. Sometimes an enemy village was a neighbouring one whose
population spoke the same language as its rival.
The social sing-sing was the strongest unifying force in the land. No activity has replaced the
cultural magnificence felt and enjoyed by participants of the sing-sing. The pride and the unity of
the singers can be heard in a unique unison achieved in the late hours of an all night sing-sing
when the single notes of a melodic line take on the power of chords.
During the late years of Australian occupation and trusteeship, public sing-sings were staged
once a year, the venue alternating between Mt. Hagen, Western Highlands, and Goroka, Eastern
Highlands. Participants were flown to these daytime extravaganzas at great cost and with
monumental efficiency on the part of the organizers. The logistics of travel, accommodations and
feeding thousands of nationals defy narration. Several thousand visitors from all parts of the world
flocked to these occasions, and the tradition, called “shows” continues.
The Australian government in the sixties, before Independence, dealt with the country as two
entities: Papua in the south and the Territory of New Guinea in the north. There were over 750
9
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languages to contend with and peoples just emerging from the stone age, some of whom were
newly discovered. The Hagen and Goroka shows, along with smaller local ones in Lae and Port
Moresby, provided opportunity for varying peoples to mix on neutral ground where their inherent
fear of one another and each one’s assumed power of sorcery was diminished. In the Hagen show
of 1967 a giant mock battle was staged between two opposing groups. The initial standoff and
challenge by spears was sufficiently real to tense the crowd, and then came the charge and meshing
of hundreds or thousands of warriors in a sea of plumage beneath a dark mass made up of the
warriors’ spears. These peoples have access to the gorgeous orange plumes of the Raggiana Bird
of Paradise, and a headdress may be comprised of two or more of these birds. The government,
aware that any accidental injury could trigger actual combat, kept a bumper to bumper cavalcade
of new cars circling the outer perimeter of the arena. The cars were part of the show, but also
served as a buffer in case of trouble.
Sing-sings on the home ground are occasions for showing hospitality. A truce is sometimes
declared by this hospitality, or it may simply act as a large-scale party of friends celebrating with
friends. The occasion demands elaborate planning in order for everything to come together at the
time specified. Making special emblems and costumes in secret begins several weeks ahead of
time. Precious feathers have to be removed from their bamboo containers and reassembled as part
of the sing-sing finery. Many trees have to be felled and chopped into firewood. Sufficient food to
feed several villages must be prepared, and if some come a long distance, temporary housing is
built. Because of the elaborate preparations necessary, sing-sings are not performed on demand.
All conditions must be met. In order for it to be done to the satisfaction of the hosts, there
sometimes is a delay of a day or two, but when the tuning of drums is heard, the sing-sing night
has come. Sing-sings are characteristically performed at night by firelight.
It must be emphasized that a sing-sing is a tightly controlled performance. In no way is it an
orgy or exhibitionism of unharnessed behavior. There is no room for individualism except in one’s
decorating. Even though body movement is freer in its gait, the same movement is adopted by all,
and the dancers and singers pass by as impersonally as a parading band before the reviewing stand.
It is an occasion taken seriously, where personal identification is lost to a greater whole. All focus
is upon the success of the sing-sing, to be measured ultimately by the guests.
Guests are generally participants rather than onlookers, and their own sing-sing version may
be enacted alongside that of the host village. At a large gathering, as many as three or four singsings may take place simultaneously. It may appear to be mayhem to the foreign spectator as songs
of the several groups fuse; intermittently the voices of one group, then another, soar into
prominence amid a welter of swellings and fadings as the dance swirls in dizzying circles toward
or away from the observer. However tangled the event may seem to be, even the total stranger
registers emotional impact of rare intensity. It is one thing to sit in the bleachers at the Goroka
Show, but quite another to be in a remote village at night surrounded by fearsomely dressed
warriors. At least one European is known to have suffered such culture shock that she locked
herself in a missionary’s hut and hid in her sleeping bag until there was transportation out by Land
Rover.
As in most sing-sings throughout Papua New Guinea, the males wear the elaborate costumes,
and it is common to discover reference to birds in both costuming and movement. New Guinea is,
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after all, a land of exotic birds with some 650 different species. Thirty-eight of the forty three
known Birds-of-Paradise are still extant (Smith-Wiley 1969).
Whereas in the Eastern Highlands, men and women are mixed in the circle surrounding the
thematic “birds,” the more exotically costumed Siassi islanders place the cockatoo impersonators
in the center. Encircled by the women, each dancer holds his drum (kundu) horizontally and
contributes the only musical accompaniment. The Siassi style is imitated by many coastal peoples,
ranging west of Madang and east to the island of New Britain, as well as down the eastern coast
of the mainland where its popularity is steadily growing.2
Warfare
Within the repertoire of songs retained orally by New Guinea peoples, one is sure to find a number
of songs having to do with inter-tribal warfare. Known as “fight songs,” these may deal with
provocation and preparation of a fight, the combat itself, or victory songs of the aftermath.
Fight sing-sings are no longer practiced. By the 1960s the government made tribal fighting a
criminal offense. Although some outbreaks did occur thereafter, the government officers, police
or army were quickly at the scene to arrest and jail the participants. The participants themselves
suffered no stigma at having been incarcerated for a time, the greater punishment being foreign
food and greater yet, the despair of having “no name, but just a number” as one highlander
expressed it.
Fight sing-sings were of various formats. Some had taunt songs to provoke an outbreak. These
were sung by men and women together, or abuses were simply shouted at an enemy village. The
purpose of some fight sing-sings was to incite a fighting spirit among the men. Many of these
songs are retained and are among the body of songs sung at a social sing-sing, now that they are a
part of history rather than practice.
Some songs men sang while actually fighting, incredible as it may seem, but these are likely
to be forgotten through disuse. Singing together exhibited a solidarity that intimidated the enemy.
Intermixed with the singing were battle cries and shouts. Such shouts took the form of abrupt
changes from the normal chest voice to a falsetto leap of an octave or more as practiced by the
yodeling Huli and Duna peoples of the Southern Highlands (Chenoweth 1969). The Usarufa men
of the Eastern Highlands chanted “wo” in hocketing fashion, beginning slowly and gradually
increasing the tempo. There were also different cries depending on whether the warrior wounded
a man or a woman.
Some of the Usarufa fight songs are still remembered and sung. (See transcription of “Battle
Song” and “Fight Song” (Chenoweth 1979:199, 216–17). The general function of the fight singsing was to threaten the enemy and to gain collective strength for battle. Both men and women
2

Revisor’s note: The 2000 version of the book contained another paragraph, which was subsequently annotated by
the author to read thus:
As in most societies of the world, a social event couples with personal gain. An alliance may be
celebrated or prestige may be gained by some members who thereby secure leadership roles. In the
Eastern Highlands, intervillage sing-sings may make amends or “payback” for a wrong. Such an
event constitutes a truce, but further, it implies future alliance.
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sang kéyaubi-ima (“fight songs”) before the fight and intermixed battle cries and shouts of abuse
with the singing. There is a sub-category of fight songs called naa-imá (“blood songs”) sung by
the men during actual combat. Texts were often the names of various lethal arrows or the term for
a fighting bow. After killing a foe, there were songs of victory, and a sing-sing celebration was
held. Understandably, there are no songs of defeat; the only ones singing were the victors.
It must be said in conclusion that these intertribal battles did not propose to annihilate the
enemy warriors, but the deaths of only one to three men determined the victor and stopped the
fighting.
Death
It is customary to sing in lamentation for the dead. This kind of singing is distinguishable at once
from the festive, lusty renderings of the sing-sing. The European population calls it wailing. The
local peoples call it crying. In the Usarufa language one “says a song,” “sings-and-dances,” but at
a time of death, one “crying does.” In actual fact, it is singing mixed with crying. Other locales do
it differently, often in a high falsetto which is a departure from the normal singing voice.
Sometimes only women sing the death songs, as with the Managalasi.
A sing-sing fête, with dancing and special costumes, at the time of a death is uncommon. It is
more often the case that sing-sings are not held for a period of time, the extent of the period of
abstinence being in relation to the importance of the individual who has died. Sing-sings are
forbidden for a year or more after the death of an Usarufa leader in the Eastern Highlands.
A funeral feast may take place and afterward, to mark the end of mourning, villagers may repay
the hospitality of the victim’s family by a sing-sing and feast. An elaborate death feast given at
first by the family has become a symbol of prestige in the Eastern Highlands. Where once there
were no vehicles or roads, the villagers today may travel into the nearest commercial center with
money collected from the relatives and purchase meat from a butcher shop. Where pigs owned by
the relatives used to be slaughtered for the occasion, today the shoppers may return to the village
with several dead steers or sides of frozen lamb carted in back of a rented truck. It has become
competitive to see who can give the most. Wealth is to be distributed, not monopolized, and in
return one gains the reputation of being a “big-man.”
Ceremonies
There are countless ceremonial sing-sings having to do with stages of male initiation, purchasing
a bride, courting, marriage and the like, but these will be described under the accounts according
to Province. The descriptions to follow are only a representative sampling of the sing-sing, of
which versions and variations are myriad. The whole of a lifetime devoted to the study and
depiction of the sing-sing in Papua New Guinea would still leave much unsaid.
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Biangai
Mixed signals result when villagers declare in regard to sing-sings that having become members
of the Christian faith, “We don’t do that anymore.” In northern Morobe Province among the
Biangai people, such was the response in regard to a women’s sing-sing presently discontinued.
The novice may interpret their rejection of the sing-sing in several ways: (1) The missionaries
forbade it; (2) The songs were to evil spirits; (3) Indigenous music is heathen and therefore to be
discarded. These are three common interpretations, and there are hosts of others, but only serious
investigation will reach the core of the matter. In this case, the Biangai women agreed to sing their
songs one more time in order to give historic record to all their music types.
It was late in the afternoon when the women came home from the gardens. There was
no indication that they were ready to sing. The recorder had been tested and set up
for nearly an hour. Through linguist Marge Dubert, I asked if they would be ready to
sing soon. It was getting close to last light when they would be busy preparing the
evening meal for their men and hungry children. They were reluctant. Some shook
their heads negatively, others stared at the ground as if embarrassed.
It was obvious they wanted to sing before the men came back to the village.
Once that was recorded, I strolled over to the river bank and looked down. There they
were in the river! Are they going to wash? Launder clothes? They had no bamboo
tubes for carrying water back to their huts. My inner voice said, “Hurry, hurry while
it’s still light and before a crowd gathers.” Then I noticed that they were looking
about for stones! Large, smooth stones about the size of a melon. As I began pacing,
they would glance up at me smiling. So, there was still hope. Next, they began making
marks on the stones. I watched. Two eyes, a nose, a mouth, a face! They were drawing
faces on each of those stones. Are they joking with me? They were still giggling
among themselves. About to give up, I strolled back to my recording site, head down.
“They say they’re going to sing,” Marge assured. Now it was nearly dark.
“Get ready, here they come!” I checked the dials—volume, treble, Dolby, mike,
phones, tape lead—and then looked up to see the women coming in single file, each
carrying a stone under the left arm. As they passed me, I reviewed the variety of facial
expressions on each stone. There was no more giggling, and I knew they were ready.
Just as I released the pause button, they formed a circle and at once let go their
piercing, shrill voices while taking wild leaps to the right. I had never seen anything
like it. As the circle wheeled its way anti-clockwise, leaps became more exaggerated.
The leg was thrown up high in the air before a leap to the right, while the rock
underarm was kept completely still. Each time they closed the step with a skip of the
left foot, they slapped their side and the banana sleeves flapped like the wings of a
great bird. The patterns changed as the women kept this skipping motion while
moving forward two abreast.
Was it my face, which no doubt registered astonishment? Did men see? After
only about a quarter of an hour, the weird pageant collapsed in gales of laughter. The
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women let their stones thud to the ground and wandered home, still laughing and
chatting. Did they even hear our gratitude? One woman remained to explain that they
had performed the women’s victory sing-sing. In earlier times when the men came
back from battle, the women sang songs of victory and danced with the victims’
heads. No wonder they said, “We don’t do that anymore!” (Chenoweth, diary 1967:
February 25).
The author accompanied linguist Ray Dubert and two Biangai men on an early morning trek to the
village of Biawen whose village men were noted for their retention of traditional ways. The trail
followed an old road built during World War II, not too steep for the grip of sand shoes but very
muddy at times. As we approached the village, drums were in evidence and men were taking
feathers out of storage, indication that some special occasion was at hand. Once translated, their
talk relayed the disappointing news that they were not ready to sing and preferred being in costume
to demonstrate their sing-sing. However, they did acknowledge our efforts by singing some fight
songs which were really those songs sung by women to induce the men to go to war against the
enemy. Soon it began to rain, and we were obliged to return to Kaisenik before the trail became
too slippery underfoot. One of the young men offered me his jacket for protection against the rain.
It was late afternoon in Kaisenik when our linguistics studies were interrupted by excited little
boys running toward the house and shouting in Biangai, “They are coming. They are coming.”
At this time in late afternoon nearly everyone had returned home to the village, and it was a
noisy, half-hysterical crowd that gathered at the bridge. This bridge spanned the river and led right
into the village. It had been given a modern flooring of Marsden matting, perforated iron sheets
from which landing strips were made in the Big War.
We rushed along with the rest, only to stand and wait for a half hour on this side of
the Bulolo River. Just as we were about to question the veracity of the report, a
column of men approached the bridge from the other side. As the first man stepped
onto the bridge, there was immediate silence except for a few gasps at the splendor
of these men, their costuming made the more brilliant by the horizontal rays of the
sun. The plumage of their beautiful headdresses was comprised of whole birds of
paradise, head and all. Adding to the grand spectacle was the majestic gait of these
warrior dancers. Unlike the women’s energetic display, the men progressed slowly,
with a majestic bowing of the headdress as they moved forward in a graceful action
that resembled a skip in slow motion. It was a sight of unforgettable dignity.
(Chenoweth, diary 1967: March 1)
Umboi/Siassi
North of the Huon Peninsula lie the Siassi Islands. Sing-sings from this region undoubtedly have
the strongest influence of any in Papua New Guinea. The most famous dance, called Sia, is said to
have originated with the initiation of a child into the social network of his Kovai village people on
Umboi Island nearby. At this time the youngster’s ears and nose septum were pierced, and
foodstuffs including pig were presented in his honor to secure his future status in the community
(Chinnery 1928:42–5). The dancing and decoration talent of these island peoples has the color and
rhythmic interest to make their sing-sing style a favorite with Papua New Guinea peoples wherever
performed. It has been copied up and down the northern and eastern shores of the mainland from
16
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the Rai Coast of Madang to Oro Province in the south and to West New Britain as well. The men’s
three-cornered headdress, identified with the Sia, also has been reproduced. As compared with the
ranks, columns and unbroken circles of the many New Guinea dance formations, Sia allows the
dancers more freedom of individual expression. Sometimes incorporating pantomime such as
depicting the hunting of an animal, male participants sing and drum as they act out their dance.
The women’s role is more subdued and off to the side. Performed at night, the Sia’s daytime
counterpart with like costuming and configurations is the Kai.
The dance name is derived from the headdresses made of cockatoo feathers and from mimicry
of the bird as it sits on a tree limb. A Siassi father achieves social status for his child by giving a
sing-sing in the child’s honor. These are costly affairs, as food must be provided for the entire
community. There may be several such events to secure an offspring’s hearty acceptance into the
clan.
Facts concerning the Sia have been written by a descendent of the composer of the Sia, whose
name was Tali and who lived five generations back.
To qualify to dance in a sing-sing a Siassi boy had to first undergo initiation. At about thirteen
years of age he is eligible for the initiation. Though no details of special tests were described, his
first dance is to lead the men in the Atak. In this dance the men form a line and follow the boy as
he, dressed for the first time in traditional dress, steps proudly and flawlessly through his paces.
The original Sia seems to have been occasioned by the necessity to repay a debt. The debtors
would repay the debt in conjunction with a feast and sing-sing. The next stage of the complex
ritual is apparently lost. The author says it has no meaning because the missionaries claimed it was
some form of sorcery. Nevertheless, author Ison does say that there was a period called sam-sam
during which time the debtor assumes a humble attitude toward the one he owes. Although it is
not clear what happens to provoke the moment, the debtor in ritual fashion gives angry
demonstration at his debtor’s meeting house.
. . . smashing a gourd of lime on our steps, gnashes his teeth, and performs his tribal
war cry. He also warns my family about future debts and claims that he will charge
even more than we do. (Ison 1976:83)
Following this display, the women of both families begin to harvest yams, taro and sweet potato
for a feast. Pigs are brought and eventually cooked and served to the elders, chiefs and tribal
leaders. The rest of the family eats what they leave.
This same evening the Sia is performed.
Dancers start at the top end of the village and gradually work their way to the actual
sing-sing site. This is a slow process, usually taking as long as half an hour. During
this time they practice all the songs they are going to perform, warm up their kundus
(drums), and generally prepare themselves for solid non-stop singing and dancing.
Once they reach the site, usually in the centre of the village, the men form a circle in
the middle and the women dance outside.
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The women are by far the stars of the show. With their pur-purs (grass skirts)
piled high and wearing all their traditional decorations, they dance around, their
sweating bodies adding excitement and beauty to the atmosphere.
Only when the men perform the Atak do the women not take part, unless it is
the chief’s wife or daughter who occasionally dances behind the men.
After three hours of dancing, the group stops and Malum’s (the debtor’s) family
allocates tawelas (wooden bowls) of food to the guests and visiting clans. Having
done this, the dancing continues until the first sound of the cock crowing, when it
must immediately stop. If people want to continue the feast, they have to go through
the whole process again.
...
The people of Siassi are gradually beginning to realize the presence of the Western
world and are slowly awakening to a new day and age. Although the traditions and
customs are not strictly kept, it is quite an occasion when clans gather for a feast or
sing-sing. My people believe that no matter how much the world changes the Sia will
always be there and it is there to stay” (Ison 1976:83–85).
For this report, Ison credits Leslie Angori.
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Adzera
In the Markham River Valley just before one reaches the Eastern Highlands live the Adzera people
whose sing-sings are held in conjunction with banana harvests, at which time the men don their
colourful headdresses made of feathers from the cockatoo and bird-of-paradise, while the women
dress up in their grass skirts and body paint. Their dances are accompanied by two instruments,
kundu drums and rasps consisting of notched sticks drawn across the rim of long gourds. One
village and then another hosts the sing-sing, each repaying the former in gifts of bananas and pig
meat which is presented on the end of a spear. In another form of sing-sing with mixed singing
and drums, only the young men dance giving village girls a chance to examine and admire them
as all—village by village—dance around a banana stem placed in the center of the dance ground.
Quite unlike their highlands neighbors who sing wailing songs at the death of one of their own
(Chenoweth 1979: 18–22), Adzera women dance around the body of the deceased and his grieving
kin while the men sound the rasps, and mixed voices sing songs which usually include reference
to their kin relationship with the dead, “My sister, oh my sister,” for example. No drums are played.
Men and women still sing fight songs dating back to the days of cannibalism. Sung to the
accompaniment of drums and struck bamboo, these songs have, of course, lost any ceremonial
significance and most Adzera sing-sings can be called upon for entertainment purposes today.
Sio
The Sio people are located on the north coast of the Huon Peninsula in Morobe Province. They are
divided into two groups, one on the mainland and the other on Sio Island just offshore from the
first group. In 1986 linguists Stephen and Dawn Clark assisted student interns Paul Grose and
Peter Jorgensen with collecting data in ethnomusicology.
According to the Sio people, the sing-sing repertoire dates back to the 1800s and consists of
songs given to various individuals by mountain dwarfs (dzăka). The alleged dwarfs are not an
identifiable tribal people but more like the mythological leprechauns of Irish folklore. The texts of
most of the songs are not understood because they contain another language or “dwarf-talk” which
has phonetic similarity to the Sio language but no lexical meaning. One Sio man from Lambutina
village reported that a certain large rock in the ground is the source of all the dzăka songs. When
they sing the song. they “lift up the stone”; then this rock comes up out of the ground and releases
songs into the peoples’ consciousness. Sio people say that no new dzăka songs have been added
to the repertoire since the coming of Lutheran missionaries in 1907. By the 1920s the people began
to substitute Christian texts for the original ones, and today claim that they have no conflict of
beliefs in singing both versions.1
In Christian services singing is generally without instrumental accompaniment whereas the
kundu drum is played regularly in the sing-sing. It was also noticed that the songs borrowed for
church use tended to be those allegedly received from dwarfs and whose linguistic content was
vague or unknown and thus would offer little or no occasion for conflict of beliefs. Those songs
attributed to local composers showed less likelihood of being transferred from one category to
another.
1

Revisor’s note: In the 2000 printing of the book, this paragraph was set as a quote, but there was no citation.
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Of the fourteen song categories Grose and Jorgensen wrote down, nine were believed to have
been received from the dwarfs. One more category (Luai), whose songs of magic spells and curses
were sung by a shaman, are now obsolete.
The five categories whose songs are attributed to human composers are war songs (Lolove),
legends (Usi), men’s songs (Pwake), songs composed by men for women to dance (Karoro) and
some local blessings, such as blessing their food gardens (Kai sona). Grose and Jorgensen were
told that men play the kundu drum (wangu in Sio) while sitting down during a sing-sing and that
there is no stigma against women taking over the drumming if the men get tired. Laid across the
player’s lap, the drum head is lightly tapped with the fingers at the introduction of a song, but
struck firmly once the main part of the song begins. Unlike the steady and unvariable beat of many
highlands players, the Sio tap a triple motif and subject it to variation as recorded at the opening
of a new house for translation work in 1988.

Drums were carried in that sing-sing which included a procession to the house. Dance movement
consisted of stepping to the accented beat then bending the knees. Participants were decorated in
colorful foliage for the event.
Sios seem to take choreographic inspiration from song texts. A song said to have come from
the dwarfs two generations ago and one of the few with Sio words was translated and written down
by Grose and Jorgensen.
This song describes seagulls flying over the ocean and getting tired. They land on
some driftwood, but waves are rough as they try to keep their balance.
Part 1 The words say, ‘Do this motion, just like the birds do, up and down’
(flapping their wings) ...
Part 2 The tempo slows down to represent the birds on the driftwood,
rocking back and forth with the waves.
Another dwarf-song describes how the fish play. The term bago-bago in the text means to roll
from side-to-side, and this is sung as the people walk in a circle. In another song composed by a
man of the past generation but attributed to at least being inspired by the dwarfs, the subject is that
of the people crossing the Mbane River enroute to Selapet, located just above the Sio town of
Wasu:
“They go to Selapet. They come to the water.
They go forward, and (the current pushes them) back.”
21
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The rhythm of the drum becomes irregular to depict the ebb and flow of the water. In the last
example, the people dance a sinewy line in imitation of a long black snake. Grose and Jorgensen
elaborate:
The song describes the movement of the snake. As the people dance, they move in
and out to simulate that movement.
Part 1 When the tapping (of drums) is steady and fast, the snake is winding
through the grass.
Part 2 When the tapping becomes stronger and more pronounced, the snake is
wrapping itself around a tree. At the end, the snake goes to sleep.
... the drop in (the singer’s) voice after the opening section signals the men to
come in together with their drums ... a drop in the voice at the end signals the end of
the song.
A similar snake dance (Barabara) is performed on Manam Island in Madang Province.
In the women’s songs, when only the women dance but both men and women sing, handclapping substitutes for drumming. By the same token, the men’s songs narrating local events
(Pwake) are danced by men to the mixed voices of men and women. In men’s sing-sings they may
strike together bow and arrow or lengths of bamboo for percussive accompaniments to their war
songs sung after they have fought and are returning home. In this victory dance the men were said
to kick the ground as they do their circular dance.
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Managalasi
This account of a sing-sing in Oro Province was recorded in 1966, before there was a province
called Oro or a country called Papua New Guinea. The people were the Managalasis whose villages
lay about one hour’s trek through high kunai grass from an airstrip called Sila.
Tonight there was a full moon, no rain, and so still, perfect for a sing-sing.
And so there was one, in Parliers’ front yard! Everyone was so excited as the
girls came into the yard all decked out in leaves, grasses, and some had cassowary
feathers stuck into their hair, resembling silky black wigs. On the whole, the girls
looked like eerie bushes come to life. For hours they danced with bamboo stamping
tubes, pounding them onto the ground as they sang and pranced in one direction, then
another. The older women, so light on their feet, showed the younger ones how to
step gracefully. The pattern seemed unregimented. Their text: ‘I am pounding the
ground with this stick.’ The boys heckled, and some of the women chased them away
with their stamping tubes.
The spectators were completely unleashed in their excitement. Voices were
raucous and behavior more like that of a school playground than a programmed fête.
This was a ladies’ sing-sing, but only a rehearsal. (Chenoweth, diary 1966)
It was less than a week later that young Managalasi men danced at Numba village in Oro Province:
It was pitch dark when the 20 drums first started, but later some of the villagers
brought bamboo torches or hung kerosene lanterns on a forked post stuck into the
ground. It was startling to see those we knew dressed in a tapa loincloth, having seen
them only in European shirts and shorts.
The loin cloths are elegant when new and hang to the ground in back like a
flowing horse tail.
Foot movements are subtle in the dance: the left foot stamps on the quarter beat,
bringing the right foot up to the left ankle without placing weight on it. On the eighthnote beat, the left foot gives a little jerk backward with a bouncing of the ankle. The
action repeats with alternate footing. All of this is done in place and very quickly to
the ♩ ♪ ♩ ♪ beat of the drum each dancer carries. At times the dancers raise the drum
high above their heads to play it. There is no single leader for the singing, but one of
a half dozen of the men begins a new song in responsorial fashion. The drums and
voices join in first, and then the dancing commences.
The men form a double column. The two at the front of each of the two columns
begin a rhythmic walk to the opposite end of the line and collect the two men at the
end of the columns. All four then return to the front of the line and lead each column
in a loop to the outside, and the cycle begins anew with new leaders.
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At any time the line is not moving, dancers are moving in place as described before.
The melodic skeleton is recycled with new words which relate local events, such as
a time of thirst being relieved at a certain waterhole, being afraid of going to a hospital
that is far from home, etc. (Chenoweth, diary February 20, 1966)
The sing-sing described is not exclusive to the young men. It was performed again the
following night at Siruvani village with young women also participating.
The girls entered the sing-sing at Stage 3. As the men began the outer loops, the girls
merged into the two columns, each one between two men. When they return to their
starting point, the girls walk right out of the line-up. In the background they hold their
rattles (kiji) in both hands, wrists together, and shake them just below their faces,
once on beat two and again more faintly on beat three.”
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(Chenoweth, diary 1966: February 21)
The Managalasis are considered to be coastal in their broadest cultural identification. Coastals
are Melanesian, whereas highlanders are not. Singing styles are radically different, as is housing,
dress and language. Though pitch inventories vary regionally, highlanders sing typically in unison
with women an octave above. In character with coastal singing practices, the Managalasis’ singing
hinted at polyphony. It was not part-singing although phrases tended to open up into two or three
voice parts about midway to the end. Parallel perfect intervals are common.
Not all group singing is danced, but without the dance, such singing is not a sing-sing in a
corporate sense; nevertheless, it should be noted that among the Managalasis there is a substantial
repertoire of songs sung by men and women seated and keeping the pulse line by means of a
popping sound caused by striking a short tube of bamboo on their bare thighs. These songs are
sung quietly and with a falsetto obligato. They are longer than the ones sung with drum
accompaniment and have several variations of the text. Ituri songs, named for the bamboo
percussion instrument which accompanies them, were still being composed in the 1960s, notably
by a distinguished middle aged man named Reru.
Initiation
Reru, a Managalasi of Oro Province, demonstrated in 1966 how they used to dance and sing at the
time adolescents were tattooed. This practice was then fading out of existence.
Before lunch, Judy (Parlier) and I went to Reru’s food garden to ask him about one
of the ituri songs. He put on a wonderful exhibition, showing how they used to dance
and sing at the time the adolescents were tattooed.
He stuck a long branch in the back of his loin cloth and began singing; bent
forward, he broke into a running step and then reversed his direction. Every now and
then he would straighten up—still running—and bow down again so the branch
would wave gracefully up and down. Then he stood and bent at the waist from side
to side, from front to back, then around in a circle while the branch floated like a
plume.
He then launched into a dance of joy which the elders performed when the
adolescent boys came out of the dark huts where they had been kept for months. This
was done in order to fade their skin to a light color which would make the tattoo the
more pronounced. Reru held his hands up, bent his arms as if he held an invisible
feather in each hand, and then he leapt forward landing on his left leg. Poised on the
left leg, he then leapt to his right leg and poised on it. From this position, he repeated
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the leap and paused on his left leg, then the right again, and so forth in his leaping
walk, done as gracefully and easily as a deer. (Chenoweth, diary 1966)
Orokaiva
F.E. Williams in his book Orokaiva Magic writes of the Orokaiva people who inhabit the area
between the east coast of Papua New Guinea and the Owen Stanley Mountains. When Williams
was writing, this was the northern part of Papua and was known as Northern Province until Papua
New Guinea became an independent nation in 1976. Today it is called after the People, Oro
Province.
In 1924 Williams traced the origin of a Taro Cult to a village named Taututu near the mouth
of the Nambare River, where an Orokaiva man, Buninia, claimed to have had a dream in which
the spirit of the Taro taught him a new ritual which the people were to practice on threat of crop
failure. Others report that it was Buninia’s sister-in-law, Kosino, who originated the cult. Their
story tells of a visit to Kosino by three men who were fleeing from their first encounter with white
men. However, in their escape, they ran into a hostile tribe who killed and ate them. The spirits of
these three returning home visited Kosino, had intercourse with her, and presented her with the
spirit of the Taro. Regardless of the origin, the cult spread, and in doing so took on a variety of
forms as it was introduced not from the source but from intermediate practitioners.
Williams describes the Taro festival as highly sociable in character with nearly everyone
participating in the singing, dancing and feasting called Kasamba.
The songs—like so many native songs, unintelligible alike to the listeners and
singers—would often appear to be, in their origin, exhortations or hymns of praise to
the Taro. Certain sects perform distinctive dances, but, except in a few instances, the
dance has not been highly elaborated, and remains a minor feature of the cult. Perhaps
as an unintentional substitute, the innumerable followers of the movement indulged
in various kinds of foolish antics, with reeling, staggering, and a violent shaking of
the head and limbs known as jipari. Such uncontrolled bodily movements do not
belong to the Taro cult alone, but have been a common and unpleasant feature of
many of the new religious movements ... there is a wide class of Taro ‘experts’ or
special exponents of the cult. It is impossible to set a definite limit to this class. There
are some who are recognized as leaders and who are very strongly ‘possessed’, and
others who are little more than laymen. However, it is possible to include them all
under the name ba-embo, which means literally “Taro man.” (Williams 1924:10)
Williams likens the Taro men to priests of the cult who officiate in the ceremonial feasting, perform
certain rites in the taro gardens, observe certain taboos and make a special practice of jipari. The
latter practice is believed to symbolize possession by a spirit, either of the dead or the Taro itself,
whereas:
A secondary office of the Taro men is that of curing; the drumming and singing, or
Kasamba, is thought to be as efficacious for raising the sick as for raising the tubers
in the garden ... still it is fair to say that this phase of their craft is not very
pronounced.” (Williams 1924:11)
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In relating the manner by which a ceremony spreads from one region to another, Williams recounts
a visit to the Aiga village of Korisata where visitors from the Binandele group came to visit with
their Taro friends. All in all, four different sects of the Taro cult happened to be present. It was, by
the way, common practice to name themselves after a species of the taro plant. The author points
out that one of the best characteristics of the Taro cult movement was the bond of friendship it
created. As the various groups began to demonstrate their brand of taro sing-sing, the village
policeman, a cult member whose group was not well represented, proposed a contest on the
following day to determine who could dance longest and best. The contest between Kivere, Diroga
and Kaiva cults is quoted here. First came the Kivere men:
To the sound of drums and conches and their own lusty voices, they took up their
stand at one end of the village. The accredited Kivere men formed the front rank;
behind them were the drummers and singers, mere laymen; and behind these again a
number of girls made use of the opportunity for displaying their charms in a dance.
The Kivere men carry spears. Gripping them tightly they reel, shudder, and
posture, the spear stuck into the ground seeming to act as some support, while their
faces assume expressions of great agony, which, one sincerely hopes, are largely
counterfeit. For the most part they remain stationary, though occasionally an
individual will break away, and brandishing his spear, and swerving in and out among
spectators and coconut palms, performs a frantic, staggering circle back to his place
in the rank.
While these two parties were in a manner dancing one another down, the Kaiva
men, though less strongly represented, were not idle. Old Tevera, head of the faction
from Kumusi, carried a magnificent spear, very weighty, and beautifully polished
and feathered. This he manipulated as if in a pole dance, and performed graceful little
pirouettes with his feet, all of which, to one’s surprise, cost him no loss of dignity,
although he was an elderly man and a very large one. Circling in and out among the
bystanders, he would pause from time-to-time to hold his spear horizontally above
their heads, in a manner reminiscent of benediction. Prominent among his followers
was his wife, whose movements had more velocity if less elegance, and who
continually flicked the spectators with a bunch of crimson-leafed taro medicine,
Tumeni.
The local faction of Kaiva men had their main representative in Siavije who,
strolling aimlessly hither and thither between the several parties of dancers, and
repeating something over and over to himself, acted a part all his own which, it is to
be feared, made no great impression on the bystanders.
After the dances, antics or paroxysms of the several sects had continued for
some time, there followed a general pause in which the Korisata people, forming
themselves into a single file, paraded past the visitors, each man shaking the hand of
every visitor in turn as he passed. (Williams 1924:20, 21)
Although dance is not a major feature of the Taro cult, the Orokaiva people were noted for their
dancing in older ceremonies which, Williams believes, is the best product of Orokaiva art.
Nonetheless, Taro men typically sit down as they sing.
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The shaking practice of jipari is capable of inducing shaking fits among onlookers who have
recently lost a relative. Diroga cult professes to believe they are possessed by the true Diroga, or
spirit, of a slain man. In the description of the Diroga men’s participation in the dance contest,
Williams mentions “posturing.” What is meant by this is intermittent cessation of movement,
gazing upward into the sky or trees, hoping or pretending to see the Diroga spirit. Diroga men
have a peculiar gesture of jerking the head to one side which Williams compares to the motions
made to shake water out of one’s ears. He tells the origin of this gesture which will be condensed
here: A young man before going off on a raid with his father and brothers, tells his sweetheart to
wait for him and they will marry when he returns. When he returns from the successful raid, he
comes to take her away to his home. Enroute the girl notices him jerking his head and stamping
his foot. Later she observes with alarm that blood is trickling out his ear. Leaving him she ran to
the village just in time to see the raiders returning and carrying his corpse. He had been hit by the
deadly war club—emi tatáru, a pole with a stone disc encircling its end. Hence the gesture, in
imitation of a real Diroga.
Spears also have symbolic significance. Being named for a dead warrior they become symbolic
of the man’s Diroga. It is customary to touch the spear-point as well as to shake hands in salutation
to the Diroga. Failure to do so may cause illness.
As anthropologist to the colonial government, Williams presents an evaluation of the Taro
Cult, objectively weighting the pros and cons. His views may be summarized according to the
various aspects of the practice:
As regards its artistic worth there is much of value and devoid of harm. Orokaiva art
in terms of dance, mime and drama is admirable. The grace and power of movement
is impressive and is entered into with an intensity of feeling, and is a desirable
substitute for aggression spent against traditional adversaries. It provided a new
interest to relieve boredom as well as aggression.
Less positive was its effect on the older ceremonial dances, overshadowed by
the new craze. There was no indication that the older ceremonies were opposed, but
the Kasamba required no preparation and could be performed at a moment’s notice,
without all the preparation necessary for the “eminently superior” and older singsings. Then too the Kasamba was at the time obligatory to growing good and plentiful
taro. And from the latter duty there arise two negative aspects of the Kasamba. The
first is its foundation in sorcery, the harm threatened if certain requirements are not
met, a sort of motivation by blackmail, even though the people do give more of their
attention to gardening, once focused on the taro. That fact may confirm the
effectiveness of the cult practices. The other aspect is that of the jipari shaking, an
abandonment of self-control which, if expurgated, would be no loss artistically. The
continued indulgence in shaking-fits is said to be physically detrimental also, causing
“wasting and physical deterioration” (Williams 1924:94).
From the government’s point-of-view, one aspect of the Taro Cult proved beneficial to law and
order because discipline and subjugation were necessary to cult practices. Political organization in
the form of strong leaders, respected locally and among other peoples involved in the cult, provided
a political cohesion of wider scope than the patriarchal authority which formerly had been the
predominate social organization. No serious quarrel was known to have erupted between the Taro
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parties who travelled constantly. No movement of native origin had up to that time made the same
universal appeal to these peoples.
Williams is to be commended on his view that “native life should be permitted to shape itself
out rather than be completely remodelled according to European taste ...” (Williams 1924:56). He
proposed a threefold criteria for assessing indigenous practices. Briefly, such practices are (1)
good, and should be encouraged, (2) indifferent, and should be tolerated giving benefit of doubt,
and (3) bad, and should be forbidden in the interests of the people themselves.
Wanigera
Arthur Chignell described a sing-sing in Wanigera, Collingwood Bay, when Oro Province was a
part of British New Guinea.
In the dancing season “when the hunts are all over, and the heavier garden work not yet well
begun” a sing-sing is organized:
It starts about the time of sunset, with a few gentle but impatient tappings of the drum,
... and soon there will be fifty or a hundred men with lusty voices, and most of them
with drums, moving backwards and forwards in a double line ... a slow dance, it is
oblong rather than square ... and it goes on for five or ten minutes at a time, pausing
for a few seconds, and then on again, with tom-tom, tom-tom on the lizard-skin heads
of the drums as a constant accompaniment, and a few bars, over and over again, of
some traditional native song, whose words no longer have any clear meaning for
those who sing, set to rather mournful music ...
There are lights up and down the village all through the night, torches of dry
grass, and big fires at which the women are cooking food. A man may drop out now
and then to get his breath, or to straighten his headdress, or to put more paint on his
face, but it is almost a point of honour, especially with the younger men, to go on to
the bitter end. (Chignell 1925:232–5)
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Korafe headdress with hornbill beaks1

1

Revisor’s note: This seems to be a headdress from Chignall’s “Wanigera” (Wanigela?), which is near but not in
Korafe land.
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Kaulong
North and east some fifteen miles from Kandrian on the southern cost of West New Britain is the
village of Au, home to the Kaulong people. Linguists Craig and Linda Throop hosted student
interns Dan Limkeman and LaMoyne Schneider, then Kathleen Saperstein and the author during
successive visits in 1985 and 1986. The Throops contributed valuable information on Kaulong
music owing to their knowledge of the language and willingness to translate.
Within the span of two days, both death and new life were respected by song and dance:
In the evening, around 11.00 p.m., we took a kerosene lantern and walked through
boggy trails to the sing-sing ground about 20 minutes away. The sing-sing in progress
was in honor of a woman who had died six months previously. Her son commenced
the songs. With the accompaniment of two hand-drums the small turnout of six to
eight singers circled the fire as they sang.
The dead are buried adjacent to the sing-sing ground, and a house is built over the six or so graves
there, according to resident linguist Linda Throop. She explained that when burial space becomes
scarce, the dead are buried in a sitting-up position.
The next day we saw a woman of the village dance for a new baby. Wearing
traditional Kaulong dress, she pranced about singing her own song, making frequent
gestures directed at her breasts. She was not the mother, nor did she seem to have any
ceremonial office. The act was spontaneous, much like a blessing, to bestow wellbeing, health and perhaps fertility to the child. (Chenoweth, diary 1986: June 15).
Some sing-sings performed at Au were found to be borrowed from the Siassi people of the Morobe
coast on the mainland. Another sing-sing which involved the Tumban spirit-being was not
translatable by the Kaulong speakers, suggesting that, along with the title, the source of this singsing may stem from the Tubuan dance of the Tolais in East New Britain. The Au version is that
the spirit, whose name is Kamurmur, was “an ancestor spirit (who) lived in a hole not far from the
village of Au.” As told to Limkeman and Schneider,
Someone worked a garden there and ate taro there. When some of the taro
disappeared they posted some boys to see if a pig was taking the taro. The boys found
the head of the Tumban who said that they may sing to this head, but that the women
must never see it. Then they brought the head home. Hence, the headdress that the
male dancers wear.
The mask is cone-shaped with a face painted on it and is topped by feathers. Like the Tubuan and
Dukduk of East New Britain, when a Kaulong puts the Tumban mask over his head and dances, he
is believed to be transformed into an ancestral spirit. Men perform the Tumban dance away from
the women.
There are three main configurations for the sing-sing dances, each associated with a different
category of songs. One common configuration is a circle in which women follow behind the men
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as they move counter-clockwise. Songs associated with this dance pattern are meant to affect
fertility on barren coconut trees so that they will produce fruit. Within this category of coconut
songs (Evit) there is at least one song where the men walk and just the women dance. This song is
sung when there are still a few coconuts on the tree though other ones have dried up and fallen to
the ground. Another group of songs (Sasungin) danced in the same configuration were boys’
initiation songs at which time the initiates’ teeth are blackened with a local paint. A third group of
songs (Takaiyikngin) danced in this revolving circle names varieties of a species of plant or animal
or geographic features. Such local taxonomies may include types of palm trees, varieties of taro,
birds and reptiles or mountains and rivers. They also name eight famous ancestral leaders. This
dance is commonly performed with men playing hand-drums (kundus) in accompaniment. A
variation of the circle is executed at sing-sings in advance of a pig feast sponsored by some local
leader who donates his pigs. Here the men and women arrange themselves in two circles, men
forming one inside that of the women, and all proceeding counter-clockwise in the dance. Songs
sung in connection with the pig feast (Sasaukngin) this time pay homage to eminent women in
Kaulong history. In addition, mountains and streams are named.
A different dance formation is used for four more song categories. Men stand in place within
an inner circle in this configuration while the women, positioned in an outer circle, dance inward
toward the men in the center and back again to their place in the outer circle. One class of songs
(Asum) sung to this dance embraces such a broad range of subject matter that it is difficult to know
what binds them into one category unless it is an exclusive reference to what is local, for they may
sing in honor of an eminent man or woman, types of pigs, animals that live in the bush, varieties
of taro, stories such as one about a boy who lost and regained his lizard; they may also sing a list
of mountains, trees of the palm type, or the sound of the wind as it precedes a rain. Fight songs
(Kalalaingin) of the more recent past are danced in the same configuration though at a different
time when the male dancers carry spears and shields, and the women wield fighting sticks. As the
morning begins to dawn after an all-night sing-sing a certain bird (Kauk) begins to sing, and so the
final song which signals the end of the sing-sing is about this bird. The third category (Mutmut) is
composed of songs about birds of the area, and these are danced to the same configuration but with
a slower tempo. The lists of birds within each song typically ends with the mention of the king of
birds (visu), probably the cassowary. The last category of songs danced in this style has to do with
the boys’ initiation (Lawosong). These songs use the garamut (slit-drum) for accompaniment, and
their texts list types of grass skirts, various hills in the vicinity, edible greens which grow wild,
and ditches where water collects.
These by no means describe all of the songs the Kaulong sing. Their repertoire abounds,
reflecting acute awareness of their environs and predecessors and attempting to control their
natural world with the power of song. Such a concept is prevalent in Papua New Guinea with
special emphasis given to what is basic to the local diet and economy. Kaulong dependency on
their coconuts has spawned an entire category of songs. Many peoples of Papua New Guinea have
songs about rain, but the Kaulong have an unusual song sung at the first sensation of an earthquake
in an attempt to suppress it. People who live much of the time in mist and cloud sing of the sun,
and many others have a song to repel the rain if the rainy season is too severe. Natural peoples
have to try to deal with the elements within the limits of their own universe.
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Kilenge
On the westernmost tip of New Britain, the Kilenge people live in five coastal villages and garden
on the mountainside. They are artistic craftsmen and skilled seafarers who make highly decorative
sea-going canoes. Designs painted on them in red, black and white are clan symbols, abstract
representations of the flora and fauna familiar to them. Kilenge women’s faces and bodies are
traditionally tattooed with designs of their clan. Elaborate headdresses of the men likewise employ
clan designs.
Pigs exchanged in advance are distributed and consumed in the form of cooked pork during
the sing-sing. Kilenge men play hand-drums (kundus) as they dance on such occasions as the
launching of a canoe, the harvest of taro, boys’ initiation or completion of a new men’s house.
It has been mentioned that the Sia sing-sing of the Siassi Islands was borrowed by peoples of
West New Britain, including the Kilenge. However, the Kilenge do have original sing-sings. The
earliest one takes its name from a giant mask called Bukumo. The mask is an oval face painted
white with eyes of concentric black circles and a red crocodile extending from forehead to mouth
which serves as a nose. Framing the face are yellowish fronds of the pandanus tree, creating an
illusion of light rays, but radiating still further are long slender canes tipped with white feathers.
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Bukumo Masks
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Philip Dark in 1974 estimated the masks’ diameter at twelve feet. The wearer is covered
completely so that no human limbs are in evidence. A cape of shredded pandanus overlays a layer
of broad red croton leaves which reach about to the knees. The red leaves in turn overlay a skirt of
green and yellow croton leaves which sweep the ground. The wearer inside grasps two poles, one
in either hand, to help support the framework. Bukumo then walks “sedately around the village
square in a circle, producing a strange, bobbing, swaying motion of the vast fan of feathers” (Dark,
1974:18). Bukumo appears at the time boys’ ears are pierced and their hair ceremonially cut. As it
is a time for celebration, many pigs are slaughtered in preparation for the sing-sing to be held the
following day. Bukumo resides inside the men’s house along with all the masks, and there they are
kept secret from the women. The male cult initiates what is ceremonial in the life of the Kilenge
people. Masks have separate functions, and these often have to do with initiation, but following
their dance and display, a social sing-sing with mixed company takes place.
Tumbuan masks are worn in a dance in which only men take part. As the Tumbuans dance, the
other men play their kundu drums and sing in chorus. Tumbuans dance when yams are harvested,
when canoe voyages return home, when there is a marriage or at Christmas. Shouts of warning
cause the women to flee and hide their eyes from them as they go dancing through the village.
Some mask faces, such as that of Bukumo, are made of beaten coconut fiber; others, like that
called Nausung are carved out of wood. All are painted, but those with faces tend to be a framed
oval whereas masks that have geometric designs rather than faces tend to be tall cones. A feast for
the mask called Nausung occurs in a cycle of three to four years, traditionally at the time of male
circumcision. After Nausung “has eaten” and goes away, women may come to partake of the pig
and taro feast.
Although Catholic priests have sanctified it with holy water, a large stone, surrounded by
smaller ones, is still thought by the male cult to hear and respond to their supplications and from
time to time food offerings are made to the stone.
A sing-sing at Ongaia village was held when Kaliai neighbors to the east near Kobei visited.
The sing-sing performed goes by the name agosang. Quoting Philip Dark,
The performers were the visitors from Kaliai (village). A chorus of ten young girls
shuffled in the heavy sand toward a large group of men, who stood in a crescent at
the back of the men’s house with their shields held in front of them in one hand and
their spears held vertically in the other. One of their number was a drummer. A man
would sing a few words, then the chorus of men would chant. The young girls in their
grass skirts and with bared breasts would bend forward and do a vigorous and rapid
shuffle from one foot to the other on the same spot, causing their short grass skirts at
the back to bounce up and down provocatively, like a ballerina’s tutu. The line of
girls had their arms linked. Every now and again they would move several steps to
the right and then to the left. Behind the girls, an old dame, wearing a grass skirt and
keeping in step with the chorus ... would punctuate the dancing and singing with a
shrill, hooting whistle. At intervals, two or three men would rush out from their
crescent on each side of the chorus line, their shields held out in front of them, and
brandish their spears threateningly, turn, and then return to their fellows. The whole
affair developed a monotony of an hypnotic kind. (Dark 1974: 24–5).
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The Kilenge are noted for their expertise in making skirts. Those of Kilenge women consist of
tufts of grass tucked into a woven fiber belt, front and back, with sides left bare. The grass dyed in
strips of yellow, red and blue-green is cut in tiers by cutting panels to different lengths, the back
resembling a bustle. Rings of turtle shell bracelets or woven arm-bands worn above the elbow are
decorated with leaves which cascade downward. Attractive foliage is tucked, stems down, into the
back of their skirts. For this dance men wear a pair of boar’s tusks around the neck and small,
brightly colored leaves banded on to the forehead. When making threatening postures, they hold
the boar’s tusks in their mouths. The tusks form two white circles as they arch up and out from a
center where the two are joined, giving the men a fearsome look.
Kilenge men are recognized as an artistic people who carve and ornament even such functional
items as an adze handle, canoe bailer, house-posts, etc. Their drums are elaborately etched at the
narrow midsection and have a handle carved out of one side of this midsection. Opposite the
handle, free and swirling designs protrude which are carved through, allowing light to penetrate
the design.
On the northern coast of West New Britain in 1985, a sing-sing for the dead was witnessed at
Nakanai. Here the men play the garamut (slit-drum) as well as the kundu (hand-drums).
The dance steps are sharp turns to the left and right, the twisting movement setting
their grass skirts in motion. With ankles together, they twist to the left and then
descend on their heels with a thump. The same action is followed to the right, causing
the skirts to swing from side to side. The girls hold a feather or small branch in each
hand, pushing them back and forth alternately, rather like a runner with arms bent.
Others may hold the right hand high and, with a slight twist of the wrist to the left
and then to the right, give the feather slight animation. All the while they step slowly.
In the evening they sang with a harmony unlike any heard on the mainland.
(Chenoweth, diary 1986: June 14).
Mangseng
South and east of Hoskins and on the west side of the Kapuira River is the village of Lavege.
Student interns accompanied the author there in two successive years; Susan Richardson in 1985
and Paul Grose in 1986. Ruth and Lloyd Milligan, linguists fluent in the Mangseng language,
translated what the Mangseng speakers said about their music.
All traditional songs belong to one of ten categories, each category having a title. Three of the
categories only the women sing. One is that sung upon their arrival at the sing-sing ground
(Vungvungon), and another consists of songs sung to children (Rurumong). The third category is
sung during the preparation of a sing-sing feast (Yutong).
A category sung by men (Milang) is connected to a sing-sing known as Sesero which has been
forbidden by the United Church. Sesero songs were sung at night by both men and women
attending a feast which featured eels. Men and women were said to have danced with idols (avela)
at such a sing-sing. Avela were carved totems which embodied spirits and were kept in the men’s
house where the men depended on them as sentries to warn them of an attack by their enemies.
When the sing-sing concluded at dawn, the idols were “thrown away.” However, Milang songs
were sung only in the men’s house when the idols were brought into it.
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Younger men today compose “drinking songs” which do not belong to a traditional category.
Sing-sings of a social nature occur only at the celebration of a special event such as marriage
or a funeral feast. At such times the Mangsengs don traditional dress, grass skirts for the women
and bark skirts for the men along with feather decorations.
The other various categories occur in the sing-sing with a customary chronology. The women
sing (Yutong) as they make preparations for the feast and, as one Mangseng added, they decorate
the men with leaves. The people then walk together to the sing-sing ground (Vaisong) where the
dancing will take place. Once they have arrived they sing another set of songs (Vungvungong).
Among these is a subset just by women (Vungvungon Mangsenga). Vungvungong may optionally
occur at the end of the sing-sing immediately before the final song of the night.
From early in the evening until about midnight Voing Alili songs are traditionally sung,
followed by songs of the category Voing Enanga. There is a third Voing category (Voing Maingi)
always sung as the last set just before dawn, but preceding it is a group of very old songs called
Metiti. Some of these were composed by women; the texts deal with tattoos women had on their
faces, and others relate to their fears during World War II.
The last song, one of the group sung just before dawn (Voing Maingi) is known by composer
and title (Lui va telo by Pomiday) and is the formal closure after which all return home.
Mangsengs do not play hand-drums, but accompaniment to sing-sings is provided by the
garamut whose player bounces the end of a long beater against the drum’s center.
A simple harmony in two parts characterizes Mangseng melodies. Beginning in unison, the
melodic line then splits into two parts, the lower one lingering around the tonal center or moving
in parallel thirds or fourths with the upper line. As far as texts are concerned, the subject matter
does not indicate the category. Topics which inspired the songs are many and varied—animals of
the forest, the home ground, tree felling, foods, hunting, personal troubles, the birds, and myriad
other subjects from the life of the Mangseng. In singing them, all recall their history, sharing the
emotional content as none outside that history are able to share.
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As in most societies of the world, a social event couples with social intent. Prestige is gained by
some member or members of the local population, thus securing leadership roles or alliances, all
cause for celebration. In the Eastern Highlands, intervillage sing-sings may make amends or
“payback” for a wrong. Such an event constitutes a truce, but further, it implies future alliance.
Urasena
The Urasena sing-sing of East New Britain takes its name from a ceremonial mask, and is
performed by male elders in the Maenge (Pomio) region to signify their wealth and prestige.
Owners of an Urasena mask are obligated to provide the sing-sing feast. The mask itself is to be
destroyed when its owner dies.
Although the Urasena sing-sing has strong social significance, its performance is dictated by
certain ceremonial events, such as a death of a relative when all his possessions are publicly buried,
or to celebrate the initiation of young boys or girls.
Initiation
Only initiated males are allowed into the area where the masks are made, and only those initiated
are allowed to help the elder in making his mask. Before a boy is allowed entry into the sacred
area, he has to endure three or four lashes across his waist in order to prevent the evil spirit of the
Urasena casting a spell on him. Secrets of the Urasena are kept from the womenfolk on threat of
death to the traitor. Women were to believe that the masks came from ancestral spirits who
appeared by magic performed by the village elders. Today the secrets of male cults in many areas
of Papua New Guinea are known by the women. Nevertheless, respect is shown for the tradition.
Regarding the Urasena, women are yet not permitted to touch the grass skirt of the costumed
dancers or even approach them.
Duke of York
In eastern New Britain and probably originating with the powerful Tolai people, the Duk-Duk
Society conducts sing-sings of a similar sort. The Tolai are among the best educated folk of all of
New Guinea, and the core of their influence emanates from the Gazelle Peninsula, Rabaul and the
Duke of York Islands. Today the Duk-Duk Society’s influence extends beyond the clan and village
level into a powerful political force.
Powell gave an early account of the Duke of York Islands:
They have many dances in New Britain, and any excuse is sufficient for a
‘Madargen’. The usual form of the dance is in two lines, like front and rear rank, and
the dancers are dressed up in variegated leaves from the dracoena and other plants,
and they have ferns and flowers on their heads and in their hands ... two lines of
dancers facing each other, who move their arms and legs in very correct time to the
music, then turn either to the right or the left, and come round each other different
ways.
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There is one dance, however, I must try and describe—that is the ‘Toberran’,
which is arranged by the same chief that has the management of the fish canoe.
It occurs about once in two seasons at the full moon, and is really a very
impressive sight; the men and women who take part in it are all picked dancers.
At about 9.00 p.m. we were all seated round in a large semicircle, the other side
of the circle being formed by heaps of firewood, all ready for lighting. As yet there
was no appearance of any performers, but by-and-by the tom-toms commenced to
play very slowly, and the women who were seated in front as orchestra, began to sing
a weird kind of song, which I can only describe as a combined wailing of cats and
dogs, which gradually got faster and faster. Presently one of the fires blazed up—and
we saw some sort of creatures creeping out of the bush in all directions; they did,
indeed, look like devils, which the word ‘Toberran’ signifies. Some wore masks
composed of skulls cut in half, and filled in with gum to represent a human face; these
were held between the teeth by a stick, fastened across the back of the mouth of the
skull; on their heads they wore long black wigs composed of coconut fibre, and their
bodies are covered with dead leaves.
Some that had no masks had their faces painted an unearthly green colour, and
on their shoulders were fastened a kind of wings. (On closer inspection I afterwards
found these were actually fastened through the loose skin in the side of the neck).
On came these unearthly figures, creeping from the bush on every side, some
with tails, some with spikes all down their backs, all keeping step and beautiful time,
no matter what positions their bodies were in.
Suddenly the tom-toms stopped, and all the Toberrans rushed to the centre of
the open space with a fearful yell; then the music strikes up again, and there begins a
dance that defies all description; heads there, arms here, legs one way, tails another,
and yet in perfect unison, for if there was an arm on one side, there was a leg to
correspond on the other.
The shrieks and yells grew louder, and the singing became shouting; and as
they dance, the fires are lighted and blaze up, throwing a lurid light on one of the
most hideous scenes it has ever been my lot to witness.” (Powell 1884: 67–70)
The “tom-toms” Powell mentions are kundus with carved handles at the narrow centre. They are
“like two cones joined at the apex, covered at one end with iguana skin tightly stretched.” Like
other kundus it is held in one hand and struck with the other” (Powell 1884: 71).
Powell discovered the Duk-duk to be one man appointed by the chief. He wears a cone shaped
hat with a fact painted on it. Its rim rests on his shoulders and from there to his knees he is covered
with leaves. His arms are not visible, and so his identity is secret. His function is as ombudsman,
judge, mercenary or whatever he is paid to do, and his power is unchallengeable. Women and
children must not look at the Duk-duk. He makes a shrieking noise as he passes to warn them to
hide from him, or they will die.
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After he makes his rounds, inflicting punishment if the accused doesn’t make restitution, there
is a big feast and sing-sing (just described). Today the Duk-Duk society remains strong politically
in New Ireland, New Britain’s Gazelle Peninsula and in the Duke of York Islands.
The fear surrounding the Duk-duk is in that people did not know he was a human and attributed
supernatural powers to him.
The Duk-duk, the story goes, originated with a young Duke of York man who quarrelled with
his father and went into the bush to live. He devised the costume. With arms concealed, he carried
a club with which he killed his victims and ate them. A chief later overcame him, and the Duk-duk
shared with the chief in exchange for sparing his life.
In the Duke of York Islands, Duk-duk is the same as Tubuan. The Kuanua language is spoken
by the Tolais whereas the Ramoaaina language is spoken on Duke of York, although the two are
twin cultures in many respects. Duk-duk means clan or the Tubuan figure, of which there are two
classes. The Duk-duk of superior status dresses in red instead of green foliage. His cone-shaped
mask is very tall, and the mask has no eyes painted on it, whereas the lesser Duk-duk in green
foliage wears a mask with two eyes, and the cone rising above his mask is not so tall as the other’s.
Men accompany the Tubuan with singing and playing their hourglass drums. Although he
knows the songs, a Tubuan does not sing but only dances. There are said to be several hundred
Tubuan songs, but they are never to be sung unless a Tubuan is dancing (Duvelle, 1980).
Villagers along the coast of the main island spoke of no less than seventeen song categories,
twelve of which are danced, and seven of these are social though men and women have their own
separate dances at social occasions. Only in the game-songs (Kinabur) and in the night dance
(Gunugu) do men and women engage in mixed dancing.
In addition to these social dances there are ceremonial dances exclusive to the men
including Duk-duk dances, cult songs which produce magic for good fishing, men’s
initiation at Weira village and the masked Tubuan dance which the women sing while
the men dance.
The remaining five categories are sung but not danced. Men meet together to sing songs to charm
a girl as in the Tolai Warbat and for other magic practices, one of which is to ensure protection
against attack, especially of strangers.
Baliga songs are those sung by women who play stamping tubes on the occasion of purchasing
a bride. Men may compose these, but only women perform them.
Like the Tolais, the tidir is used to accompany some songs. The tidir is a thin slice of bamboo
which is curved slightly and held balanced over a cupped hand and tapped with a pencil-slim stick
held in the other hand. But unlike the Tolais, the end of mourning period is marked not by a male
dance, but by the mixed singing of tinobo songs by men and women.
All of these data were acquired through the vernacular language with linguist Dean Moore
translating. Once the people were at last convinced that Moore’s friends were sincere in their desire
to hear indigenous songs of the islands, the music flowed from them for days, concluding with a
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night of merriment spent in feasting and all participating in playful game-songs (Kinabur). Few
would have guessed that Duke of Yorkers, who are veteran winners of the United Church’s annual
anthem contest, also retained such a vast repertoire of traditional songs.
Baining
The Bainings’ fire dance is performed today for the public at various local shows, its mystique
greatly reduced by the fact that the dancing participants are seen as costumed men and not spirit
beings. Nevertheless, the ritual of mask preparation by older men is adhered to with varying
degrees of belief in supernatural attainment of fertility and initiation into manhood. The fire dance
is intentionally eerie to frighten the uninitiated and especially the women, thus securing the social
dominance of initiated males.
Once a coastal people, the Bainings withdrew to the mountains of the Gazelle Peninsula south
and west of Rabaul to escape their enemies the Tolais, who came by sea from the area including
Rabaul and the Duke of York Islands. It is deep within the mountains’ forest that the masks are
secretly made. There are three types of masks. The lingen and the kavat worn as the dancer’s face
and inspired by the forms of animals or birds of the forest, are unmistakably Baining in respect to
the eyes of the mask, consisting of painted rings of chalky white contrasting with concentric rings
of black and red. The eyes are so exaggerated as to form two-thirds of the mask’s face which tapers
at the neck in the fashion of a bird’s beak, long nose, or bib. The eyes must not be looked upon by
the uninitiated before the dance or dire harm will result. To look at the eyes may cause blindness
physically or figuratively, and for a woman who sees the eyes of the mask, there is danger of
bearing offspring as hideous as the mask. The large Kavat head is made from tapa cloth stretched
over a framework of bamboo, and the red and black paints are made from local plant life mixed
by mouth.
A third mask, called vungvung, is a helmet mask with sides of rectangles made of bamboo and
pandanus leaves woven into an artistic swirling pattern. Its height is judged to be about 4½ feet
and its length about 6 feet, and its occupant blows a horn made of bamboo. The patterned sides of
the vungvung are painted in blood daubed from the mask maker’s tongue. To make the blood flow
he cuts his tongue with a bamboo knife or the edge of a rough leaf while he intermittently intones
a magical chant.
Although it is said that the young male dancers are naked, there are some precautions taken
against being burned. Their bodies are first of all blackened with a substance dug out of the ground,
probably peat, and then sprayed with wild bees’ honey spat from the mouth of one of the men.
Forearms and elbows, thighs and knees are smeared with white clay, though this has dubious
protective value. Around the shoulders and upper arms green foliage does offer some protection,
as do the leggings from ankle to knee made of long green grass which passes under a band below
the knee, doubled back to the ankle and secured there with another band. There is also a saucershaped penis shield made of tapa cloth, the band of which is passed between the legs and fastened
at the base of the spine by a skewer of bone or bamboo, or even a safety pin, which pierces through
the flesh. The initial pain of this procedure seems to vanish once the dance begins.
First on the scene are the percussionists, six or more men who beat stamping tubes and sing at
a breathtaking tempo. The singing is centered on a single pitch, and the syllables fly so fast that
one questions whether there is a text or simply vocalics following melisma on the vowel o. Western
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civilization knows nothing like it except perhaps the voice of a veteran auctioneer. In New Guinea
it is unique, with only the Baruya in the south of the Eastern Highlands having any comparable
tempo. That there is a text understood, but only by the Bainings, was made evident by one of the
musicians who, on another occasion, composed several centric melodies in this same style but
based on verses from the New Testament and accompanied by the stamping tube.
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As the percussionist singers drone on in the darkness, other men begin to build up the fire.
Prior to the arrival of the masks, women and children may dance around the fire. Attention is
focused upon this for some time so that when the masked dancers quietly slip in to the clearing,
their huge and penetrating eyes startle the onlookers. One by one the mask wearers file toward the
percussion players, dancing as they go. They pause to dance in place for some minutes before the
group of players. In former days this was said to have allowed the players to impart to them the
spirits of the Kavat which they invoked through their playing. One dancer reported that today this
delay allows them to gain a mental and psychological readiness for the fire.
Dancers and singers seem to perform in tandem throughout the night, an increase in tempo and
crescendo of singing urging the masked ones to dance through the leaping flames. Even the
vungvung manages to step awkwardly through the burning branches and pass through the fire in a
spray of sparks.
Tolai
In the Gazelle Peninsula men and women typically perform separate sing-sings. Among the Tolai
there are men’s love-magic songs, not danced but sung in falsetto voice by men gathered in the
men’s house. These Warbat songs are intended to cast a spell over a certain girl whom the man
desires, and it is in these gatherings that a unique two-bar xylophone (tinbuk) is played for the
purpose of reinforcing the magic which would cause the specific girl to yearn for the man who
desires her.
Then there is a mortuary dance performed by six Tolai men with stamping tubes which was
recorded by Frederic Duvelle in 1980. This dance marks the end of a period of mourning and is
forbidden to children, nor may pregnant women watch it.
By far the most famous are the Tubuan dances. Tubuan is a figure who reflects the power of
male cults in the Duke of York Islands as well as in the Gazelle Peninsula. Each village or clan
may have one or two of these Tubuan who appear seasonally between June and August. Called out
from an enclosure where he is hidden, the man dressed as a Tubuan appears on signal of a short
motif played on the garamut (slit-drum). When he steps out of hiding, his garb at once signifies
his office. He is clad in a cloak of grass and leaves which covers him from neck to knee and wears
a mask that tapers upward into a cone. Secretly elected, his identity is not divulged. A Tubuan has
unrivalled social and political authority, and when his presence is announced, women must flee.
In coastal villages he makes his seasonal debut in a canoe, dancing on top of coconuts which have
been bound together.
Tubuan dancers are characteristic of the coastal peoples rather than the interior of Papua New
Guinea. As mentioned elsewhere, the Siassi dances have widespread distribution along the north
and eastern coastlines of the mainland, the Cape Gloucester area and the southwest coast of New
Britain (Kandrian). As enacted by the Siassi islanders, the Tubuan is connected with spiritual
beliefs (Linn’s: 1971). Masks may be doubleheaded, called “Father Tubuans,” or singleheaded,
called “Son Tubuans.” Tubuan means ancestor. The latter are taller than the Father Tubuans and
are fashioned of tapa-cloth into a head reminiscent of a bird with large beak; on the mask are
painted great round eyes, abstract ears and red mouth, the sign of blood. Designs vary depending
on the ownership of the masks which are bequeathed from father to son. As with the Urasena,
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betrayal of the Tubuan secrets is a serious matter, punishable by death in former years. Today the
betrayer is subject to a fine of one or more pigs, according to the degree of offense.
Men and boys performing Tubuan dances need to be strong enough to support a fifty pound
costume made from sago shoots, gathered thickly enough to encase the whole body. Only feet and
legs are visible under what appears to be a leafy bush. At night the Tubuans withdraw to their
enclosure to await compensation payment. As with the Urasena, one who owns a Tubuan is
prestigious and must be able to provide a feast for the entire community whenever a Tubuan dance
is performed.
As with the Baining women in the mountains of this same province, Tolai women have their
own sing-sing, sung and danced to the accompaniment of three women beating a bamboo slitdrum. Their sing-sing is not restricted as to performance and might be danced anytime there is
feasting.
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Kora
Philip Lamasisi Yayii comes from the northern part of New Ireland Province, a long and narrow
island just above New Britain Province, east of the mainland. He is one of very few nationals who
has written an article on music practices of his own people. Before delving into the types of singsings held in New Ireland, he deals with the elusive term Malanggan. Whereas the word denotes
carved wooden artifacts used in various dances, he also points out that to a New Irelander,
Malanggan is a term relating the physical to the spiritual. It refers to “(a)” the ritual magical
activities, (b) the ceremonial songs and dances, and the costumes associated (with them), and (c)
the many rites which are observed in the recurrent process of life from pregnancy to post
cremation” (Yayii, 1983:35), though cremation as a practice ceased in 1972.
Yayii writes that the forefathers ordained certain dances to be serious and others not. Serious
dances involve ritual preparation, whereas the non-serious ones are public, without ritual
preparation and are meant to entertain. Some dances are for males, strenuous dances with fast
footwork, and some are for females, less strenuous and slower in movement. Other dances are
mixed.
Ethnomusicologist G. Florian Messner had this to say about Malanggan:
Malanggan is the most important ceremonial expression of New Ireland and as
such is the most significant context for art. The ceremonials are always memorials,
last rites for the dead, but often include initiations of adolescent boys. Each
ceremonial thus begins with a death, when the kinsmen of the deceased person
undertake the preparation for the many formal stages of malanggan by planting
gardens of taro, sweet potatoes, and bananas for the many feasts and by arranging for
purchases of pigs. (Messner 1983:49)
Yayii confirms that “a dance represents or symbolizes those who have long been dead, and they
have therefore appeared to show respect and gratitude to the living clan members who have made
it possible to make an honorary feast for another recently deceased.” Hence the expression “The
Malanggan is dancing,” and melancholy awareness of deceased relatives (Yayii, 1983:37).
The organizing of a Malanggan feast entails monumental responsibility by the host clan who
has to provide food and entertainment by dancers. The dancers themselves take pride in the
Malanggan objects that form part of their costuming. In 1975 Phillip Lewis wrote of these artifacts,
describing them as “deeply filigreed and brightly painted wood sculpture” depicting a variety of
“human, bird, reptile, fish, floral and supernatural objects.” He expressed great admiration for the
sculptors who “display almost incredible virtuosity of technique and surrealistic imagery.” (Lewis,
1975: 578–92)
It is acknowledged by Yayii that the intensity and purpose of Malanggan is today absent when
traditional dances take place at a festival meant to entertain.
The origin of dances is a problematic one. In some cases a local man who has visited elsewhere
and has learned there a new dance returns to his own village and teaches it to his people. After a
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couple of generations have passed, the dance is claimed as a local one, its introduction forgotten.
But in other cases a dance is bought with shell-money or cash, and a choreographer is brought to
teach it. It is recognized by the people that the inventor of dance has a special talent. These
composers are said to create sing-sings by means of visions induced by certain gingers, leaves and
tree bark chewed with betel-nut. Yayii points out that it is a difficult matter to later remember from
the hallucination all dance patterns, rhythm patterns of the slit-drum, conch shell and bamboo
whistles. He laments that no genuine ceremonial dances have been composed for a long time, nor
do the elders try to encourage and teach the young their traditional dancing.
After over 100 years of foreign influence, we find a lot has changed ... The old people
are, however, conscious of this and usually they regret the fact that so many
traditional ways and knowledge are being lost. (Yayii 1983:35)
From his own background in northern New Ireland, Yayii gives a vignette of seven ceremonial
dances and six social or “casual” ones, each having a proper name. The ceremonial dances
traditionally performed at Malanggan feasts, are:
1. Leng Manu (Flock of Birds) is an initiation dance that includes both boys and girls.
Accompaniment is provided by the wooden slit-drum with two players, one on either side
of it, and by song. Traditionally it was performed on a high platform above totemic
Malanggan carvings at a feast time, but more recently it is danced on the ground by
children and a few elders.
2. Tetenue (Malanggan Mask). This is a mask dance performed by men only at Malanggan
feasts and is accompanied by songs, seashell rattles and the slit-drum.
3. Kuluptaine. This is a women’s dance to the accompaniment of songs with bamboo slitdrums, seashell rattles and conch shell horn. Bowl-shaped caps made of woven net are
worn on the head, and these are adorned with chicken feathers. Bird beaks of carved
wooden birds are inserted in the dancers’ mouths. These dances are performed “in big
replicas of bird nests on tall stilts” (Yayii, 1983:47). Originally intended for Malanggan
feasts, they are today performed openly.
4. Kipong. Men perform Kipong wearing masks of wood and ferns and carrying toy spears
or axes. Again, this dance was originally performed at Malanggan feasts to songs with
bamboo slit-drums, but may now be danced openly.
5. Sakabaul. There are three types, one by men only and two by women only. Bird beaks
are again inserted into the mouths of dancers who wear the feather cap and are
accompanied by song, slit-drum and seashell rattles.
6. Vual. Dress for this dance includes a head piece designed in shape of carved wooden
birds, fish or animals, depending upon what story the dance portrays. These have become
public now and are accompanied by song, slit-drum, shell rattles and whistle. The latter,
formerly made of bamboo, is today made of tin.
7. Sasala. Long spears and axes are carried by the dancers, presumably men, who sing to
the slit-drum’s accompaniment.
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Author Yayii describes the next three dances as “casual” even though derived from the Malanggan
feast:
1. Silip. Men dance this one and dress in tanget leaves and feather-cap headgear. Tanget is
the Cordyline plant found throughout New Guinea and having long, glossy red or green
leaves. Silip is sung and accompanied by the wooden slit-drum and whistle.
2. Uleq. Women dance this one and dress in tanget leaves with sewn-leaf headgear. It is
sung to the accompaniment of the bamboo slit-drum and conch shell horn.
3. Mequil. Though not specified, it is assumed that men dance the Mequil as costuming is
the same as for Silip. Songs and also the wooden slit-drum, seashell rattles and conch
shell horn accompany.
There are said to be many others, among which are the women’s Girimsi dance sung without
instrumental usage, on the occasion of the firstborn baby, and also an introduced men’s dance
Mindal using the hourglass-shaped hand-drum known in Pidgin as kundu.
The dance yet to be mentioned is the one which most resembles the social sing-sings of the
mainland. It is for entertainment and is called Vot or Bot. No particular costuming is required and,
traditionally, it took place at the time of the big feast or “eye” of the feast. Accompanied by songs,
wooden slit-drum and conch shell horn, it is the only dance named in which both men and women
take part.
The first four dances are characterized as being both ceremony and ritual. Ceremonial songs
called Bura (or Pur in some languages) pertain to these dances. “Ritual” refers to the ritual
preparations which precede the performance at a Malanggan feast, during which time certain foods
were abstained from, etc. In the ritual preparation a week up to a month prior to the feast, four
objectives are sought, which will:
a) “give strength in body and spirit to the dance group.
b) provide necessary protection against evil forces.
c) provide appealing power to the dance so that when it appears in public, it would look
attractive.
d) ensure that the ritual magics would make a lot of people be attracted to the particular
dance and come to see it” (Yayii 1983: 42).
There was no such ritual attached to the Vot. As to dance patterns, the author explains that in all
dances of the area there are two basic parts. In the first part, Pepasang, there are small subdivisions
which define the kind of dance it is. The prevailing tempo is slow, preceded by an optional
introduction, allowing dancers to exercise themselves with such intensity that an early climax is
worked up to prior to the main dance. The subdivisions of Pepasang are rendered in slow tempo
as regards both the singing and dance movement, dictated to by the tempo of the slit-drum. Two
chosen and experienced drummers beat on either side of the drum with a meter-long cane stalk. In
the second part, Pemo-ti, there are also a number of subdivisions, this time rendered in a much
quicker tempo. Both parts are required of every dance.
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Dance formations of the Pepasang sometimes begin with dancers kneeling instead of standing.
While kneeling, the dancers mark time with the drum. Rising, they stand and move forward slowly,
stepping to the slow beat. Such choreography represents an approaching flock of birds in flight, or
Buma. (Yayii, 1983: 42) Next, the dancers circle, called Ulet in the Kora language. After this the
subdivisions assume various patterns; in the Tetenue and Vual dances, they form two or four
straight lines and go down on their knees again. Then begins the main dance, Pemo-ti, with one
line of dancers facing a row opposite them. Some of the motions of head, hands and trunk are
patterned after birds. Depending on the dance type there are motions which entail a shift in rank
position, a squatting posture, running in place, and many other variations, according to Yayii. At
the conclusion, some dances end with the group singing a song whose desired effect is to protect
from evil forces. Presented here is only a sketch of what is surely a vast dance repertoire in New
Ireland.
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Nasioi
Aerophones play a special role in the musical life of New Guinea, but apart from the sing-sing.
Throughout the highlands and Sepik areas of the mainland paired flutes serve as sacred property
of the male cults. However, on Buka and Bougainville Islands, this is not the case. Men and boys
play bamboo pipes and wooden horns openly in the social sing-sings. It must be kept in mind that
this North Solomons Province comprised of Buka and Bougainville is culturally related to the
Solomon Islands and was placed under Australian trusteeship along with Papua and Territory of
New Guinea following World War II. One would expect to find differences between customs there
and on the mainland.
Men and boys of the North Solomons Province blow aerophones of two main types which are
played in ensembles of various sizes depending upon the players available but numbering usually
around twenty. The first aerophone type is a row of four pipes bound together and graduated so as
to produce varying pitches in ascending order. The basic, or emic, pattern is a perfect fourth plus
a minor third plus a major second (p4 + m6 + M2) in the Halia village of Hanahan but a perfect
fourth plus a major third (p4 + M3) in Hahalis village of the same language group. The latter
corresponds to the basic pitches of pipes in Kairena village, Nasioi language of Bougainville
Island. In an all night sing-sing in Kairena the pitches fluctuate considerably; the fourth occurs in
a variety of expansions but always less than a fifth. Some Nasioi pipes also add on a minor third
(p4 + M3 + m3).
The row panpipes may occur in four different sizes with the longest pipe of the largest set
measuring about two feet in length. Other smaller pipes are tuned to its octave, and the smallest
sets have a double row of four pipes. Those pipes in the row closest to the player are stopped
whereas the upper four are open-ended. The largest panpipes are referred to by some as trumpets
because of embouchure.
A second type of aerophone is a hollow wooden cylinder topped with a half-coconut shell
sealed to the top rim with resin. The player’s lips protrude through an aperture made in the center
of the coconut in order to produce its sound. This trumpet also has a bass counterpart which sounds
the fundamental pitch and is an immense instrument, about four feet long with a diameter of about
eight inches at the base. In general, a description of instruments is beyond the scope of this volume,
but because these aerophones and singing are integrated, the singers synchronizing their vocal
pitches with the instruments, a departure seemed to be in order.
In Kairena village, near Kieta on Bougainville Island, speakers of the Nasioi language
performed an all night sing-sing. Men’s feast songs (kobi) with aerophones and including women’s
voices, alternated throughout the night with periods of women’s feast songs (siriroi) sung to the
accompaniment of stamping tubes. A few men take part or may even lead the latter.
Halia
On Buka Island to the north of Bougainville student interns accompanied the author to a sing-sing
the night of June 12th.
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At Hanahan on the east coast, a big sing-sing was held. Some songs had garamut
accompaniment played by several men whose large drums lay on the ground
underneath a thatched shelter at one side of the dance ground. Other songs were
accompanied by garamut and aerophones combined” (Chenoweth, diary 1984:June).
Tim Cooley, one of the author’s student interns reported what Halia-speaker Maurice Koesena
explained was the chronology of events:
“The first song, performed by male and female singers accompanied by aerophones,
honored the host who was responsible for the feast. It included an interlude with
aerophones alone.
Voices and aerophones then praised the singers at the celebration.
This was followed by a song designed to compete with the volume of another
chorus. It is sung three times without accompaniment and twice more with
aerophones.
Voices and aerophones then perform a song to conclude a sing-sing.
However, the singing continues:
With garamut accompaniment, the singers sing a song meant just for pleasure;
a song about catching tuna; a song about going to the food garden; one about the thrill
of singing in front of the garamut house; and a last song while people leave the feast.
The custom is for pipes to begin and voices to follow, first men and then the
women. When singing alone or with garamut-playing, the vocal inventory expanded
or was based on pitches other than those of the aerophones.
Garamut-playing here was done by bouncing the end of a pole off the side of
the drum rather than playing it with beaters held in each hand as is the custom in
Manus Province and parts of the Solomon Islands.”
A daytime feast and sing-sing was held at Hahalis village whose residents speak Halia. However,
singing was provided by villagers from Hanpan and Eltupan who speak the Hako language. A
prominent man of Hahalis hosted the sing-sing in honor of his son’s birthday, and also took
advantage of the situation politically, speaking over a public address system.
Food and betel-nut were spread on the grounds atop clean banana leaves, and men waving
branches over it kept away the flies. Traditional dress today is all but abandoned for cotton shorts
and skirts or laplaps (sarong). However, there were vestiges of the traditional in that women wore
a short skirt of a long grass-like foliage around the waist and around the neck. Some also let it fall
from a headband. Men too wore the foliage about their necks. Daubs of white appeared randomly
on faces, on cheeks, forehead, temples or brows.
The general outline of the sing-sing was much the same as that in Hanahan village with an
opening song in honor of those for whom the feast is being held, honoring the host after the food
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is consumed, competitive singing by several groups simultaneously, and two final songs by
Hanpan village sung in the Halia language: “We come to celebrate the birthday of the chief’s son”
and “We come to dance at Hahalis.”
As for the dance movement, as soon as the aerophones begin the crowd begins a rhythmic walk
behind the musicians. Usually in duple pulse, the heads of the players nod forward as the pipes
blow the accented beat. A thick crowd begins to circle counterclockwise, and the musicians are
squeezed into the middle. The crowd is so dense they raise their trumpeted pipes upward and sound
them above the heads of the people.
When the pulse is triple, the women and girls link arms or hands in a step that is neither
strenuous nor complicated but a simple rocking motion attained by stepping forward on the left
foot then shifting weight to the right foot. The left foot leads as they proceed slowly around the
circle, facing inward toward the center. When the circle is static the dancers, men included, sway
left then right in time to the beat.

Songs are short but are repeated at will. Between songs excited shouts and chatting are
deafening.
The first song is transcribed to give the reader an idea of the heterophonic style unique to Papua
New Guinea. Voices move stepwise, for the most part, with the vocal lines ascending and
descending at times in parallel motion, at other times in contrary motion. The second voice
imitating motifs of the first voice. Composition is linear in conception, with harmonic intervals the
result of converging lines; phrases end on an octave or unison.
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Rigo
In Babaka Village of Rigo District, where the Hood Peninsula is formed by the Vanigela River,
The men, carrying their drums, approached the dancing-ground with a prancing gait.
Most of the men had a more or less yellow string as garment; some had a nose skewer
as well. In the crown of their black halo of frizzly hair was inserted a bunch of
feathers, the most effective being a bunch of cockatoo feathers, above which were
reddish brown and green, narrow feathers; from the midst of these arose a vertical
stick covered with scarlet feathers. From the hair, and fastened to their armlets and
leglets, streamed long ribands of crimped strips of pale yellow palm leaves. The
cylindrical drums were also decorated with the same streamers and with seed rattles.
They formed a brave show. . . .
The men stood in three rows, the outer rows facing inwards; the third and
middle rows faced one of the other rows, and stood nearer to it than to the other. The
men danced by slightly bending the knee and raising the heel, the toe not being taken
off the ground, and as they bent their bodies, their headdresses nodded. A couple of
girls danced at the end of two columns, facing the men. These girls were clothed in
numerous petticoats of sago palm leaf dyed red, with flounces of white pandanus
leaf; numerous shell necklaces with boars’ tusk pendants hung down their backs, and
shell ornaments adorned their heads. They placed their hands on their abdomens just
above their petticoats, and swayed the latter from side to side without shifting their
ground. I cannot describe the singing. The music consisted of paired drum-beats.
In the second figure, the central row of men all faced one way down the column
except one end man, who faced them. The movements were the same as before; four
girls now danced.
Next, the central men all faced the same way.
In the fourth figure, the central men shifted their ground from side to side. The
four girls at the one end grouped themselves into two couples, each pair took hold of
hands, and all swayed their petticoats rhythmically from side to side. One or two girls
had by this time joined the opposite end. Some girls swayed their petticoats more
than others, and as the petticoats are fastened on the right side, the movement displays
more or less of the thighs. A flighty girl often takes care that the two ends of the
petticoat do not quite meet where they are tied, so as to increase the effectiveness of
this swaying movement. Some girls keep their feet entirely on the ground, heels
together, and toes separated; others moved the feet a little. They swing their arms
backward and forwards. . . .
The fifth dance was a repetition of the first, and was repeated more than once,
as were also some of the others.
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Later, the men fell into seven rows of from four to six in each. All except those
at one end faced one way, and these faced them.
There were now eight girls at one end who stood in a row and faced inwards,
like the odd row of men. Two or three girls were at the other end dancing in the same
way as girls (do), but one sidled up to a man and placed her arm around his and
danced demurely. I saw this done at Kapakapa, and later on I saw it at Hula and Port
Moresby. It is evidently the usual practice in ordinary dances, but I imagine the girls
was not in order in introducing this style into this particular dance. All the men and
the girls advanced and retreated slowly, moving their feet about three inches at a time;
they covered only a couple of feet of ground. In this figure the girls swing their
petticoats forward and backwards; the music consisted of a uniform series of beats.
In the next figure one end row of men defiled (broke rank!) to the right of the
others, and either danced up and down the column once and back to their places, ...
or they zigzagged up and down. The drums during most of this dance were held high
up by the five or six men who were actively dancing.

The girls (♀) had rearranged themselves as in the diagram and swayed their
petticoats from side to side.
In the last figure, the two end rows left their places and faced one another, as
in the diagram, and after a little dancing, all dispersed.

At the end of every figure the drums were beaten about a dozen times with
relative rapidity, this being the signal that it was over. (Haddon 1901:106–108)
The author pointed out that the cadential drumbeat was the same in Torres Straits. The dance just
described was only one in a series. After it was performed, a pig was caught and tied, and
elaborately dressed men then mounted a sacred platform (dubu) each carrying betel-nuts. They
called out a challenge to another sector of the village to make a similar dance the year following,
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then threw the betel-nuts to the spectators who scrambled for them in “hilarious excitement”.
Shortly afterward began a dance of seven tattooed girls.
Seven recently tattooed girls walked in a row up and down the broad open space in
the village in front of the dubu. The irupi or iropi dance was to be performed by them,
and the pigs for the feast had been provided by their relatives. The girls walked in a
somewhat stately manner, and gracefully swung a cord of about three feet in length,
to which a small netted bag was attached; the other end of the cord was attached to
the waist-belt of the petticoat at the back. They swung it with the right hand, causing
it to make a graceful sweep behind the back round to the left side where it was caught
by the left hand. During this manoeuvre, the whole body made a half turn. The action
was then repeated with the left hand, the tassel being caught with the right hand. Up
and down the little damsels walked, well pleased with themselves, and fully
conscious that they were the centre of attraction; it was an elegant dance, and really
quite charming. During the irupi dance, some women sat on the dubu and beat the
drums; this is the first time I have anywhere seen women beating drums, and it is
only on this occasion that women may mount on a dubu. The movements of the girls
were regulated by the staccato beats of the drums.
The same girls next ascended the dubu and stood in a row facing the village
square. Two men then carried the pig, which was tied to a pole, and stood in front of
the girls. An old woman came and stood beside them; she was not ornamented in any
way, whereas the girls wore numerous swagger petticoats; round their necks were as
many necklaces and ornaments as they could muster, and some had wonderful shell
head-dresses. The girls next took off all their petticoats and were anointed by the old
woman, who dabbed each girl with a mixture of coconut oil and water by means of a
bunch of wild thyme. As soon as the anointing was completed, a drum was beaten
and the girls quickly dressed themselves and jumped down from the dubu. (Haddon
1901:109, 110)
The author attributed this anointing as a gesture to ensure fertility. He was told that it brought good
luck to the plantations. He also points out that R.E. Guise described a second part of this ceremony
which Haddon did not see. Called Kuiriga, it is the principal part of the ceremony and ensures
good crops.
After the anointing, each girl takes a yam in her left hand and the knife in her right,
and at each beat of the drum cuts off a piece of the yam, bends her knees, and slightly
bows her head, causing the weighted head-dress to sway forwards. The whole effect
is described as being wonderfully pretty. After each girl has cut up half a dozen yams,
the female orchestra gives two sharp taps, and the drums cease beating. The girls
immediately take up the baskets and pelt the crowd with the areca (betel) nuts; this
part of the affair is much appreciated by the onlookers, who scramble for the nuts,
tumbling over one another like children.
I had previously known about this ceremony and understood that it was of an
indecent character, but ... I must confess to feeling surprised that the men took no
notice at all of the girls. (Guise 1899:214)
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Fuyughe
The Fuyughe tribe, a mountain people are located in the Central District, northeast of Yule Island
in the southeastern part of Central Province. Author Andre Dupeyrat described a sing-sing called
Gabe:
The sing-sing is called Gabe and is one of life’s cardinal events. Emissaries extend
the invitation to chiefs and important men. About 40 men decked in crowns of yellow
and white cockatoo feathers, red and white daubs of paint around their eyes, and a
multi-colored chin piece beneath the mouth, belts of bark-like small corsets with
flowers tucked into them and arm- and leg-bands as well, approach singing and
leaping, brandishing wooden spears and stone clubs. Five unarmed young men step
forward and lay tobacco leaves at the feet of the one to be invited. These emissaries
are ‘day dancers’, village chiefs who are chosen to dance. With them are brought
‘night dancers’, strong warriors who will demonstrate their tribe’s power and wealth.
The dancers clean themselves in the river, pluck the hairs off their faces and
bodies, clean fingernails and teeth, and make tapa-cloth pieces about three yards long
and 10 inches wide. They are decorated with red, yellow and black geometric designs.
The cloth, when finished, is wound around the man’s waist, leaving some to suspend
down the front and the greater length passed between his legs, looped under the belt
and left to hang down the back. The dancers then eat a feast of steamed banana to
purge them of any impurities. Everything is done to prepare him for great physical
beauty. Believing that they have a beauty gland which could fail them by shrinking,
they observe strict taboos, such as abstinence from associating with their wives or
children, fasting but for cold sweet potato and betel nut, etc. over a period of several
months.
Village preparations demand constant care and attention to the special yam
gardens lamulome, from which the guests will be fed. There are strict taboos attached
to this task which are rigorously enforced. The yams themselves take on a human
quality in the fanatical ways they are tended and protected.
As soon as work on the garden and the new huts is well underway, the Fathers
of the Gabe begin to concern themselves more actively with the spectacular dances
which are the real object of this festival. They themselves do not dance while the
Gabe is in progress, this honour being reserved for their guests. But their women
dance; thus, every evening after work, or even during the day between two spells of
labour in the garden, they practice with furious concentration in a clearing near the
village. (Dupeyrat 1956:52, 53)
However, before these rehearsals begin, a special ceremony must be held in which each of the
young women in the village is handed a drum. This marks her entrance into the societal fabric.
Henceforth, she will wear clothing—a tapa breech cloth, be allowed to dance in public, win
admiration and to donate one of her husband’s pigs which she has nurtured. Unmarried girls do
not own pigs and so are customarily excluded from this ceremony. The following day the men,
guarding what they consider to be rightly theirs, namely the art of dancing, organize a dance to
amaze the women with their expertise at drumming, singing and dancing.
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The Gabe is the great festival or sing-sing. Scouts from the invited village visit the host village
once the yams are ripe and the huts for guests nearly finished. The scouts view the preparations
and then dance for the village, singing the praises of their hosts who will distribute food to the
delegates. Returning home, the scouts report on all they saw, remembering proper names,
especially of the women who have raised large pigs for the Gabe. Because they now are familiar
with the village, they and the other guests will be poised and confident on the day of the great
festival.
The villagers invited to the Gabe now set to work putting finishing touches on their hourglassshaped drums (kundu in Pidgin) and ceremonial spears, twelve feet long. The author mentions the
use of magic formulas in the making of drums, but does not elaborate. Rehearsals were held with
the playing of the drums to attain perfection for the great day. Ceremonial weapons, too, were
polished so as to be without flaw. The ceremonial spears, each with individual character, were
carried by the dancers who grasped the spear at the center and made it quiver above their heads in
a manner both “elegant and threatening”. Great care was also exercised in assembling costumes.
Necklaces were made of dogs’ teeth, pendants of boars’ tusks and large shells; mother-of-pearl
spikes were worn through the nose. Precious feathers were assembled from parakeets, cockatoos,
cassowaries, eagles and birds-of-paradise whose red plumage would wave above the rest in regal
fashion. Evenings were spent weaving grasses of various colours into arm- and ankle-bracelets.
The completion of the bracelets was a signal for trustworthy men to come and carry the feathers
for the dancers, and to guard them until the dancers arrived to collect them and make their
headdresses. The fasting dancers had another ritual to perform before the dance.
While the women collected logs for the central bonfire of the great day, village children
brought armloads of leaves to plug any cracks in the huts. The dancers came through the village
two days after their bracelets were finished. They were directed to a stream for ritual bathing. Each
dancer was given a piece of tropical vine to chew for beauty. Mixed with copious amounts of
saliva, it was spat into their hands and then poured over the tops of their heads. Brightly colored
foliage was strewn over the surface of the dammed up water hole and along its banks to intensify
the beauty-making process. All jumped in then and bathed from head to foot afterwards drying
themselves with scented leaves. They returned to the village singing.
They go directly into the communal house where the old men have built a large fire. The ritual
expert chews ginger and spits it onto a hot stone taken out of the fire, while the dancers lean
forward to breathe the vapors. The heat of the steam in the tightly sealed room causes them to
sweat profusely. They periodically dry themselves with coloured leaves. This ritual and the singing
of songs, said to be of erotic nature, last all night. The expert says a formula over the new tapacloth skirts that are hanging overhead to make them irresistibly attractive to all, especially the
women, completing the dancers’ beauty preparation.
The next day begins a day’s trek through village after excited village until they reach the village
where the Gabe is to be held. There they settle in temporary shelters where they put final touches
on their headdresses, prepare their body paint and oil their skin.
Some ten days from the time of the trek festivities begin with a women’s dance. They are the
same women that the scouts had watched in rehearsal, about forty of them in all.
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Their faces were painted, their bodies gleamed with oil tinted with red ochre, and
they were wearing all their jewels—long necklaces of sharp dog’s teeth, wound 10
times round the neck, and then falling to their flaccid or bulging stomachs. On their
breasts, of all shapes and sizes, gleamed large, brilliant crescents of mother-of-pearl,
carved from the shells of huge oysters; their arms were tightly clasped by bracelets
of gilded fibre, into which small sheaves of flowers had been thrust; while their legs
were ornamented with similar circlets of woven grass, from which hung red and
yellow pompoms, also of vegetable fibre. Their loin cloths of white tapa, with
decorative patterns, were now almost as large as a bikini. Their big ceremonial nets,
with their various designs in different colours, hung in many folds from their
shoulders to their calves. The women’s headdresses were particularly elaborate: their
hair was parted in front to make a number of small tresses, which hung over the
forehead and ended in a dog’s tooth or shell; on top of the head, the hair was teased
out into tufts, from which rose a magnificant crown of tall, spreading plumes, and in
the centre of this, with the points uppermost, were two or three crinkled beaks of the
oranorshine toucan” (Dupeyrat 1956:81).
The women stood motionless until the chief gave a signal for them to enter the middle of the
village. The men in the arena were in an uproar leaping about and shouting orders at the women
(who were not expected to be able to organize themselves but await male supervision). Demurely
they entered, lined up in ranks of six and began a dance of prelude.
They began with a roll of drums which steadily grew stronger, settled into the
beat of the first dance, looked at each other, raised a tentative leg, began to intone a
chant, and then, suddenly, they were off, hopping and leaping down the village
square. Reaching us they turned about, and went back up the square at the same
rhythm, singing and beating their drums. (Dupeyrat 1956:82)
This dance was at dusk, but after nightfall they donned headdresses of richly glowing feathers and
plumes reaching a height of three feet. The dance resumed until dawn. By the light of torches the
rest observed, except for the male dancers still in seclusion. At first light the men jump down from
their observation posts on their verandas, grab torches and dash with them toward the women,
literally scaring them off the arena and into the refuge of their huts, else their beautiful plumage or
they themselves might be singed. The men then gather triumphantly to sing the pig song:
We shall have the lower jaw
Of the great pig that is to be killed!
We shall have his entrails and his hams. (Dupeyrat 1956:84)
The women retired exhausted and it was up to the men to serve food to the male dancers and guests
who numbered more than 500.
Several surprise episodes preceding the dance of the following night were of frenzied and
frightening character. The first was the announcement to the dancers that their headdresses must
be finished today. This announcement came at early dawn in the form of a group of naked men
circling the village “singing and brandishing green boughs”. They charged into the dancers’
shelters to give their warning.
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During the day the villagers planted a number of tough saplings here and there. When evening
came another terrifying group of about 100 men, their faces painted in garish colours and designs,
and their skeletal system outlined in white leapt over the fence and rushed the village as if to
massacre it. With long black spears, they viciously attacked the small trees planted, symbolic of
the enemy. Their show of savagery introduced the male dance of the Gabe, for suddenly they
became an honor guard to the chiefs. Standing in two rows with spears resting on the ground and
pointing upwards, a dead calm fell over the village. But preceding the entry of the chiefs, a second
wave of troops bounded over the fence and swarmed the place with complete silence. They in turn
brandished an axe or short javelin, and began to viciously shatter the branches of the trees the men
had attacked. They then trampled the graves placed around the periphery of the square, smashing
objects and trampling flowers.
So much fury unleashed in complete silence was really terrifying. (Dupeyrat
1956:89)
In the midst of all this the first chief made his entrance.
His whole body covered with painted designs, his head surmounted by an
enormous, gently swaying feathered dance helmet some six feet high, and falling
from his shoulders a truly royal cloak, for it is woven from a thousand parakeet and
bird-of-paradise feathers, the first chief, prototype of all the others, advances with
measured tread. In his left hand, he holds the carved half of a big ceremonial drum,
while his right hand, trembling already with the rhythm, lies flat against the carefully
stretched and tuned lizard-skin. His arms seem to be encumbered, however, at the
elbows by macabre pendants: two skulls, dangling and grimacing. (Dupeyrat
1956:89)
The skulls are those of two former chiefs who are now given a final part in the Gabe. Part of the
chief’s adornment are two girls, his younger sisters, whose grace and beauty supercedes that of a
wife.
“Elbows touching, the trio go in unison through the movements of a slow and
solemn march, to the rare, muffled beats of the majestic drum.
Reaching the centre of the square, the dancer stops and, turning to the four
points of the compass, salutes with a slow inclination of the head, sending glorious
ripples through his immense, plumed headdress. Each salutation is punctuated by a
deep roll of the drum” (Dupeyrat 1956:90).
After that, a short and slow dance began which featured the costume more than any physical feats.
Always restrained and graceful, it was a dramatic contrast to the violent women warriors who
continued their warlike posturing around them. The chiefs came in one by one to perform their
majestic dance until all ten had finished. After each dance a friend would lead the chief to the pile
of bones belonging to the recent dead for a last tribute before the platform was chopped down and
the human bones upon it were thrown pitilessly into a common grave. The moon was now shining
and the atmosphere mournful. In tones ranging from rage to fear, the head of each family banished
the ghost of the dead. After that, they were no longer spoken of.
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The mournful aura was broken by the appearance of night dancers who strolled
unceremoniously into the moonlight. A number of groups came on the scene in like manner and
the heaviness of the scene was relieved. When all the dancers had made a circle in the middle of
the arena, one of them burned some ginger for the dancers to breathe and chew. The chief of the
village explained that it was the women’s ginger. Chewing it gave them confidence and announced
the fact that they were eligible bachelors. A village orator welcomed them as the girls and women
surrounded the dancers to admire their finery by torchlight.
The author describes the headdress as being built upon a bamboo framework four to five feet
high and three feet wide, spreading out like a fan. To this are attached hundreds of silky plumes of
every hue with bird-of-paradise feathers waving above it. It is borne by means of supports which
rest on the dancer’s shoulder blades and vines which tie it in place.
The choreography is much the same as the women’s dance and continues all night in eight- to
ten-minute spurts. The lead singer starts the dances, each of which has its own identity, inspired
by betel-nut, cassowary bird, toucan bird, bird-of-paradise, the snail or snake. In the snail dance,
they bend down and curl up in imitation of the snail retreating into its shell. The women and girls
march in front and beside the dancers, singing and carrying torches. Towards midnight, the crowd
ate and smoked, but dancers were not permitted to break their fast until the dance ended.
With permission from the chief, at one point in the evening the women armed themselves with
clubs and merged into the dance. At a secret sign given, they raised their clubs and struck the
dancers on their backs. Much clamour and laughter ensued as the dancers shouted and ran. Now it
was the women’s turn to chase the men with firebrands; the villagers considered this to be a great
joke.
The dancing resumed and continued until just before dawn when the finale was sung. The song
of Dawn was more subdued that the previous ones.
Friends, see where our dawn
Grows into morning
To descend down our valleys!
It opens and spills itself into the course of
the mountain stream:
See how it spreads itself over our forests.
We are like the sacred Ghinal tree,
All night we have spread our leaves,
Soft and tender leaves, good to the taste.
And now those leaves are hard and shrivelled. (Dupeyrat 1956:98)
The fatigued group manages one more drum roll before the sun breaks through, and the dance
ends.
The same author, André Dupeyrat, writes a thorough account of a festival of the Fuyughes who
live in the mountains of Central Province, just north of Port Moresby. His accounts precede the
influence brought about in 1942–43 when the Papuans were exposed to western “progress”, and
he relies heavily on the experience of Father Paul Fastré, a missionary of the Sacred Heart, who
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founded the mission station of Popole in 1905. In 1936, Fastré made a brief return to Popole when
he collaborated on the research of Dupeyrat’s book.
In the opinion of Fastré’s Papuan informant, Daniel Kové Nomaï, the Gabe holds the people
back from a better life because of the focus upon the supreme cultural importance placed on the
pig and the splendor of the dance ...
Among the Fuyughes there are two types of dance, according to the early writer Bishop André
Sorin, who was a missionary among them in 1934 and 1937. (It is lamentable that no bibliography
of his writing could be found.) The two types of dance are: the Olove and the Mayame. Olove is a
performance of song and dance with drumming and elaborate costumes. Mayame is a rhythmic
chant to which dancers run, gallop and hop with no special costuming. The dancers merely carry
a weapon or reeds, or leafy branches. These songs can also be sung without body movement.
Subcategories of the Olove include:
a dance of the coastal regions
women’s dance
dance of the day
dance of the dawn
dance honoring the dead
animal dances
ex. dance of the cassowary
dance of the snake
dance of the snail

moumouli
amou youmamé
ev olo
aï’ olo
olov’ andava
oundoulou falamame

Subcategories of the Mayames include:
evening songs
obscene refrains
magic songs

vilé-vilé
maté

Olove choreography is performed by a group in six or more close ranks of six to eight abreast.
They are led by a singer-drummer who gives the opening steps and begins the singing as he faces
the dancers. The dance movements consist of hopping lightly on one foot, then the other, a slide
to the right, a brief run forward, hop, then pause. It repeats only with a slide to the left instead of
right, and retreats a step instead of running forward.
While in motion, dancers drum but do not sing. At the pause they cease drumming and then
sing. Steps are rapid and pauses brief.
The dancers en masse cover ground slowly, but individually the dance is very active.
With supple grace, each dancer raises first one leg, then the other, first forward,
then back; touches the ground with springy tread, with each foot separately or both
together; then crouches on his haunches, and remains for a moment in this position
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with knees bent, marking with his feet the rhythm beaten out on the drum; and finally
stands erect again, bows low, and ceases his agitation only when the pause is reached.
During all this time, he nods his head slowly forwards and backwards, to left and to
right, thereby imparting the most graceful curves to the tall plumed headdress. Yet
nothing is left to chance or to individual whim: the particular rhythm of each dance
governs all, and each dance becomes a harmony of movements, voices and colours,
punctuated by the thunderous rolling of the drums. (Dupeyrat 1950:102)
One curious dance, that of the toucan (or ourouve), is done in single file which weaves in and out
in serpentine fashion. Two dancers unexpectedly step on either side of the dancer in front of them,
dance a few steps together, and then resume their places. It is said to be in imitation of the flight
of a young toucan, who is supported by the wing of a male bird on each side of him until he is able
to fly on alone.
Bishop Sorin transcribed some Papuan melodies which the author Dupeyrat refers to as
“chants”. An example composed by a bard of the Sufalan tribe situated in Papua’s Yaloghe valley
in about 1932 follows:
The first is a Mayame. Introductory born or hummed or sung on vowel e:
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Sorin notes that the D# is uncertain and may be between D and D#, nor does he fully notate the
“powerful harmonies” built on “intervals of a fifth, fourth, third, and octave” which he describes
as accompanying the entrance of the actual text at line 4 (Dupeyrat 1950:105).
Sorin gives an example of another song, a kouroundé accompanied by a large bamboo tube
held in the right hand “like a cane”. On the first beat, dancers rise together on their toes; on the
second, they fall back on their heels and at the same time strike the earth with the end of their
bamboo canes; there is a pause on the third beat. The “chant” repeats three or four times then it is
sung an octave lower from (A).
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Typical drumbeats for the dance were notated by Sorin.

Marshall Lagoon
A Sogeri High School student described the Tovi dance of his people in the Marshall Lagoon
village of Maopa, some forty miles down the coast from Port Moresby. The dance is said to have
originated in Mailu, an offshore island in the Marshall Lagoon. Its origin was described as a dance
performed long ago by a man hunting near a river. He cut down a tree and sat down to rest
whereupon three birds—the bird-of-paradise, the cockatoo and the cassowary—hopped on to the
tree that was felled and began to dance. He remained there all day, carefully mimicking the steps
until he memorized the dance. When he returned to his village he reported the whole story of the
three birds dancing on the tree.
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He explained that the branches had been in the shape of a square. Then he started to
imitate the three birds. The village people were so interested in this particular dance
that they all started to dance it, following the steps of the man. (Ison 1976:77)
Today the Tovi dance is performed on a platform of four coconut tree trunks laid in a square and
supported by four poles in the ground. The height may be anywhere from three to six feet. The
dance proceeds in this way:
(1) Men singing and beating the drums dance to the center of the square. Women and girls
follow, all dancing in single file. They do a step called the ri. “Ri is a particular movement by the
women in the Tovi dance. They move forward a few steps and then back a few steps, doing a halfstep with a swaying movement” (Ison 1976:78). The girls dance up to the platform, then out,
completing the square while continuing the ri, and then dance down to the group, and continue to
circle round and round the posts.
(2) Then the men have their turn. Their song is sung by an old man as he beats the drum.
Leaping and hopping in time with the beat, they dance now on top of the platform. “If the men
have been eating burnt food, they will feel light and start hopping without feeling anything” (Ison
1976:78). The song takes about thirty minutes, but the drumbeats continue on, and after a rest the
dance is repeated.
The Mailuans gave the Maopa people this dance in exchange for some pigs. It is performed
every two years and a feast accompanies the occasion, with visitors coming from up and down the
coast to see the dance. Preparations for the Tovi dance begin a year in advance. About 100 pigs are
slaughtered for the feast, and each clan hangs food on a pole outside his house.
As is often the case, dancers observe certain rites and taboos before the dance. They must not
eat from the family pot, as it will put weight on them. Instead, their food is burned in the fire. By
observing this ritual (called Kula) men lose weight and feel light on their feet.
Each man wears a headdress of bird-of-paradise at this time. It is made to spring back and forth
as they dance. Besides the colorful feathers on their heads, they wear arm-bands and ankle-bands
woven from dried pandanus. A narrow bark loincloth and face paint complete their costuming.
Faces are painted black (from burnt coconut meat) and white (from lime powder).
The girls’ headdresses are similar except that they do not have the springing effect. They wear
beads of sago seeds and white shells, Their arm-bands are made of shells, and their ankle-bands
are like the men’s. Their faces too are painted similarly. Various leaves are dipped in coconut oil
to perfume them. These are then dried in the sun and placed in arm-bands, around the waists of
their grass skirts, and tucked in their hair. These skirts are made especially for the Tovi dance.
Coconut leaves are soaked in mud for about two weeks, until they are all black. Then they are
washed and dried in the sun, and woven together with white pandanus. The skirt reaches to the
knees and is not allowed to be worn at any other time. Author Ison attributes the data for this
account to a student “Jenny Mae”.
Kwaibo
The following is an account of a sing-sing in Kwaibo village, Central Province, presumably near
Port Moresby as witnessed by Alice Keelan.
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The village was described as an oval-shaped clearing in the midst of which was a ten-foot high
platform supported by rough wooden posts carved with figures. Around the platform, which was
some twenty-five feet long and about eight feet wide, were mounds of food and betel-nut.
The host came forward to welcome the foreign white lady whose husband was in government.
Round his head, like a hat brim, was tied a halo of feathers matching in colour those
of the bird-of-paradise, although not belonging to that bird. Above this his hair was
combed till it resembled a brown tulle crown to the feather brim. From the front of
his head, sweeping backward, rose the whole glorious plumage of a bird-of-paradise,
with the head intact. Plaited grass armlets and leg-bands were also in evidence; and
from these hung many strands of dry feather-bedecked grass. (Keelan 1929:95)
One hundred sixty baskets of food were filled for the guests by the people of Kwaibo. It wasn’t
until the third day that the “great dance” began, lasting from 2.00 p.m. to the next sunrise.
Soon came the sound of native drums in the distance. Nearer they came, and nearer
still; then, through a leafy avenue of palm and vine, a long line of gaily bedecked
natives came dancing into the village. Gayest of all were the chiefs of the various
villages, by reason of their paradise plumes, of which there was quite a large and
valuable collection. Many of the men wore elaborate masks and headdresses. Others
had obtained pigments of various colours from wild plants, and had painted their
faces in weird designs; a number of them had streaked their faces and bodies with the
same pigments, in patterns that were quite artistic. The leading men of each village
had each a native drum, made from a piece of wood hollowed out and shaped like a
huge hourglass, with a piece of lizard-skin stretched tightly across one end. This he
played with as much solemnity as if it were his life’s sole business ...
... many of the drums had shell-shaped wooded seeds (pods) attached to them,
which gave out a sound like castanets ...
At this juncture two more tattooed girls joined the first one, and the dancers,
forming a double line, were led by the three girls to the middle of the village ... Here
one line moved a short distance away from the other, leaving a space of a few feet
between the two. Then the swaying and posturing started afresh and continued in
perfect rhythm ...
At either end of the columns the tattooed girls danced by themselves. Toia
explained that this tattooing was done by their mothers in the girls’ childhood, in
order that they might take these positions of honour in the dances. But after marriage,
dancing is forbidden them, as it is to all women.
There were four great chiefs, representing four distinct tribes. They danced in
couples, facing each other. Each man was armed with a shield and a sword-like
arrangement which he flourished as he danced—first, between the rows ... out again,
and round the columns; then up the middle once more. (Keelan 1929:97, 98)
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Koita
Early accounts of singing and dancing along coastal areas of Papua date from 1910 to 1928. The
area then was known as British New Guinea. C.G. Seligmann presents a detailed description of
occasions for music-making among villages of the Koita people scattered along the coast of what
is now the Central Province from Pari village seven miles southeast of Port Moresby to the mouth
of Galley Reach in Redscar Bay.
Songs of the land are grouped into discrete categories defining the songs’ functions. A key to
the study of New Guinea music is the discovery of the category names. These are indigenous words
which have no other meaning and which embrace texts at times so dissimilar that a foreign
researcher cannot hope to guess their organization. The taxonomy, not only of songs, but of fauna,
the spirit world and social status, to name a few, is baffling unless one devotes himself to the local
language and investigation of local reasoning and thought processes. Often the entire song
category is sung as a unit and is related to a particular event. At times the vocalics of the choral
refrains bear a similarity such as use of the vocalic “yu”—which occurs in many fight songs of the
Eastern Highlands—or the initial “iruregaio” of the berasi category of the Koita. Seligmann is
quick to point out in his 1910 account that the Koita have many social dances which may be
performed at any time and for social purposes alone. The majority of these take place in
conjunction with feasts and are accompanied by singing, hand-drums and bamboo stamping tubes
to which dried seed pods (pangium edule) are tied for their rattling effect. A small wooden slitdrum called sede is associated only with the hiri, an annual trading journey to the Papuan Gulf.
In this Central Province and in some areas along the Sepik River in the northwest part of the
country, songs are owned and must be paid for in order to obtain a right of performance, whereas
in the Highlands, songs are freely borrowed. Payment for songs and dances traditionally was paid
in axe blades, pearl shells, arm-rings and boar tusks. The classes of songs listed by Seligmann
include those originating with the Koita people and some which are borrowed from other peoples.
Berasi songs are those sung while fencing gardens. A man sings them as love songs only after
he has spent the preceding night with a girl. Berasi songs may also serve as dirges. Lest the reader
consider such duality of purpose a contradiction to what has been said in regard to songs having
discrete meaning, it is well to note that during periods of wakes and lamentations, songs of
nostalgic quality are often sung. This practice occurs elsewhere in New Guinea, one example being
the Usarufa men’s songs sung during the ceremony known as the “sweating” ceremony
(Chenoweth 1979:23) which later changed function and became wailing songs. It is also interesting
to note that this category of song serving as mourning songs is invariably from a type which is not
a dance. Funeral feasts which occur some months after a death, on the other hand, may incorporate
dancing.
Ehona are songs sung on the hiri trading journeys aboard the double-hull sailing canoes known
as lakatois. These songs are learned from their Motu-speaking neighbors and may, like berasi, be
sung as dirges.
Vaura songs are sung at the sing-sing and have untranslatable texts. It is not unusual for New
Guinea people to sing lyrics comprised of archaic language, or foreign words, or vocalics which
have no lexical meaning. It is the musical content which carries the message by strong associative
meaning.
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Other song types having to do with funeral feasts are maginogo, maisi and bago. Of these, the
maginogo sung and danced to the accompaniment of bamboo stamping tubes was cited as the most
popular and was the only dance Seligmann saw performed spontaneously by the Koita people. It
was also the only sing-sing of which he was able to discover an origin:
According to legend, the ancestors of the Yarogaha and Gorobe sections (geographic
areas) of the Koita originally inhabited a giant erimo tree in the neighborhood of
Nebira, that is, Saddleback Hill, a few miles from Port Moresby. Within this tree the
song maginogo was invented by the men of the Gorobe section, the Yarogaha dance
song at that time being one known as mada (bandicoot). For some reason these two
areas exchanged dances ... Legend states that within the tree maginogo was sung
without any accompaniment such as drums or bamboo dancing staffs, but when it
was danced outside, it was felt that some accompaniment was required. In vain were
drums and sede (wooden slit-drum) tried, then two sticks were beaten together, and
it was only when all these devices had failed that a Yarogaha suggested bamboo
staffs, which were tried, and proved satisfactory. (Seligmann 1910:155)
The choreography of the dance maginogo is described as follows:
Maginogo begins with the formation of two parallel columns in which men and
women as far as possible alternate, though more males than females took part in the
particular dance seen. Two men (A) stand a few paces from one end of the columns
which they face, the dancers in the two columns (B) standing at right angles to these
men though facing each other ... (A) advances toward group (B) which moves
sideways to meet (A). When (A) reaches (B) the two men part, each passing up one
side of the parallel columns, the members of which follow in series. Sometimes the
two men (A) pass one behind each of the parallel columns, at other times they do not
separate but pass together between the columns.

Whichever manoeuvre is adopted, all the dancers follow the (A) man who initiates
the movement, until two columns are formed in which each dancer stands facing his
neighbour’s back, when a half turn inward brings the dancers into two parallel
columns facing each other again. Then after some moments’ dancing, i.e. singing and
stamping of bamboos, the terminal members of one each of the two columns pass
inward, and accompanied by some of their neighbours, pass down the whole length
of the columns, the members of which again follow these men round until, as above
described, two parallel lines are again formed” (Seligmann 1910:155–6).
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In this region both songs and dances are owned, and the right for others to perform a dance not
their own must be purchased. The folk of Hohodai village paid the Yarogaha village chief in axe
blades, pearl shells, arm rings and boar tusks for the right to perform the maginogo dance. An
interesting addition to the maginogo and one which became its most distinctive feature is the
pantomime of the bowl or tokaka. According to the story:
A man, whose name has been forgotten, was working in his gardens, covering the
young bananas with dry leaves to protect them from the flying foxes. On his way
back to the village, he saw a stone, afterwards named Eyamune, with an oval
depression in it, resembling one of the wooden food bowls, called dihu. This hollow
was full of peculiarly clear still water; he drank some, and washed his hands in the
remainder, a portion of which he splashed over his body. He then combed his hair,
sat down and made a song about the incident. On returning to his village, he found
his people dancing; he did not join them, but when they had ceased, he told them
what we had seen, and the song he had composed about it. This story and song so
pleased them that it was added to the dance. (Seligmann 1910:157.
The choreography of this dance:
Three rows of three men advance between two parallel columns which face each
other. When the front row of three has reached the end of these columns, all halt and
vigorously stamp their bamboos on the ground ...” (Seligmann 1910:157) until the
four end men of group (A) brought a pot containing some water and placed it at the
side of group (B), marked (t) in the diagram. They then laid down their bamboos on
the ground by the bowl, squatted around it and splashed themselves with water from
it. The action was repeated in two more locations marked (1) and (2) in the diagram.
The dance finished with carrying the bowl out, passing between the parallel columns
of group (B).

Here is Seligmann’s description of Koita dance movement (Seligmann 1910:154):
The movements of the Koita dances are generally slow, the dancers commonly
moving with short, prancing steps in parallel columns, which extend laterally,
keeping their distance apart, or more rarely alternating advancing and receding. Small
groups often detach themselves from the main parallel rows, and stand at right angles,
a few paces apart, or from this distance advance towards the parallel columns
following these up as they retreat before them. Men and unmarried girls take part in
the dances, in all of which the most perfect rhythm is maintained. The men only beat
drums or carry dancing sticks. Some idea of the precision of their motions can be
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gathered from the fact that not only do the fingers of each man rest on his drum in
the same position, but in instantaneous photographs, they seem to exert the same
amount of pressure on each tympanum. The rhythm of these dances is further
exemplified by the movements of the girl dancers, which consist essentially of a slow
rocking of the pelvis on the thighs, each leg being alternately slightly flexed and the
heel being lifted from the ground. At the same time the muscles of the back give a
rotary movement to the pelvis causing the petticoat to swish from side to side. When
dancing in columns, the movement is usually slow and dignified, but when one or
two girls dance by themselves behind, or at the side of the columns, it is customary
for them to dance so violently that the component strips of the petticoat tied to the
right hip, fly up in a spray of fibres, allowing the tattoo on the buttocks and thighs to
be seen. In a general way these dances of the Koita accompanied by drums resemble
the dances of the Motu, but those which are danced to the accompaniment of bamboo
sticks, appear to be unlike any dances known to the Motu. (Seligmann 1910:154–5)
As with many elaborate rituals of this exotic land, the details of a ritual may be followed
scrupulously even if the origin is not known. The meaning may be as unclear to the participants as
to the onlookers, so much is lost in oral tradition. However, one thing is clear to all, that the
enactment of the ritual will be some pre-scientific mind set to do good to the community. It is a
preventive measure in an attempt to withstay what is harmful, and where no other means—
religious or scientific—is known, the ritual is performed, at the same time maintaining social order
and cultural homogeneity.
Roro
Along the coast north of where the Koita are located live the Roro-speaking peoples. Their land
extends from Yule Island north to Cape Possession and includes the land on either side of the St.
Joseph River which empties into Hall Sound. The Mekeo people, famous for their colorful singsings, live further up the St. Joseph. Even at the present time the precision of Mekeo dancing along
with their face paint and vivid costumes are a major attraction at the Port Moresby show which
sponsors an annual sing-sing competition. Apparently Seligmann did not attend a Mekeo sing-sing
as it is not described in his account. He did speak highly of the elaborate headdresses of the Roro
men, elaborate compositions of feathers mounted on a wooden or cane frame which fits the
dancer’s head and shoulders. Carved wooden pieces also enter into the compositions, the whole of
which rise four or five feet above the wearer’s head.
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Roro-speaking tribes’ headdress. Copyright Rev. H.M. Dauncey
Clans identify with the various types of headdresses, and it is considered infringement to copy
them.
Robert W. Williamson of the Royal Anthropological Institute also made keen observations
among the Roro and Mekeo peoples of the Central Province and of the Mafulu people inhabiting
the mountains east of the Mekeo in his book South Sea Savage, published by Seeley, Service and
Company Ltd, London, in 1914. In Chapter X he describes the re-opening of a village club-house
in the Roro village of Siria, Yule Island.
Neighboring villages were invited to a sing-sing marking this occasion. Gifts of areca (betel-)
nut, a symbol of friendship, accompanied the invitation. Williamson, along with Father Desnoes,
arrived at Siria around eight in the evening to find it lighted with bonfires and hand-held torches
of coconut branches. The front of the newly decorated club-house was concealed behind curtains
made of coconut leaves and informal dancing was in progress. He describes dancing as by a group
of people whose movements resembled a slow goose-step as they progressed slowly around the
village enclosure. As the time of unveiling the club-house approached, dancing ceased and flares
were brought close in order to light up the building as the curtains were torn away. This was done
to the admiration of all, and then the village head man gave a speech, as did others. The main
theme was that of the importance and valor of the people of the village, according to Williamson.
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The dancers were all fully decorated; their faces and bodies were oiled and stained a
shining red, to which were added, on their faces, bands of other colors; their necks,
chests and backs were heavily ornamented with necklaces, pendants of shells, beads,
dogs’ teeth and other things; armlets, wrist-bands, leg-bands and anklets adorned
their arms and legs, and bright coloured leaves inserted in these enhanced the
decoration. But above all things, I must mention the head ornaments, huge erections,
some of them eight to ten feet high, made of cane, resting on the heads and shoulders,
to which they were firmly fixed, and covered with kaleidoscopes of feathered
trophies; parrots, cockatoos, water-birds, cassowaries, bird of paradise, pigeons,
bower birds and others contributed their quota to these gorgeous decorations. I have
tried the weight of one of these structures, and marvel that men should be able to
dance continuously, hour after hour, sometimes all through the night, with such
burdens upon their shoulders. (Williamson 1914:188–9)
Rivalry existed as to which group could outlast the other in dancing with these heavy headdresses.
Williamson later relates the arrival of another village group who entered into the dance. Siria
village people bore a grievance against these visitors who had once destroyed a number of their
valuable shell arm-ornaments. They arrived at one o’clock in the morning, all richly decorated,
and wearing tall headdresses. Soon they began to dance the “cassowary dance” which insulted the
Siria chief because he had just recently bought the right to perform this dance. Nevertheless, he
did not lose control of his people and the anticipated fight was prevented. This incident is further
illustration of the idea of copyright among the people of Central Province.
Mekeo
Men of the Mekeo villages dressed in regalia similar to that of the Roro dancers, except that some
had a headdress consisting of only one feather fixed upright on the top of the head. All the dancers
carried drums to accompany their singing while they danced. Williamson reported that there are
about forty well-known and distinct Mekeo dances. In the first social dance that he witnessed,
twelve men facing each other in two opposite rows of six progress sideways very slowly along the
village enclosure:
There was no dancing in our sense of the word; the movement was a slow progressive
sideways shuffle, accomplished by means of a sort of goose step, and each step (that
is, each double step of both feet) only carried them over two or three inches. The men
of one row first moved the left foot two or three inches sideways, they then followed
it with the right foot, and this was the step throughout the dance. Those of the opposite
row did the same, except that with them the right foot moved first, and was followed
by the left. At each movement of the foot they bent their knees forward and a little
outward, and lifted their heels off the ground; but their toes never left the ground, or,
if they did so, the lifting of them was too slight to be observable. These progressive
shuffling movements were rhythmical, keeping time with the beating of the drums
and the monotonous wailing chant like song. (Williamson 1914:147–8)
Williamson even attempted a crude notation of the music in example B. This author’s version is
given in example A.
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Unfortunately, no clef sign is given to clarify the interval between the two pitches as a whole-step
or half-step. The drum beat might be varied thus: 1) 2) 3) 4).

Although the general movement was sideways, at known intervals the two rows stepped forward
toward each other. Their heads moved backwards and forwards to wave their feathered headdress.
To conclude a song, the regular drumbeats dissolved into irregular and accelerated beating, ending
in silence until one of them began to sing again, and the choreography was repeated.
Most of the men kept time with their feet and the drums by rhythmical bobbings of
their heads backwards and forwards, the feathers on their heads following these
movements, and giving them a rather ludicrous aspect. At intervals of a few minutes
they all stopped, and there was a general unrhythmical beating of all the drums—a
sort of finale—after which for a minute or so they were at ease, chatting and laughing,
until one of them began again the monotonous singing and drum-beating, in which
he was immediately followed by the rest; they then all formed into lines again, and
the dancing went on as before until the next rest interval; and so on indefinitely.
(Williamson 1914:144)
Later Williamson was able to better understand the essence of Mekeo dancing. He says:
I must say, as regards this Mekeo dancing, that in many respects its movements bear
a remarkable resemblance to those of the goura pigeon—a beautiful New Guinea
bird—when dancing during the courting season; and for this and other reasons I have
come to the conclusion that in all probability the origin of the dance has been an
imitation of this bird. One powerful Mekeo clan has a tradition that they are
descended from a goura pigeon, that an ancestor of their clan, though himself a man,
had all the powers of movement and faculties of the birds, and that he actually used
to dance with them, and so learnt the dance and taught it to his people. (Williamson
1914:146)
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Married women do not dance. Girls who join the dancing party do not carry drums and are not
decorated as ornately as the men in that they wear no headdress. Their main ornamentation is their
red and yellow dancing skirts. Frequently they are positioned at one end of the group; otherwise
they intermingle with the men in the same lines, dancing in the same manner only without the
knee-bends and nodding of the head. Williamson seems to have thought that the absence of these
movements was because the girls carried no drum and that the men were keeping time with their
head gestures whereas such head movements usually have to do with the headdress and not the
drum. The head movements served to activate their handsome plumage.
As noted by Seligmann when describing Roro dancing, the girls when positioned at the end of
the line had space to sway their bodies to make their grass skirts swing almost as high as their
shoulders. He also notes that girls entered into the dance after it was in progress and slipped into
the group at will. In some of the dances each girl held the long, trailing end of the perineal band
of the man in front of her. In one dance men and girls walked side by side as couples around the
main group, a positioning never seen in the highlands provinces. Gradually, as the group of dancers
increased, the movements became more complicated.
For men and women to dance as pairs is a rare occurrence in New Guinea except on the Papuan
coast. It might also be mentioned that Eastern Highlanders typically do not synchronize drum
rhythm with their dance steps, owing to the fact perhaps that drums were introduced into the
Highlands and not invented there.
At the time Williamson wrote his book on The Way of the South Seas Savage, inter-tribal
warfare had all but ceased in New Guinea. However, some of the ceremonies which were rooted
in warring years were still carried on as a means of transmitting special records of valor to the
present generation. Among these ceremonies was one of conferring the kefe and iofo.
After a victorious raid on the enemy, the Mekeo used to hold a ceremonial victory feast. On
such an occasion the warriors wore on their foreheads a round disc of white shell overlaid with a
thin slice of tortoise from which intricate designs were cut (kefe). Affixed to the white background,
these ornaments were especially handsome and are rarely seen today. Only those who had killed
an enemy were privileged to wear one. The same requirement had to be met by a man who wore
an ornament on top of the head which was composed of a tuft of white and red feathers on a flexible
support of cassowary quills (iofo). These decorations were conferred after a fight sing-sing.
The ceremony begins with an onrush of warriors (called aipa), the men in a column three
abreast running through the village brandishing their spears, and at times slowing down to
measured movements. As the men run, young boys beat their drums and stamp their feet
rhythmically in time with the men during the slower intervals. Brandishing the spear is a gesture
to provoke combat, but the Mekeo men who have killed an enemy engage also in a formal
ceremonial (called paangi) in which they make threatening gestures with a spear held at eye level
and, at the same time, sing boldly a song unique to their family. Then in hushed tones, the warrior
recounts his act of daring. When the spear is brandished by one who has not killed, he is either
enacting the brave tale of an ancestor or challenging another warrior.
Friendly clans are invited to the conferring ceremony of the host clan who sends a group to
perform the aipa and paangi in the village by night. A gift is then placed on the platform of the
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chiefs, usually betel-nuts or pig. But before the guests arrive, the host village performs a war dance
(falala) or fight sing-sing for the chiefs and old men who sit on the platform of the club-house.
The paangi is performed by some of the older men, then
young men and girls form a rectangular group in front of the club-house, and there
dance to the beating of drums, and the music of their singing, the men brandishing
their spears, and the girls swinging their grass petticoats from side to side in the usual
way. A pile of coconuts is provided, with which the singers ease their throats and
quench their thirst.
When night draws in the guests arrive, all armed with spears, and congregate
at the end of the village; and they and the people of the village remain for a time in
solemn silence.
Then the war chiefs and war-magic chiefs of the guests one by one perform the
paangi, the hosts silently watching them. Next the hosts perform the aipa, after which
the guests are presented with areca (betel-) nuts, as symbols of friendship, and the
hosts retire to the end of the village. Afterwards the guests perform the aipa,
traversing in doing so the whole length of the village enclosure. When this is finished,
hosts and guests join together, and the war dance commences, and lasts through the
whole of the night and part of the following day. On this day food, which includes
raw meat, is distributed among the guests, and the conferring of the kefe and iofo
begins. (Williamson 1914:148–9)
Certain of the war chiefs pass between the recipients who have arranged themselves in two lines
facing each other. The chiefs, carrying the decorations in their hands and singing the war songs,
perform the aipa onrush between the two lines from one end to the other.
Regarding the ceremonial practice at the time of a death, Williamson writes that there is an all
night sing-sing, but this takes place after a period of mourning during which relatives and friends
of the deceased have undergone fasting in his memory. Abstinence seems to be a characteristic
form of paying tribute. As a usual thing, there is a ban on sing-sing during a period of mourning,
and funeral feasts occur typically after a period of mourning. The night before the final ceremony
of the dead, Mekeos have an all night sing-sing at which the relatives make a feigned attack on the
dancers for the purpose of stopping them, but it is not effective and, as Williamson points out, it is
not really intended to be. The next day the feast is held:
Late in the evening there is a great rattling of lime gourds and spatulae (used in the
chewing of betel-nut) which is a signal for silence; then the chiefs of the associated
clans, who have been in the club-house, step out, all decked with most valuable
ornaments, and with solemn faces and slow and dignified step advance toward a
structure which has been erected in the village enclosure, and festooned with
vegetables, fish and flesh for the feast. (Williamson 1914:156)
A chief acting for the deceased’s clan then makes solemn offering of pigs, meat, etc. and addresses
the people, expressing pleasure at the arrival of guests and apologizing for the feast, asking them
to condescend to partake of it. The leading chief then breaks the vow of fasting. Those who have
abstained from certain foods since the death arrange themselves in a semicircle, each holding the
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particular food he has denied himself. The chief addresses each one and refers to his self-denial,
then swings the forbidden food several times around his head, and thus terminates the fasting.
Mafulu/Fuyuge
The Mafulu/Fuyuge people are situated to the east of the Mekeo and some eighty miles north of
Port Moresby in the Owen Stanley Range. Their traditional dress consisted of tight cane belts about
the waist, neck and arm decorations of shell discs overlaid by dog-teeth necklaces and also shells,
dogs’ teeth and beads dangling from their hair fixed in small braids that trailed down their
foreheads and shoulders. In contrast to the Mekeos in the same province, the dancing of these hill
people is very active. Both men and women sing but not during the playing of drums, but rather
when drum-beating and dancing come to a periodic halt. Their foot movements, according to
Williamson, are “lively and jumping, often half a hop and half a run” (Williamson 1914:239).
Their heads turn from side to side and nod up and down as they progress along the village
enclosure, the line zigzagging backwards and forwards so that advancement is slow. Sometimes
they form two lines alternately approaching and receding from each other in their zigzag manner.
It is only for the Big Feast that both men and women participate together in the dance. A few of
the dancers wear feather headdresses with the high framework similar to that of the Mekeo’s but,
unlike the Mekeos, the Mafulu feature their finest feathers on their backs instead of on head
ornaments. The author comments on the dance movement as being derived from one of the species
of bird-of-paradise.
Williamson likened the Mafulu to pygmies, no doubt referring to their physical stature.
Described as a “musical people”, simple harmonies are described “the notes of which may
simultaneously rise or fall either with the same or different intervals, or may rise and fall in
contrary motion; or the harmony may be produced by one man or part of the group sustaining a
note, whilst another changed it” (Williamson 1914:237). The author generalizes that the highland
people exhibit more musicality than people of the plains. It is not known whether he was
considering the amount of time they spent in music-making or whether his personal taste preferred
it.
Men and women sing together in unison and octaves and occasionally the voices part at the
end of a phrase, generally with one voice sustaining a pitch. Their songs feature subjects such as
“sentimental love and include ditties by young men about their sweethearts. They also have warlike
songs; and when a special event occurs, songs are often composed with reference to it”
(Williamson 1914:287). He cites an example of a local chief taken by authorities (British) to Port
Moresby, and there he died. Spontaneous songs of various topics often crop up in the club-house
with other men joining in.
Not a sing-sing in the usual sense of communal dancing, the combined singing of the Mafulu
men is worth mentioning. At a day’s end when men return to their club-house to sleep, they sing
quietly together as they lie there, creating a soothing effect the author describes as “absolutely
charming”.
Like all New Guinea peoples the Mafulu are fond of dancing, and it forms an integral part of
feasts and ceremonies. Interestingly, their sing-sings do not combine singing and dancing
simultaneously. Drums accompany the dancing, but only in formal pauses does the singing take
place, and then everyone sings together, men and women, dancers and non-dancers.
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Their dancing is of an exceedingly active and lively character. The movements of the
feet are lively and jumping, often half a hop and half a run; and whilst dancing, their
heads are actively moving backwards and forwards and to both sides. The general
progressive movement of a dancing party is slow, but not a crawl; and the progress
along the village enclosure is usually accomplished by a series of diagonal advances,
by which they zigzag backwards and forwards across the enclosure, and in this way
gradually travel along it. Very often the dancers divide themselves into two parties,
which in their zigzag progress alternately approach and recede from each other. The
dancers are always facing in the direction in which at that moment they are moving.
Men and women never dance together, except at the Big Feast. This method of
dancing is in striking contrast to the slow movements of the Mekeo people.
(Williamson 1914:239)
This description conforms to the semi-harmonic style across the Owen Stanley Mountains in Oro
Province where the Managalasi people typically begin a phrase in unison but divide into two parts
as the phrase terminates.
On one occasion when two Mafulu villages—Mambule and Sivu—joined together to fight
another group, a war song was sung. Williamson made an attempt of his own to notate it. A
common practice of the Mafulu is first to whistle a song and then to sing it. The exclamations “E!
e! e!” are only vocalics in the text, followed by the names of the two villages, and the rest is
translated: “My village, your village is alike (or equal)” (Williamson 1914:238–9).
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Manus Island to the north of the mainland of Papua New Guinea is of the Admiralty Islands group.
Its musical life is vital, and only peoples of the Middle Sepik (River) region play the garamuts
(slit-drums) with comparable expertise. Manus garamut ensembles of five or six drums form the
accompaniment for singing and dancing by the women. Causes for celebration and dance are the
launching of a new canoe, completion of a new house and greeting the men returning from a long
trading voyage.
Men play the drums. There are four medium-sized drums, two of which direct the rest by means
of their rhythm patterns. The fifth drum is the largest and rests on the ground like the others,
whereas the sixth one is propped up against a tree and is played vertically. All the players hold a
beater in each hand to better effect the dazzling polyrhythms in quick tempo. Women, on the other
hand, do the singing and dancing. They enter the arena full of fun and energy. Lined up in even
ranks, their brief dances to garamut accompaniment fairly explode with excitement. A lead singer
calls out to the rest who respond along with the drums. This repeats, and then the leader introduces
vocally a rhythm to be picked up by the drummers. The percussionists unleash their drumming to
which the women now dance wildly, twisting and stamping in place. There are stylized shouts
intermittently, and the piece ends abruptly, lasting only a couple of minutes. The group moves
forward pausing at a new location, to dance again in the same way, and after five or six minutes
the cycle finishes.
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Massim
In his book “The Melanesians of British New Guinea”, Seligmann in 1910 gives a great deal of
attention to the southern Massim people of Discovery Bay in the southern peninsula containing
Milne Bay. He speaks of the Papuo-Melanesian population as affectionate and industrious. As with
other New Guinea societies, he notes that parents tend to be over-indulgent with their children. No
one seems to be neglected in the domestic scheme, a decided advantage to the extended family
social structuring. Sexual morality is described as liberal before marriage so long as it did not entail
adultery, which was punishable by death before the colonial government substituted a punishment
of fine or imprisonment.
In Wagawaga hamlet Seligmann witnessed the only dance spontaneously performed. It took
place at dusk as his party was leaving:
The performers were intensely shy and stopped as we approached at all closely, but
it could be seen that a number of men with drums formed a circle some five metres
in diameter, round the outskirts of which non-performers of both sexes were grouped.
The dance appeared to consist of one man leaving the circle and leaping into the air
holding his drum above his head. (Seligmann 1910:585)
The author perceived an unwillingness of the people to dance for strangers, even when promised
tobacco, which had proven to be an effective measure in the Central region. The southeastern
region of New Guinea has never been noted for its dancing. Seligmann reasoned that it may be so
because of greater emphasis on its ceremonial than its entertainment value. However, one small
rehearsal of a rurepo was arranged. This sing-sing was of ceremonial origin and was formerly
danced during the days of cannibalism. As corpses of the enemy were butchered and cooked for
eating, the dancing took place to the accompaniment of blowing conch shell horns and single beats
of the drum played by men not themselves dancing or involved with cooking the feast.
The dancers each held in their hands a stout stick or a canoe paddle, the top of which
was inserted into the foramen magnum of a skull brought from the potuma and
decorated with croton leaves. The sticks with the skulls upon them were raised and
lowered as their holders jumped and stamped up and down. The face of each
performer was painted white, a dark line starting at the roots of the hair and extending
downwards in the middle line of the face over the nose, the lips, and the chin. It was
stated that any performer might dance the rurepo with any skull from the potuma, a
man neither seeking nor avoiding the skull of his own kill. (Seligmann 1910:585)
In the village of Tubetube the author learned of the favorite dancing songs called rausi, pediri and
waia, although stating that presently no dancing takes place and no explanation was given. Of the
three dances rausi would be danced at soi festivities. Soi feasts are those held during southeast
monsoons before the canoes set out on a trading venture to the East Cape. There they traded pots
for pigs and vegetables. Pediri and waia dances were believed to have been introduced from
Rogea. Other ceremonial sing-sings included besa, sung on the return of the canoes after victory
in war and losuma, a dance before setting out to fight the enemy. Interestingly, there is no singing,
but only the beating of drums.
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At Bartle Bay many of the dances were pantomimes. Seligmann saw a “lizard-dance” at
Wamira village, but admits that he failed to grasp any relationship between the dance movements
of the boys with drums and those of a lizard, so conventionalized were the actions.
By far the greatest and most elaborate feast of all the Bartle Bay is the Walaga. Its importance
lies in the fact that by means of it communities, both friend and foe, are united in a common effort.
It is scheduled at a time when there is an abundance of pigs, essential to any great feast.
The term walaga refers to the dancing platform built for the occasion. It is also the name of a
dance by both sexes as they dance around the platform in single file, treading upon saplings placed
around the outer edge of the walaga.
Seligmann’s description of the ceremonies leading up to and comprising this spectacular event
is a compilation of reliable sources, namely the Rev. H. Newton who was resident and head of
Dogura Mission station in 1907, by E.L. Giblin and himself.
Prior to the walaga ceremonial, the head man of one of the powerful clans giving the walaga
becomes the official master of ceremonies, or taniwaga. His first move is to ascertain months
ahead whether a sufficient number of pigs will warrant the ceremony and so sends messengers
twenty miles up and down the coast to notify those owing him pigs. Perhaps a brief digression is
in order here to say that in New Guinea cultures, the highest medium of exchange was the pig,
which served as a man’s wealth. Five or six weeks before the time of the feast, the taniwaga goes
to the jungle and selects a wild mango tree; it must be self-sown and never have flowered. A group
of ten to twenty men then go back with him into the jungle and clear a wide (about ten feet) circle
around the tree, and from that moment the tree is regarded as sacrosanct, and those men present
must now undergo purification. They are forbidden water, either for drinking or washing. They
abstain from eating or drinking anything cooked with water and may not eat the fruit of any mango
tree. The milk of a baked coconut is drunk instead of water, and foods such as vegetables and fruits
must be baked before they are eaten. These become the “fasting men” who now live together in a
special house apart from the rest of society. At the same time some six or ten women of the
taniwaga’s clan begin also to fast, avoiding company with men, abstaining from water, boiled food
and fruit of the mango tree. However, they do not sleep in a special house, and rubbish from their
meals is not saved and stored in baskets as it is in the men’s case.
Men and women practice their dancing at night in preparation for the sing-sing. Meanwhile
the taniwaga determines the date of the walaga, taking into consideration when the taro will be
ripe and the moon a full one as both food and light are necessary to the event. Word then goes out
that the walaga will take place within that moon.
The fasting men are responsible for building the walaga platform. They also dig the holes into
which its supporting posts will be stepped. But first local medicine men are called upon to deposit
charms comprised of leaves, ashes and bones into these holes and utter magic incantations. This
procedure is not so unusual as it seems and is practiced in Oro Province to the north at the time of
housebuilding. It is a precaution lest someone die. Mr Newton gives an account of what happened
at the construction site in Gelaria village:
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When the holes were ready, the gweri ravai (medicine men) rubbed the posts and
gathered their hands together as they do when rubbing the skin of a man to extract a
foreign substance causing disease. Then they sucked through their hands making a
loud sucking noise; their object was to extract the arua (shade, spirit) of any dead
man that might be present in the post, so that it should not be injured by the erection
of the post. The gweri ravai then carried the soul away and released it in the grass or
bush. (Seligmann 1910:592)
Sometimes, particularly in the eastern villages of Bartle Bay, called Awaima and Taupota, the
fasting men would swing bull-roarers as the posts are stepped and at no other time. The feast would
take place five or six days after the platform was finished. Visitors arrived a day in advance, the
same day the fasting men cleared a path to the special mango tree. Great care was exercised in
catching all leaves and twigs that fell from this tree when it was cut down, and mats strung two
feet off the ground were placed all around the tree for this purpose. To fell the tree, one of the
fasting men used a stone adze which was used for no other task.
Once it was cut down, the fasting men carried it in a procession headed by two women carrying
pearl shells. Directly behind the two women came the taniwaga with the axe over his shoulder and
the fasting man who was to be the dance leader. The two women ran forward a few paces toward
the village then turned facing the mango tree and walked backwards as they approached the village.
Last came the remainder of the fasting men who carried the mats and the debris caught in them,
followed by a crowd beating drums, shouting and dancing. Newton continues his description:
Dancing takes place when the party reaches the collection of specially built houses;
the mango tree is carried to the house of the fasting men, the greatest care being taken
not to allow it to come into contact with the ground.
The houses round the walaga had been decorated, and from the top of the
mango to the houses were tied long vines, decorated with streamers of coloured
calico, bits of tin and other shining things. The masters of the feast were all painted,
white streaks on a black background, or red on a white background, the eyes and nose
in particular being picked out in this way.
Many of the guests begin to arrive and bring pigs with them which are laid out
‘in view of the mango tree, though in answers to a specific inquiry, it was elicited
that the mango tree could not see them.’
As each party bringing pigs approaches the village they form some sort of
procession, and when they are nearly in sight of their destination, they would blow
conch shells and raise a great shout. Some of the people of the village giving the
walaga, including both men and women, would then go to meet their guests, the
bearers of pigs, the women being gaily dressed in parti-coloured petticoats of strips
of coconut or sago leaves, and with croton leaves and streamers of kinked bleached
pandanus leaf stuck in their waistbands and armlets. These people accompany the
pigs into the village in procession, singing and dancing, usually those in front moving
backwards so as to face their guests and pigs.
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As the men passed a house they speared the wall with the branches they had
been waving, and left them stuck in the walls. They said that the particular house
speared indicated some connection between the head of the family or clan living in
the house, and the pigs in the procession. One other preparation seen was the carrying
in solemn procession of a mango pole, having some leaves left on it, which had been
cut down close to the ground or with some of the roots attached. One or more of the
masters of the ceremonies walked at the head of the procession, but did not bear any
of the weight. I did not see what was done with the long mango pole but I think it
was placed along the wall of the house of one of the heads of the feast. I have been
told there were three mango poles, one in the centre of the platform, and one in the
house of each of two chief men.
The dancers, i.e. the men and women who had fasted since the mango tree was
chosen, arrived at 4.00 p.m. and began to dance. Their decorations had been carried
by others, who, after the dancers had washed in the river and had been oiled, dressed
them in the scrub or grass near the place of the feast. They had not broken their fast,
and would not do so till they got home. The men were decorated with gay feathers in
the hair and with armlets and streamers, and with anklets, new girdles and perineal
bandages. The women wore many-coloured petticoats, ornaments on their heads and
arms, and sprigs of various coloured croton leaves in their waistbands, which waved
as they danced. There seemed no particular order or men and women in the dance
and when late-comers arrived they joined the others.
The dancing stopped at sundown, and just as the moon was rising—it was the
day after the full moon—over the shoulder of the hill to the eastward, two chiefs of
the feast mounted the gable ends of two of the houses on the eastern side of the square
(i.e. of the collection of houses which are built in a square)—the adjacent ends—and
held forth. They stood out against the moonlight distinctly and addressed the evil
spirits, charging them to keep away from the assemblage, and do no harm, and also
addressed the crowd, bidding them keep the peace and do nothing to disturb the
harmony of the proceedings. First one spoke and then the other, the latter evidently
only to emphasize what the other had said, or to touch on points he had left unsaid.
The people listened intently.
Then the Bishop and a native Christian had a short service on the platform, but
this had no connection with the ceremonies except that we made a point of asking to
be allowed to shoot the pigs, so that their death might be a merciful one ...
Then the dancing began again, and was kept up all night. A sort of choir was
gathered in the centre of the platform round the mango pole, and they chanted, and
beat drums, as long as the dancing lasted.
At daylight the pigs are killed, being speared slowly as possible, so that the
maximum amount of squealing takes place; their cries are now said to be heard by
the mango tree, and it is absolutely necessary that they should cry loudly and for
some time before dying.
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At daylight the pig-killing began, but they had all to be viewed and passed as
worthy of the occasion beforehand; many were not passed but spared for another
feast. As it was decided that a pig was to be killed, word was sent to the Bishop or to
me, until about midday the Bishop was asked to leave one to be killed by the spears,
so that it might squeal and the mangoes hear it, or otherwise they would not be
fruitful.
The dancing did not continue long in the morning; the pigs were singed and cut
up, and stored on the walaga platform, and divided ready for distribution. All the
visitors came and seated themselves in groups round the platform, when one of the
chiefs of the feast ... climbed the mango pole in the centre of the platform and chanted
what sounded like a prayer, to which the other people on the platform connected
officially with the feast seemed to respond with what sounded like an answer.
(Seligmann 1910:593–6)
Here the reader should be cautioned. Any investigator who has no knowledge of the language
of the people he is observing is in danger of falling back upon his own linguistic universe, hearing
the meaning of intonation patterns in terms of his own language and assuming an understanding
of what is taking place without really comprehending. Prayer, in fact, assumes addressing a deity
who has otherwise been absent from the entire ceremony. If ancestors are being addressed, it would
be more in keeping with New Guinea thinking. And yet, one anthropologist wrote of a people,
whose language this author knows, that the names of ancestors were called out at the start of a
certain pig feast. However, the author’s linguist partner, Dr. Darlene Bee, discovered that the caller
was designating the different foods that should be brought from the gardens, and not summoning
ancestral spirits at all.
To continue the walaga finale, a portion of pig meat was thrown on the ground as each clan
head’s name was called, and the distribution of food was the end of the ceremony, although there
is dancing which takes place with the fasting people as chief dancers.
The Rev. Newton added that twenty-two months later, the mango tree is again brought out
from the fasting men’s house where it had been preserved along with the debris from it wrapped
up in a mat. As the bags of rubbish and utensils used by the fasting men were handed out of the
house by the taniwaga, the men rushed up to smear the dust off them over their bodies. A
procession carries the mango tree to the centre of the temporary village in the same way it was
brought from the jungle. The man who commanded the spirits on the night of the walaga meets
the procession brandishing a spear. He distributes new green mangoes to the fasting men, placing
pieces he has himself cut right into their mouths. The men then chew and spit the pieces out in the
direction of the setting sun in order that “the sun should carry the mango bits over the whole
country and everyone should know.” The taniwaga then breaks off part of the mango tree which
is burnt with the other refuse from the walaga. The rest of the tree is placed in a new mat and is
hung in the house of the taniwaga. In each exhibition a piece of it is broken off and burnt until it
is finished, and then a new one will be cut.
The mango cult at Bartle Bay seems to be restricted to that area alone. How the mango became
focused upon is a mystery. It is not associated with any food taboo or garden magic. It is not even
cultivated. Both Newton and Seligmann came independently to the same notion that in some way
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the walaga with all its duties and restrictions well performed gratified the dead. Even though there
may be undertones of ceremonial efficacy, the walaga seems to function primarily as a social
event, bonding the host community and solidifying friendships with its guests.
Rossel Island
Milne Bay Province stretches south and east to the Louisiade Archipelago of which Rossel Island
is the easternmost. Linguist Jim Henderson describes sing-sings there as being of two types, one
of which is meant to achieve an end (Ntamentame) and the other which is meant for entertainment
(Tpile we). Sing-sings of the first type occur at times of making a canoe or while fishing, for
example, to ensure success in the particular endeavor. Of the type meant to entertain, one example
is the Yemumu sing-sing of which he wrote in correspondence:
The singers, all male, are dressed in skirts for the occasion and decorated with leaves,
flowers and feathers. They stand in the middle of the village with the audience all
around them. They sing the ‘tune’ all together, then the song leaders start the next
verse.
This is then sung by a couple of others, then again by a couple more. Good
performers are led off to parts of the audience to perform again, so to record a
performance you have to go from one side of the group to another to get close to the
singers. The two singers repeat the verse till their breath runs out, and towards the
end of their breath they do a shuffling dance which makes their shell ornaments
jingle. The audience applauds enthusiastically. When the verse has been sung enough
times, a song leader sings the ‘tune’, and all the singers join him. Then the next verse
is started. This goes on from about 5.00 p.m. to about 8.00 a.m. with a break about
midnight for nuts and bush turkey eggs. There are different Tpile we in different parts
of the island, and people say each has a different “tune” ...
It is very hard to work out what words in the song mean, even when they are
dictated slowly. Many are old words. What Yemumu I have studied seem to be
references to place-names on the island. I think it was composed by men away in Port
Moresby ... it may be a nostalgia song ... The Tpile we form seems to be for
entertainment, and the main effect of the content may be to strengthen the people’s
feeling of identity with their island and their heritage.
Henderson added that Tpile we songs were still being composed, but not Ntamentame songs.
The latter are believed to have been made by the gods long ago.
Armstrong differentiates the two sing-sing types from the point of view of dress. According to
him, Rossel Island has two types of sing-sings (1) ptyilowe (Tpile we?), in which the dancers wear
long petticoats of womea, and (2) dama (ntame?), in which the dancers wear ordinary male dress,
decorating themselves with croton leaves and sometimes carry a croton branch. The latter is a
canoe song sung by the crew either on shore accompanied to rhythmic scraping of the paddles
against the side of the canoe or else performed on the water with the dipping of the paddles carrying
the rhythm. Both dances are all male. Suffice it to say for now that dama songs are supposed to
have beneficial effects such as protection against shipwreck or to divert squalls. These are ancestral
and prestigious.
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Ngaing
The Ngaing live on the Rai Coast which connects with the eastern end of Astrolobe Bay just south
of Madang. During the dry season (April-November) they observe an elaborate chain of events
known as Kabu. Because of its long duration, there must be a plentiful supply of food in the
gardens. It begins with the men of each patriclan washing their gourd trumpets in the pools from
which the deceased spirits of each clan are called to join in the ceremonies. During the first night
a sing-sing or ola is held. The trumpets which sound during the night are in the cult house out of
sight to women and children, and the fishing dance is enacted by two teams of men, one wearing
a headdress with a carved wooden fish, while the other shoots arrows at the fish to ensure good
fishing.
Afterward pigs are killed and eaten, and each night the trumpets and slit-drums are played in
the cult house while the people dance outside. No food is offered to spirits at this time, according
to writer Peter Lawrence.
The purpose of the ceremony is to ensure the well-being of the people. Through symbolic acts,
initiations take place preparing girls for marriage and gardening, and preparing boys to master
sacred activities of the males including instruction in playing the trumpets and slit-drums and
schooling in the myths and ritual pertaining to the patriclans. True knowledge to the Ngaing is
“mastery of the ritual” and comes from “deities” for pragmatic service to their welfare. Christianity
was interpreted also as a source of wealth obtainable through ritual (Lawrence and Megitt
1965:219–20).
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Sawos
Among the Sawos people in Tormebi near Maprik in the East Sepik Province, negotiations for
bride price payment include the participation of all, since it is not in the seclusion of the men’s
house where secret masks and flutes are kept. During the day’s debate on how much is to be paid,
there are intermittent periods of garamut (slit-drum) playing and dancing by the women in front of
the Ceremonial house. The following day, during the preparation of food at the bride’s father’s
house, some of the women dance while the men, gathered in the family’s “resting house,” sing
wedding songs. As the male voices sing, the women dance around the bride. The wedding songs
give instructions to the bride, advising her as to her tasks of gardening, raising children, behavior
toward her husband, sago preparation, fishing and the like. In the final act in this Bride Price
ceremony, she approaches the house where the men are singing, her kinswomen dancing around
her. Her skin is painted with white clay and oil; she wears a large white shell around her neck and
a bird-of-paradise feather in her hair and carries a spear. Her brother leads her, and as the
procession nears the house, the singing becomes more excited with several choirs joining in, each
with its own song. Women related to the groom simulate an attack on the procession, threatening
them with spears, as is the custom. Thomas C. Aitken reports an “atmosphere of gaiety ... evident
at all points in the proceedings, and the bride again, for the last time, steps over the outstretched
legs of her kinswomen” (Aitken 1983:19), as she did on leaving her home and as she does at every
stop before finally entering her new home.
Iatmul
Among the Iatmul in the Middle Sepik region, the sing-sing is a ceremonial occasion dominated
by the men. As prelude to the climax of male initiation, which is the skin-cutting, men already
initiated dress in their finery of croton leaves, headbands and necklaces made from shell, feather
headdresses, decorative arm- and leg-bands, and carrying a sheaf of grasses in each hand, dance
to the accompaniment of their kundus while chanting the names of crocodiles believed to be their
ancestors. In the initiation rites, carving the backs of the initiates in the patterns of a crocodile hide
identifies the living with his crocodile ancestors.
Yessan-Mayo
One does not hear of sing-sings in the Middle Sepik region as having primarily a social intent.
Linguists Velma Foreman and Helen Marten have lived on the banks of the Sepik River with the
Yessen-Mayo people for thirty years and were responsible for translating information elicited
during a visit of the author with student intern Virginia Morris [later Virginia Whitney—rev.] in
1976.
The great annual sing-sing of the Yessan-Mayo is a social affair only in the fact that the society
comes together to sing and dance, but the underlying purpose is to celebrate the yams harvested
each December. Far from being a simple harvest festival, many of the events prior to and during
the fête are shrouded in secrecy. The yams, grown to gigantic size, are products of growth by
magic. They still are decorated and regarded animistically by some cults today, although men who
are professing Christians among the Yessan-Mayo have in recent times succeeded in growing yams
of competitive size without resorting to magic.
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To a researcher, the greatest value of this sing-sing (sukwiya wuraba) would seem to lie in the
sung history of the people, for vast numbers of songs are included in the event apart from the
ceremonial songs. The fête opens with ceremonial songs celebrating the yams, and in these the
women take part. Men sing the texts after which women’s voices join in at the chorus sung in
vocables or non-words. Other songs follow whose subjects deal with village work such as
gardening, house-building, pulling a canoe, roofing the spirit house (Haus Tambaran) and so forth.
There are songs of the friar bird, a bird whose distinct call at the beginning and close of day is
heard throughout coastal New Guinea. Songs of head-hunting days of the past are also sung, each
one relating a particular attack, battle and its outcome. Ordinarily, Yessan-Mayo songs are divided
into text plus vocables, but these fight songs (mor sokwa) are all text and do not involve women.
Late at night the men sing another group of songs at which time women are not allowed to be
present. Then at dawn a group of songs is sung about tobacco.
Yessan-Mayo singing is distinctive in that two parts move in parallel motion a fourth or fifth
and occasionally a sixth apart, a style influenced by having heard other peoples of the South Pacific
sing in harmony, according to Foreman and Marten.
It is worth noting here that the garamut (slit-drum), though widely distributed among peoples
on the Sepik River, is employed principally to send messages rather than to accompany song.
Ambulas
Long sessions recorded at Maprik I and Maprik II villages by linguist Norm Draper display the
talent Ambulas men have for ceremony. As they approach the village for an initiation sing-sing,
stylized shouts and the sounding of globular flutes warn the women to get away. These special
flutes made from the shell of a tree nut about the size of an orange represent the voice of a spirit
(tambaran). Chaos reigns as the flute patterns fuse with excited shouts. Dressed in their regional
finery and a few carrying spears, the procession enters the village and circles around a stone in the
center of the clearing. Another group representing the enemy joins in to dance to the steady beat
of the kundu drums and to sing. By and by a lecture interrupts the proceedings, and an authoritative
voice scolds the initiates and warns them that if they want to have money, they must work for it.
The men then parade silently except for the rattling of ornaments on their leg-bands, after
which their unison singing and dancing resumes. Those whose drums are decorated take the center,
while those with undecorated drums participate outside of the group. About a hundred men take
part, their voices gliding downward from note to note in the falling contour of phrases, their dance
consisting of springing up and down. A mock battle with the enemy interrupts the singing for a
time, as the sustained o—o—o—o is heard followed by quick repeated notes on the drums, and
then they settle into their singing against a steady drumbeat.
Eventually the men formed a large circle around the clearing. A gate made of sago palm
suddenly opened at one end of the village, and a crowd of men leading the initiates rushed out into
the circle. The young men, about twenty years of age, were led in pairs, all decorated. It was said
that an entire day was spent in decorating them. Most striking were the faces. Yellow-orange
streaks were painted down the nose, another across the forehead and another right across the eyes.
The ochre, applied thickly, had hardened facial muscles and sealed the eyes shut. The thirty or so
initiates were led around the arena to be admired by all present, and the sing-sing continued all
night, along with a display of wealth featuring mother-of-pearl rings about seven inches in
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diameter with a five-inch hole in the center, objects highly prized. On this occasion the initiates
were shown spirits (tambaran) in the anthropomorphic forms of masks and carvings, and were hit
with switches of stinging nettles. There are many stages of initiation of which this is only one.

Ambulas initiate
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Most initiations include some experience of pain. Stinging nettles are very painful, not unlike the
stinging of bees. An Usarufa friend now middle-aged still bears a scar on his forehead where he
was hit with a secret flute at the time he was shown them so that he “would not forget to respect
them.” In view of the fact that the men of this country were constantly embroiled in tribal wars
only two generations ago, initiation practices stemmed partly from the intent to create brave
warriors. On the whole it would be hard to establish evidence that the men inflicted pain on the
initiates out of a desire to haze or bully as there is customarily a father figure present, often the
boy’s mother’s brother, who stands ready to comfort the victim. However, in some cases the
practices were sufficiently cruel that Australian officials put a stop to them. Interestingly, this
mandate that forbade mutilating the flesh was welcome in many parts of the country. Traditions
that are long established cannot be broken within the culture, it seems, as homogeneous societies
do not permit deviation.
The opening of the spirit house (Haus Tambaran) is another phase of initiation reported by
linguist Norm Draper who was permitted to enter. A sing-sing like the music described in the
preceding account was held in front of the spirit house. In addition, the fellows who built the house
ran back and forth singing sustained pitches on the vowel o. The initiates now appeared against a
backdrop of eight young women and eight little girls who carried spears but did not sing. The
initiates too carry spears on this occasion and wear strands of white or colored beads crisscrossed
over the chest and back, and on their heads a green moss covering from which foot long spikes of
grass protrude as do black, red and white feathers fastened at the back of the hair by means of a
comb. Red and white daubs of paint are applied to the face, and some wear a shell suspended from
their neck. After some time, men with drums begin to respond from inside the house. They answer
the house-builders’ sustained cry above the sound of the sing-sing until finally the fifty or sixty
men outside enter the house. A cacophonous din awaits them inside. What the initiates see and
hear must be both chilling and exhilarating. A dozen drummers hang on to ropes from the rafters,
boys blow conch-shell horns of varying pitches, randomly at first and then in time with the kundus.
The stately beat of the garamut is heard and the singing of the men. It is certainly the most
important time of a young man’s life.
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Usarufa
In the Okapa region of the Eastern Highlands, at an attitude of seven thousand feet in the Kratke
Ranges, Usarufas often held social sing-sings during the 1960s (Chenoweth 1979:40–59).
Nerves were taut as the night of the sing-sing approached. Some of the men would
have been in seclusion in the forest for a week mixing the secret dyes, pounding
pandanus leaf into cloth and gathering the fiber for sewing the cloth onto a flexible
hoop, and all for the purpose of making emblems to wear in the sing-sing. Secrecy is
sought for two reasons: the emblems will have a more dramatic effect if they are a
surprise, and because male dominance is maintained by having secrets from the
women and children. Emblems (kaabíyámá) vary in size and character, but a large
oval is a common shape. Whether the oval is made from one large piece of pandanus
cloth or smaller pieces stitched together is not of major importance. Flat ribs of
bamboo are placed parallel fashion behind the cloth (awááma) to flatten and
strengthen it. An oval frame is made from a vine (amómmá) over which the bark cloth
is bent back and sewn on with bark string and cane needle. Another vine hoop is tied
to the first frame. The cane (pitpit in Pidgin) needle is passed through the cloth every
two or three inches and carefully tied at each of these points all around the frame. A
long bamboo pole, about six feet long, is tied to the center of each rib, supporting the
whole like a giant fan. A long cord is attached to the pole at the center of the ribbing
and again several feet below the frame. The emblem is to be worn so the cord at the
center ties around the dancer’s neck, and the lower one is tied around his waist. It
remains for the emblem to be decorated, and this is accomplished with paint, feathers
and fresh foliage.
Atop the pole is a tuft of black cassowary feathers, and fluttering above them
are two triangular pieces also of pandanus cloth supported on two stems. They are
called “butterfly” (parebáreoma).
Paints or dyes are made by the Usarufas. They do not use ochres as is done in
the Sepik River region and elsewhere. Usarufas make many red dyes. One is made
by scraping the dust from a red stone and mixing a little water with it. It is used to
paint the underside of lethal barbs carved in their arrows. Another they make by
rubbing the leaves of a red coleus plant onto their wooden fighting shields. A third is
made by picking apart a blossom (piqtummá) resembling a thistle. Inside the blossom
are tiny red slivers. Mixed with saliva, it makes the rust red dye used to color bark
string in making string bags or tassels. Bark chips from the waémmá tree when
chewed also make a red dye; but there is a fifth red dye with purplish cast which the
men make in secret. It is composed of two common ingredients and mixed with
saliva. Usarufa women have not yet seen this procedure, but it is the red dye used in
emblem making.
The leaves of the blue-purple coleus plant, when chewed, is another common
dye used by the women in making blue for string bags, but the men have another
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secret dye mixed in the mouth which is jet black. It, too, is used to paint sing-sing
emblems and the special dress of the initiated warrior.
Deep in the forest, as the men make kaabíyámá emblems for the sing-sing, they
sing certain songs as the designs are painted. Called “bird songs” (numa-ímá), the
songs are said to strengthen the designs. (See Emblem Construction, Chenoweth
1979:24–7)
Of the traditional designs, the most common are these:

Yam leaf, millipede, pond, koqá root, and flying beetles designs
All of these are abstract renderings of things found in nature. Representational drawing or
painting was not a part of Usarufa traditional art, nor was there any indication that the abstract
designs had some spiritual connotation. Did they in the past? If so, no one remembers. The designs,
the emblems, the headdresses and all artifacts to be viewed publicly were made with care so that
they would be akoqnáá (“strong”) and kateko (“right”) and weganokanoqá (“wondrous”). They
were to be admired by the people firstly. If it were hoped that deceased kin would observe and
take pleasure in the sing-sing and its decorations, that was secondary, and certainly not intended
as an offering aimed at a release of supernatural power on their behalf. Although they held their
forefathers in respect, Usarufa life was immediate and pre-scientific as they sought to manipulate
nature in their favor. What was primarily sought was food and strength. Food was more than a
means of surviving. Abundance of good pigs and vegetables—mainly sweet potato and greens—
was essential to one’s social obligations of contributing to feasts and to payment of the bride price.
There were epic heroes who were half mythic and half historic, but no power figure was superior
to themselves.
While a group was making the emblems, other men in the village were reaching into the rafters
of their huts for bamboo containers storing their precious feathers. These were carefully extracted
and meticulously combined with fresh leaves, shell headbands, and reassembled into a headdress.
Usarufa headdresses were made from stiff feathers which stand outward and down around the face
like a bonnet. Parrot, eagle and cockatoo feathers are those most common to the locale. These
headdresses were given animation by mounting two white cockatoo feathers onto a bit of small
vine twisted into a spring. Attached to the spring with a ball of resin, which also gives weight, the
intention is to set the two feathers in contrary motion. The ideal is for them to barely touch, then
spring apart, synchronous with the dancing gait. A name is given to the springing action of the two
mounted feathers, téba-teba kéiye.
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On the day of the sing-sing the host village is a hive of activity. The women bring food from
the gardens. A committee of men prepares to cook the food in the men’s house. Others bring load
after load of firewood, not only for cooking but to make warming fires for the guests. Large logs
are also needed for the central bonfire. If guests come from a long way, there are temporary
longhouses built for them of woven cane walls and grassed roof. All of these preparations must
come to completion by sundown. Tempers are short with anyone not giving utmost effort. If the
sing-sing is a smaller, local one, it might be put off a day or two if preparations have not merged
to completion; but, if costumed guests are coming from a distant place, the sing-sing must take
place or the disgrace is public and lasting. When the tuning of the drums is heard the sing-sing’s
commencement is at hand.
An Usarufa sing-sing’s masterful organization escapes the novice onlooker. Only after viewing
several such, and after many questions put to the people, does one find that there is an astonishing
network of activities, chief of which are:
•

Preliminary
1. Food gathering preparation
2. Firewood and guest accommodation
3. Lighting the central fire
4. Announcement of the event and call for singers

•

Performance
1. Singing
2. Entrance of the “birds”
3. Approval of the “birds”
4. Distribution of the food
5. Approval of the food
6. Pantomimed skits on the periphery
7. Dawn
8. Finale and dispersion

The outline above is taken from this author’s book “The Usarufas and their Music” (pp. 41–
42), to which the reader is referred for details of seven sing-sings performed during the period
1966–72.
Many of the host village have heavy responsibilities for the success of the sing-sing and are
not free to sing and dance during the evening. The host village designates who will light the central
fire. One or two local men proceed unceremoniously to the center of the sing-sing ground to ignite
the crisscrossed logs which form a hollow rectangle five or six feet high. He lights the fire. He
then calls in a loud voice, heard throughout the village, for the singers to come. They, too, stroll
informally in two’s and three’s onto the dance ground. One of the men has a drum which he tests
as he moves along. When a group of ten or so has convened, the singing begins.
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The man with the drum begins the singing. His solo voice is heard in the brief text of the first
song. Before the text finishes, his voice is joined by four or five other men. When the chorus, sung
in vocables, is reached, all the other men and women join in along with the drum. By now the
group has begun its leisurely walk clockwise around the fire. The cycle has been set in motion for
the entire evening. Other singers merge into the group until there is an impressive swelling of
voices singing in unison and easily heard several miles away. One or two other men may also bring
their hourglass-shaped drums and help to keep a simple, straight pulse which varies little
throughout the night. The responsorial form of the songs also remains constant in character with
yaa-ánama song category which comprises the sing-sing repertoire. The term is a compound word
for “treebase” and “leaves.” The introductory part of the song which carries the text is the base,
and the mixed voices, (with drum accompaniment) respond with vocables which are termed
“leaves.” an adornment of the base.
Groups of dancers arrive, some from guest villages and others from the host village—men,
women and children. They form a circle outside that of the singers and proceed in opposite
direction, counter-clockwise. They are dressed in traditional garb of bark skirts and wear armbands into which leaves creased in accordion pleats are inserted to cascade down the arms of the
dancers; fresh foliage, usually croton leaves, are bunched and stuck into the back of the men’s skirt
belts. Men wear their feather bonnets and sometimes a breast plate on which are sewn small shells
but feature two large white cowrie shells on either side of the top edge. Women tie a string of small
shells around their waist. Hanging down the back of their bark-strip skirts these make a clicking
sound (karígárímmá) as they dance. Those who are initiated and whose septum was perforated
wear nose ornaments of shell, boar tusk or quartz bars. Necklaces are improvised by stringing
small bits of yellow bamboo or yellow orchid fiber, but the traditional beads are ropes of jet black
seeds (karunááma) worn at the waist or around the neck. The rustle of foliage along with the
clicking of shells and beads make a delicate percussion as the dancers pass by.
The dance step is a quick prance with feet kept close to the ground, then springing up from it
as though it were hot underfoot. After stepping off three or four yards’ length, dancers pause facing
the fire, and mark time by quick kneebends, while turning the torso to the right, then to the left,
alternately. The gait has a name, aráámaqma, and so does the action of the kneebends, yato-yato
(up and down). The old and infirm may sit by the fire and watch. Babies are carried by the singers
or sleep in string backs worn at their mother’s back. Otherwise, all participate in the sing-sing.
The climax of the sing-sing is the entrance of the “birds” represented by those wearing the
emblems made especially for the occasion. A dramatic entrance is expected somewhere around
midnight. The “birds” send a crier in advance. Sometimes the announcement comes in the form of
a high-pitched yell sustained at length. Upon hearing it, the men officiating begin to clear a path
into the arena. Everyone halts. There is no singing or dancing; children are warned to keep back.
The air is full of excited chatter until the “birds” are heard. They are not seen in the darkness until
they approach the fire. As they emerge, they give their drums a dull thump, with the ends of their
fingers left on the drum to damp the sound. The thumps (yumáeka-yumaeka) are widely spaced,
and there is an overall hush as the outline of tall emblems comes into view like eerie giants casting
their long shadows by firelight. It is a drama in every sense of the word as the dancers play their
role, their individual personalities lost in the splendors of the pageant. The impact on the crowd is
a hushed tenseness ready to explode emotionally.
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As they move along, their feet come off the ground only three or four inches at most.
Their bodies are bent slightly forward, and the drum is grasped at the narrowest part
of its hourglass shape. One hand holds the drum, and the drum head is struck with
the fingers of the free hand. Drums are positioned horizontally and low, below the
waist of the dancer. Some let their arms hang almost straight. (Chenoweth 1979:46)
The crowd’s emotional tension is released in the approval of the birds.
When the “birds” have been seen and admired by all, the resonant drumming
(táborabo) begins, this time with anywhere from twenty-five to a hundred drums,
depending on the size of the sing-sing. The singing also commences full force by a
group made up of hosts and guests alike. Then, as if to release the swelling emotional
exuberance, the men of the host village light firebrands of dried cane and, holding
them above their heads, burst into the woq-woq chant and sprint vigorously into the
midst of the arena. This antiphonal chant is a battle cry that has taken on meaning
other than a challenge to battle. As chorused by the men, it begins slowly, and
gradually accelerates. It is used whenever a cooperative effort is needed in a
strenuous task, as in lifting something heavy, or it may be used to show enthusiastic
approval, as when costumed dancers enter the sing-sing arena. Forming a circle
between the singers and dancers, they run in a direction counter to that of the singers
and dancers, continuing the chant as they run. The sing-sing does not stop, but for
several minutes the chant overlays the whole, swelling and fading as the men run
towards, then away from, the listener. This is the approval of the birds. (Chenoweth
1979:47–8)
Other groups of “birds” may enter the arena during the night, but without ceremony. At times
the crowd becomes so great that another circle is formed to the outside, or even a separate singsing is begun simultaneously, giving a polyphonic effect.
The sing-sing does not stop for food distribution. Several men come out of the men’s house
where they have cooked sweet potatoes, greens and meat - either pork or tinned fish, with rice.
Bowls of food are brought to the participants who are pulled aside, a half-dozen or so at a time.
When they are satisfied, they reenter the circle and six more are fed. Success of the food is said to
hinge upon meat, whether raised domestically or purchased. There is a time for public approval of
the food, as for the emblems, which causes either prestige or shame. A “big” man, one who is
prominent, makes a public speech praising or lamenting the food. After the compliment, all
pressure is off the host village, and the singing and dancing continue with a happy fervor. It is
worth noting that the sing-sing never deteriorates into a free-for-all. Regardless of how high
spirited, it is kept under control. Each one knows his place at all times in the revolving pageant.
Pantomimes or skits are interspersed through the festivities of the night. These depict local
activities, in the main, and are intended to entertain. (Examples are included in Chenoweth
1979:49–50. Because the music has no part in them, they will not be described here.)
The sing-sing is said to conclude “at dawn.” However, the actual end depends on the
completion of the song repertoire. Typically, the wayámmá category is sung last. These are songs
of the Fore people, who are the second language group south of the Usarufas and with whom they
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often intermarry. As the first light appears in the sky, the tempo tends to quicken and the voices
strengthen, often shifting upward in pitch too, as the end of the sing-sing is anticipated. Once the
last wayámmá is sung, the participants break rank informally, some removing bits of their
costumes as they head homeward. The emblems, which were laboriously made and a major
contribution to the success of the evening, are untied from their bearers and propped against a
fence or house wall to rot in the weather, their function now spent.
Tairora
At a sing-sing, May 31, 1969, in the Gadsup language region of the Eastern Highlands Province,
several groups participated in a social sing-sing. All but one from Finschafen on the northeast coast
were from the Eastern Highlands: Gadsup, Tairora, Usarufa, Bena-Bena and a handful from other
places. The government school at Aiyura hosted the affair in which the Tairora and Finschafen
groups were the most memorable. The Tairoras live adjacent to the Gadsups, and so the materials
for dress were at hand, whereas others from further afield were forced to borrow drums and
improvise what they wore. The Tairora men wore huge hat-like headdresses with feathers placed
vertically around the circular edge with several long ribbon-like feathers wafting from the center.
They carried small elliptical shields in one hand and, at the beginning of each of their songs, struck
the shield with a stubby war club. The “klunk” of wood on wood was a distinctive sound in the
Eastern Highlands alongside the usual plucking of the bowstring on the part of others. It was a
very dark night, placing these accompanying sounds in higher relief than if the costumes could be
clearly examined. An unexpected hissing sound “sssssssssssss” came from the Finschafen group
as well as a 5/4 drum beat foreign to the highlands peoples.
Siane
Among the Siane people who reside in the Eastern Highlands near Goroka, spirit beings are called
Korova. These beings are believed to have human form and are nocturnal. They originate at the
death of a person and they function as diviners of sorcery, healers, protectors, and are appeased or
invoked for special favors. Dancers, when performing at ancestral ceremonies, may become a
korova, i.e. to assume the detachment characteristic of possession. Such detachment and spiritual
protection was, in anthropologist Salisbury’s words, common to adolescents passing through
initiation and menses ceremonies. One such ceremony is the courting ritual gimagama:
Gimagama takes place inside the men’s house from which all the beds are removed.
The girls squat in a circle round them (the boys). Each girl has a partner, and both
sway in time from side to side, chanting. Gradually they lean towards one another
until their noses meet and they are swaying in unison. After each chant, the boys
change partners by shuffling one place to the right. A girl may place her hand on a
particular boy’s wrist to indicate that she wishes to sleep, when the gimagama
finishes, cradled in his arms. (Salisbury 1955:59)
The unmarried girls participating in the gimagama have been invited from another clan, and
are hosted for week. They are distinguishable from other Siane girls in that they wear male clothing
over their own. They sleep near a river in the daytime, dance and watch pantomime acts performed
by the host clan in the evening, and participate in the gimagama courting ceremony at night.
Although symbolic of human fertility, the festivities are reportedly free of overt sexuality. At
dawn, the boys and girls dance in groups by the river where they sleep and decorate themselves
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with fresh foliage; then in late afternoon, they dance in the village. The boys shuffle steadily in a
circle and are joined by their make believe ‘wives’ who dance hand in hand alongside the boys.
As long as the boys and girls are korova, the adult spectators pay little regard to them.
Gimagama is part of a larger ceremony called numukefa, which takes place every three years;
at that time a host clan plants enough garden to assure plenty of food to another clan. Salisbury
refers to the ceremony as “first fruits.” It began with the korova appearing in the form of the sacred
flutes. In its overall design, numukefa is meant to make the korova enter the gardens to produce
crop fertility.
The many pantomimes enacted portray gardening activities or spirit-beings such as wind, sun
and snakes, according to Salisbury. In the snake pantomime, two men hold a flexible branch,
moving it up and down in imitation of a snake. The two men are smeared with red clay and wear
masks. Two dancers circle the snake and pass under its arc to cause snakes to push up water
through the red soil of their gardens.
Finally the parents of the gimagama girls arrive and are given a feast too great to be consumed
in its entirety.
The parents leave, each carrying about one hundred pounds of food, and walk down a corridor
formed by the host youths and their ‘wives’. Everyone weeps and sings mourning songs—the
hosts because ‘their wives will leave soon’ and the guests because ‘they will never again see
such fertile land’. When their parents have gone, the girls break line and rush, sobbing, for the
exit; the boys enter the men’s house.
The ceremony is thus a dramatic portrayal of how the spirits obtain wives, marry and produce
crops (and children). (Salisbury 1965:66)
In ritualistic sing-sings, a manipulation of the spirit world is sought, and transcendence of
ordinary life seems best attained through sounds other than ordinary speech and gaits different
from the norm. Behavior that is other worldly becomes an avenue of reaching the spirit world by
homeopathic magic, through dance, music and pantomime.
Throughout the highlands, pig feasts have been a tradition. There are no ordinary occasions
where one is merely served pork, but the feasts—held every few years—are enormous ceremonials
where hundreds, sometimes thousands, of people congregate, and hundreds of pigs are slaughtered.
Such feasts expect to accomplish fertility of both gardens and pigs by pleasing the ancestors. The
elaborateness of the occasion can only be superficially described, and even then only by observing
one feast at a time because its customs vary so from one district to another. In many areas pig
feasts in the most genuine tradition have died out. Nevertheless vestiges remain in song and
memory. R.F. Salisbury has described a Siane pig feast of the early sixties:
This ceremony, the most spectacular in Siane, involves at its climax, several thousand
people dancing around some two hundred brilliantly painted gerua boards. Each
phratry performs one ceremony every three years. The object of doing so is not
clearly stated; it is ‘for the ancestors’, ‘to make the pigs grow’, ‘so that we may eat
pig’. All purposes are evident as the celebrants induce the ancestral korova to enter
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the village, perform dances in their honour, and then feed pork to them (and to all
living phratry members). (Salisbury 1965:65–69)
One set of korova symbols is that of the sacred flutes and a horn three feet long, made of
telescoped lengths of bamboo joined to a curved gourd. Cassowary plumes make the joints airtight,
and the instrument is referred to either as nema orafo, “the Mother of the Birds.” or as we kirofo,
“the Old Man.” Each phratry owns one horn. A second set of symbols are the gerua—boards on
which designs are painted. Most important of the many types of gerua are those six feet high and
painted with a stylized anthrompomorphic design of a diamond body (afaniki, “hand of the
moon”), a circular head (fo numuna, “house of the sun”) and vee-shaped limbs at the side (oma,
“the way”). These are called wenena gerua (“people gerua”), and each lineage has its own
traditional designs which it must paint on a new board at each feast. Smaller gerua, termed korova
gerua, bearing simpler designs of triangles or circles or rays, may be made by individuals acting
privately.
The Pig Feast has five phases: the announcement, the preparation, the dancing for the gerua,
the killing of pigs, and the putting away of the flutes. Rites of passage are usually synchronized
with the Pig Feast. Initiation precedes the second phase, weaning and coming of age rituals occur
in the fourth phase, while the initiation ordeal follows the last phase.
The announcement starts when the men of one clan play harafa nema (a “bird” with a long,
slow call), “to ask other birds to come.” The men choose as the specific occasion for this a time
when the women have misbehaved (for example, fought among themselves). They tell the women
that the birds are angry, are assembling in the men’s houses, and can be appeased only by pork
and by the women’s diligence in gardening and pig care. The men kill pigs, perform a peaceenjoining ceremony over the carcasses, and distribute them as “spirit food” to all members of the
clan, including wives, married sisters and the korova. The latter’s pork is placed “in the mouth of
the birds” (that is, in the flutes’ sound-holes). After the distribution several flutes begin playing,
as they do every day at nightfall for the next two months. That night the men perform kumo over
a live pig and a small pig-gerua (termed ruwefa) to ensure the pigs’ growth and health. Other clans
of the phratry follow suit immediately.
Secular preparations are made, involving the cultivation of large gardens and the rebuilding of
the whole village. Nine months after the announcement, and one month before the killing, the ritual
preparation starts as the “Mother of the Birds” arrives. The guardians of the phratry horn uncover
it, and its resounding bellow tells all nearby clans that the killing will be at the next full moon. The
gerua boards are cut, and the flutes are taken in procession to other villages to invite the people to
dance for the korova. During the procession, individuals of other clans can become fictive kin
(emona we, “sister men.” or “ceremonial friends”) of the korova by giving them shells or valuables.
The gifts entitle the “sister men” to share in the spirit’s pigs.
Two days before the full moon, the men perform ofo nema (pig song) to pacify the pigs’ spirits
and to ensure that it will transmigrate into the piglets which are kept for future breeding. The spirit
of a large pig is exorcised into a ruwefa gerua, and the gerua is carried in procession through the
villages.
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Next day each lineage kills a pig and animates its wenena gerua by placing on it a crown of
human hair, the valuables given by “sister men” and objects associated with the recent dead of the
lineage. The lineage head plaits strands of bark thread into his own hair. The gerua is then placed
on his head and tied in position with the threads. He is now the gerua, and he may not remove the
threads during the ceremony, although he may untie the board. Nor may he remove the woman’s
clothing which he wears over his normal male attire. He, as gerua, is fed salted pork liver and is
ready to dance.
At first the lineage gerua dance desultorily in the clearing of their own men’s house. Gradually
they are joined by drummers and korova gerua. Women who “are korova” flap mats at the gerua
or simulate pulling on cords suspended from them. The cords are termed “gerua umbilical cords.”
and the women say they are “pulling down the birds.” thereby stressing the role of women in
childbearing and as links with the spirit world. As the evening wears on, the gerua begin dancing
from one men’s house to the next, and by dawn they have all danced at every men’s house in the
phratry. At dawn the two hundred or so gerua assemble in one large clearing and dance with the
six hundred other members of the phratry, including wives and married sisters. The object of the
dance is vividly expressed as “showing everyone to everyone.” Solidarity being thus affirmed, the
gerua disperse to their respective men’s houses.
The next day and night comprise the spectacular climax of the feast, as invited dancers come
from all nearby clans, accompanied by their wives, to dance for the gerua. In parties of thirty, they
move from men’s house to men’s house, dancing continuously in front of the parading gerua,
while gifts of pork, sugar cane and sweet potatoes entice them on their way. The full moon adds
to the spectacle.
At dawn the dancers leave and the pig-killing starts. Before the dancing gerua and to a
crescendo of flute and horn playing, each men’s house kills some twenty pigs. The carcasses are
set in a line. Then an old man recites for the spirits the names of those who provided the pigs, and
gives the tails of the pigs—their spirits—to the owners.
These pigs are for “married sisters of the clan.” In fact, “sister men” (fictive kin) are included
as married sisters, while non-kin may on special occasions be treated similarly. Thus, in 1952,
Yamofwe tribe invited a Yauna clan to receive “sisters” pork as a corporate unit because Yauna
men had been killed twenty years previously, while fighting as allies of Yamofwe. When all
“sisters” pigs have been distributed, more are killed as “spirit food” for resident members of the
phratry. Each clan dances for every other clan, turn and turn about, and the dancers receive their
hosts’ “spirit food” pigs. The animals are contributed by individuals who are validating rites of
passage.
Five days after the gifts to “sisters.” the latter return, bringing uncooked vegetables. While they
are present, the “birds” leave the village. The flutes and horn go through the village in procession,
while all the women hide. Outside each woman’s house, the flutes halt and ask the owners if any
pigs remain unkilled. In answer, she holds out an empty hand and receives on it a sharp blow from
a cassowary beak. Lineage leaders remove the bark thread from their hair; the gerua hair is
removed, and the boards are placed in bamboo thickets (old burial sites) to decay. Only the refuse
and rancid pork remain.
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The living have fed the spirits with pork and entertained them with a spectacular ceremony.
The spirits have lent their presence to private rites of passage. Now, secure in the knowledge of
the spirits’ benevolence, the living return to their everyday tasks.
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Mid-Wahgi/Chimbu
Sandwiched between the Eastern and Western Highlands Provinces lies Chimbu Province. A large
and powerful group famed for their fighting, the Chimbus are still feared by other tribes as
outbreaks of fighting continue in the province today. On the other hand, Chimbu men have the
ability to make songs and poetry and are excellent musicians. Making songs and poetry is a prized
trait and one to which Chimbu women are attracted in the courting ceremonies (karim lek in
Pidgin).
Their singing is often done in a soft falsetto voice and is distinct in that both the melody and
rhythm of the song is audibly maintained when the singer has to inhale, so there is no loss of
melodic continuity.
Men play the paired flutes with extraordinary expertise in a very quick hocketing technique.
Their traditional dress consists of long, net skirts which reach to the ankles. On their heads they
wear a close-fitting turban-like cap held in place by a narrow head-band. A single feather stuck in
the back protrudes straight up ten inches or more above their heads.
When Chimbu men and women dance they form two lines opposite one another. Dance
movement consists of springing energetically from left foot to right in rhythm with their handdrums (kundus) or bamboo rattles filled with seeds or stones.
The Mid-Wahgi area (named for the Wahgi River) includes the Chimbu tribe and various
others of the Western Highlands. They are identifiable by their costuming. Dress for the men
consists of a bark belt from five to six inches wide for the men with a woven cane belt about half
that width worn on top of the bark to secure it. In front, a skirt of cactus string and white ‘possum
fur hangs to the ground. Croton leaves (tanget in Pidgin) are tucked into the belt at the back.
’Possum tails and seeds or shells, especially the large kina shell, may be worn around the neck.
A string snood is worn on the head, made with the string bag stitch and sometimes
incorporating fur into the fabric. Two bird wings or a ‘possum skin may be wrapped around the
head.
Two types of oil are used on the body, either common pig grease or the yellow oil made from
breadfruit. The latter is imported from the Jimi Valley and is highly prized.
Face-painting involves three principal features: (1) ground graphite on the forehead which
shines in the sun; (2) eye patches either painted or plastered on with red, orange or white clay (this
is said to be for flirting by winking); (3) bright colors brushed over the nose or two parallel lines
painted on the nose bridge with dots between them. This face painting is worn at sing-sings and
courting ceremonies, or tanim het (Pidgin) night. Designs today are improvized, but formerly they
showed the dancer’s emotional state. If he were sad, for example, two parallel lines were drawn
from beneath the eyes to the chin. Dots or circles within them signified tears. Older men blacken
their faces as black represents power. Women do not use black. To complete the dancer’s
costuming, his arms are spotted with white clay, or orange clay is tapped on the skin using leaves
to daub on the paint whose fine lines are cause for admiration. The young men spot themselves in
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this manner across the chest and down the legs. Older men blacken their chests with charcoal.
Utmost care is given to feathers and paint when preparing for a sing-sing.

Mid-Wahgi man
Women wear string skirts also with fur rolled into the string. These skirts consist of front and
back aprons, tied at the waist and bare on the sides. They wear a generous amount of paint on their
faces, according to Kos Mek, who is a descendent of sing-sing leaders.
Tanim het
Tanim het, or “turning the head” ceremonies are between the young unmarrieds. Girls of a
neighboring village decide on a time and place for such a party, and word is passed around to the
young men who begin practicing songs for the occasion. The girls provide firewood and water,
and dress in their costumes. When night comes, they place themselves around the fire so that two
men can sit between two girls. The men arrive with brightly painted noses and take their places
between the girls and begin a song. Girls face inward toward the fire while men have their backs
to the fire. In this arrangement a fellow and girl, facing each other, turn their heads from side to
side continually—and rapidly.
After 30 seconds, the girls will sway their heads forward to the corresponding men.
The men will meet the girls’ faces with their faces, nose to nose, mouth to mouth,
and they will turn their heads from side to side simultaneously, faces together,
moving very slowly. They turn their heads to the rhythm of the song. This is very
exciting for them all. When they are exhausted, or when the song finishes, they stop
and ‘change over’ (change partners).
... The same pattern is followed until each man has two or more turns, or until
the girls are too tired to continue. There is a short karim lek time, where pairs of boys
and girls cross legs and hold hands, supervised by adults. Then each girl chooses one
man to sleep with for the night. (Ison 1976:43)
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Narak and Forest Maring
In the north of Western Highlands Province, pilots of small single-engine planes used to follow
the high, steep banks of the Jimi River Gorge in search of the perilous airstrip called Tabebuga.
To all New Guinea pilots of the 1960s and -70s, this landing site, nearly always shrouded in fog,
was a nightmare. The tiny strip, dwarfed by the mountains on all sides, rose up the foot of one
mountain and tilted downward to the gorge, a drop-off of several thousand feet. To approach the
strip the pilot dropped the plane into the chasm just below the level of the airstrip, then accelerated
in order to hop onto the edge of the dirt strip, relying upon the upward tilt of the land to enable
him to stop the plane before it crashed into the mountains ahead. The strip has been closed for
some years now.
Looking about for a coffee truck which may have met the plane, one could manage to get a lift
through Kwimbum village and on to a place where the trail began its descent to the Narak village
of Amboga, reachable on foot within an hour. In the 1970s the Naraks, a small language group by
Western Highlands standards, seemed to lack confidence in themselves and preferred to show that
they knew the songs of the larger and therefore more prestigious Wahgi group at Minj. In 1978
Narak oral heritage seemed in jeopardy, and songs by local composers, except for courting songs.
were recalled with great effort
Known in Pidgin as karim lek (“carry leg”), courting ceremonies typical of the Chimbu
Province are also prevalent in the Western Highlands. At such parties the unmarried adolescents
sing to each other. The girls sit with their backs against the wall, and the boys take their places
beside the girls to whom they are attracted. The fellows sing together for the girls, and the girls
alternately sing for the fellows. Karim lek derives from the posture assumed. The participants sit
cross-legged, the fellow’s leg slipped under that of the girl’s, and hands are held by crossing the
arms in a similar pose. Such an occasion provides an opportunity to look for a marriage partner
although families of the young make the necessary negotiations for a bride price and seal of
agreement. The adolescents may sing half the night or until morning in the way described, much
to the disappointment of foreign tourists who may pay an agent to witness a “courting ceremony.”
expecting to see more graphic love-making.
Konggoli is the name Naraks give to songs of the sing-sing associated with tribal fighting. Only
unmarried girls participate with men in the dance. Men compose the songs and play kundus as they
dance. A drum’s size depends on the animal skins available, and the Narak variety has a head made
of snake- or frog-skin and a carved handle in the middle of the drum.
The Forest Maring are a larger group than the Naraks and speak another language. The author
trekked from Amboga to Koinambe, alone, and that is another saga: of carriers failing to come,
getting lost and having to return to Kwimbun to begin again, retrace, spraining a knee on one of
the treacherous descents when nail-cleats tore away from the hiking shoes, startling a man from
the bush who, for one hour, joined up with this author to point out the correct way when there were
forks in the trail; the chapter will not detail the miseries of this all-day trek, without food or water,
before finally arriving at the Jimi River at the bottom of the canyon.
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The Jimi River cut its way through a steep, rocky canyon. I was so tired and miserable
and thirsty that crossing such a roaring torrent on four bamboos lashed together
hardly fazed me. Only twice in my life have I been so tempted to drink water I knew
was unsafe. Just as the temptation was about to have its way, a teenage Maring boy
spoke from the ascent on the opposite side, “Sister! You like paw-paw?” A slice of it
was gratefully accepted. He had been sent from Koinambe where I was expected
hours before. I knew I was to stay with a volunteer nurse from Ireland and had only
one image before me, a glass of cool lemonade.
Now at the bottom, we were to begin a climb of 3,000 feet upward ... the sun
had taken a toll, and I began to feel faint. Balancing myself in a shady spot for a
moment, I prayed I wouldn’t black out and fall backwards into the canyon.
The messenger had cut a walking stick for me. It was nuisance at first, but now
I put so much weight on it the skin was coming off my palm. As we continued my
knee became too painful for stepping up so the right leg did all the climbing, and the
left one was dragged up to it. Several times we paused to rest, but I decided not to
again because the backs of my knees cramped when I stopped. My companion was
patient and sympathetic. His own knee was bandaged from a recent sprain, and in the
end we must have made quite a picture slowly scaling the mountain sideways, hand
in hand. (Chenoweth, diary 1978:September 13)
At Koinambe it was learned that the Forest Maring and Naraks often participate together in
singing, suggesting that the music system of the two groups may be the same, or at least similar,
whereas linguistically they are two separate language groups. The rule-of-thumb is that small
groups learn the song and language of larger groups, and not vice-versa.
It is the older men who are the valuable repository of songs in an oral tradition. Looking to a
young man to organize singing, particularly one who is not a local son, is predictably a losing
proposition, for prestige comes from within the ranks; so to request assistance from music experts
is the more productive method, allowing the younger “educated” man, in this case a medical aid,
to translate. The very act of translating songs and their meaning often provides intriguing cultural
information to one educated away from the village. He is ignorant of much of his traditional
heritage, not having undergone initiation. Koinambe had a reputation for being uncooperative,
probably stemming from a known bias of some Europeans in the past or from misunderstanding
of social protocol. At any rate it was understood that they will not sing for everyone.
After work one evening, we sat on the grass outside Catherine’s house. The singing
(of Koinambe songs) attracted several old men in traditional dress who came and
joined us. They seemed so comfortable in that setting. One was weaving a grass belt
while he sang. (Chenoweth, diary:1978)
Narak and Maring had like categories of songs: courting, bride price, mourning, magic and
dance songs (which include fight songs). Kaia ko are songs danced with drum accompaniment;
rawa is the word Koinambe villagers use referring to the same. Wolo is a type of rawa, wo and lo
being the syllables sung in the refrain, but Nde nde syllables are sung at pig feasts.
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Enga, Chimbu and Western Highlands Provinces are noted for their massive sing-sings held at
the time of slaughtering many pigs. The custom at Koinambe was to wait for three years or more
until there was a surplus of pigs, and then to hold a large sing-sing which spread from one village
to another, and after which scores of pigs are killed for eating. Because this festivity lasted over a
period of two days, guest houses were built for visitors. The people danced by firelight at night,
but if it rained, they shifted the time of dancing to the next day.
Koinambe men sing in a double line, walking slowly forward about twenty feet, pausing, and
facing in toward the opposite row while continuing to sing. Their formation is casual and not in
the least regimented; then the leader begins, and they resume their slow walk. Like men of the
Enga and Chimbu Provinces, Western Highlands singers dress in long, string-net skirts that hang
to the ground. These are held up by woven grass belts. On their heads they wear a turban-shape
headdress with a crown of bird-of-paradise plumes. The skin of a ‘possum or tree kangaroo is often
worn around the neck, the animal’s tail hanging down over the wearer’s chest. A pair of menacing
vanguards lead the procession of dancers. These two warriors with painted faces carried a hatchet
in one hand and twirled it around as they ran, crisscrossing in front of the procession or running in
place, their tempo maintained to the end.
Social sing-sings seem to be less prevalent west of the Eastern Highlands boundary. It is
doubtful that one exists among the Maring who gave as the reason for sing-sings that they were
appeasing spirits which may harm them. With the passing of time, the sing-sings which
traditionally accompanied pig feasts, might become entirely social occasions not dependent upon
pig slaughters.
Linguist June Head, who with her husband Rob resided for many years in Papua New Guinea,
wrote an account of a social sing-sing in Western Highlands Province:
Probably the most common, and certainly the most popular, sing-sing performed by
the people living in the Kaugel River valley of the Western Highlands Province of
Papua New Guinea is the one they call the malli. A performance of the malli
constitutes a major social occasion to which everyone for miles around will come.
The men of a particular clan first announce their intention to perform the malli
on their clan dance ground and set a date for it.
On the day designated preparations start early. Each man planning to take part
in the malli will have his own personal helper, his wife, mother, sister, or another
man. Firstly the face is entirely blackened with charcoal. Then white clay is applied
to the legs and also the beard to whiten them. Pig grease or palm oil is then applied
to the shoulders and torso, with care taken not to get any of this on the long dancing
skirt. These skirts are made by the women out of their local, home-made string. The
skirt, which has a front of several layers but no back, is tucked into a wide bark, or
sometimes cane, belt at the waist, then hangs almost to the ground. Tucked into the
belt at the back are leaves/sprigs of the victory plant (Cordyline), sometimes green
ones, sometimes the more uncommon red ones worn only for special occasions such
as the malli. Some men pleat the leaves for special effect. A few small leaves are also
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tucked into the belt at the front, partly for decoration and partly to protect the skirt
from the grease or oil rubbed on the body.
A half-moon shaped gold-lipped pearl shell, known in Pidgin as kina from
which the name of Papua New Guinea currency is derived, is previously reddened
with red clay and hung around the neck; bands of woven cane are slid onto the arms.
Then come the two final, but most important, stages of preparation; the face painting
and the headdress. The aim here is to make the design perfectly and for everyone’s
to be exactly uniform. Great care is taken by the helper at this point to get the facial
design exactly right. In this modern age a mirror is also used, and powdered poster
paints have replaced the traditional coloured clays of red, yellow, white and, for the
younger men, some blue. Finally, when the nose and upper lip are painted red with
yellow trimming and the eyes, moustaches and beard are outlined in white, it is time
to work on the headdress.
Firstly the head covering, made from the same material as the long skirt, is
stuffed with extra hair which has been carefully saved from previous haircuts, to
make a large and bouffant wig. A large, white shell, about the size of a bread and
butter plate, is then affixed to the front of this wig, more or less on the forehead, with
‘side-wings’ of a large white leaf on either side. Then the beautiful feather headdress,
made from the feathers of various birds-of-paradise, in a set pattern of blue, red and
white backed with orange, is set in place by the spikes, to which the headdress is
attached, being pushed down through the previously prepared wig.
Now it is about noon and at last the dancers are ready. Each tucks his
ceremonial axe into the back of his belt, picks up his hour-glass shaped drum, then
takes his place in a long line of his fellow dancers, standing shoulder to shoulder and
all looking exactly alike. As the crowd watches, the dancers beat their drums in
rhythm, bending their knees and whistling through their teeth with each beat, their
long skirts swinging out as they do so, and the magnificent feather headdresses
bobbing together in perfect unison. They will keep this up for several hours, until
they tire or until rain comes scattering dancers and watchers alike.
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Enga People, like the Chimbus (also know as Simbu), have population and power sufficient to
form a province in their name. The Engas are progressive and were among the first highlanders
whose political presence was felt in the capital of Port Moresby. On the sing-sing ground the lineup
of Enga warriors, each with his hand-drum, moves with a unanimity that is a remarkable sight. In
the Hagen Show of 1967, a bi-annual event begun by the Australian government, the Engas were
stretched across the showground’s arena from end to end, about the length of a football field. With
a slow and regular striking of the kundu drums, all knees bent in unison, and at the same time the
men emitted a hissing sound through their teeth. Wearing long skirts of doubled string net held in
place by wide bark belts, the effect was that of a long curtain which waved with rhythmic
regularity, ending each time in an upward flip of its hem.
Men of New Guinea seem everywhere to enjoy mock battle and reminiscing on past feats of
valor in war. Perhaps war stories possess the initiated, the veterans, in male assemblies throughout
the world, but New Guinea men seize the moment to physically dramatize the event. One of the
most hair-raising examples in memory was the massive mock battle between hundreds, if not
thousands, of warriors from Enga and Mt. Hagen in the Western Highlands. The first group poured
through the end gates and gushed onto the arena circling it at a run, with the spectators looking
down and across a sea of brilliant orange headdress feathers interspersed with spears held upright.
The men ran and shouted until all had entered, and just as the crowd began to get accustomed to
the sight, the gates burst open to another wild throng of warriors who took their turn roaring and
running around the arena. There were officials on hand to control the excitement, but before the
mock skirmish began, the Australian organizers introduced a motorcade. Bumper to bumper the
cars slowly circled the periphery, not only to exhibit the new cars but to provide a buffer between
onlookers and warriors. The mock battle began with challenge and response among only a dozen
men or so before all joined in, at which time audience fear shifted to the thought of someone
accidentally being speared and the fighting becoming real. As it happened, no injuries occurred.
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Huli
According to Jacqueline Pugh-Kitingan who recorded among the Huli in the 1970s, the Tege or
Teke cult is around 350 years old. The Tege ritual takes place during times of famine or sickness
to placate ghosts of the dead, evil spirits, and the sun, by sacrificing pigs and smearing sacred
stones with pig blood, and by ritual taro planting. The spectacular pulu dance was traditionally
performed as part of the cycle called Tege, during which a pig is sacrificed to the deity called Ni
and other deities as well, who are reported to consume pig’s blood. Over the next several months,
more pigs are sacrificed to propitiate other deities, acts culminating in the rite called Tege which
lasts for six days and five nights. About a dozen men who are experts in the ritual proceedings,
and who are regarded as more powerful than ordinary men, officiate. It is on the first day of the
Tege that the pulu dance is performed. Men and women of the sponsoring parish lead the dance,
and are followed by those who are to be benefited; they, in turn, are followed by a procession of
male dancers from the surrounding areas. There are several hundred participants, and onlookers
number about a thousand, all elaborately decorated, according to Glasse. Also said to be in
attendance are the ancestral ghosts of the sponsors’ ancestors who influence the deities to make
gardens fertile (Glass 1965:31, 44–5). Events during the Tege include boys’ initiation and also a
dance of the sacred stones, or “sun’s eggs.” performed by the men to pay homage to the sun. Two
rows of dancers face each other and jump sideways to the beat of their hand-held drums. Though
they are in ceremonial costume, they do not at this time wear the crescent-shaped wigs adorned
with flowers and feathers for which the Hulis and their neighbors the Dunas are famous. They are
known throughout the land as “wig men.”
Adolescent boys retreat from the village to grow their hair, which is looked upon as a sign of
“masculine strength and purity.” Magic is performed by celibate bachelors whose special role is
to assist the boys in growing hair. As a test of their self discipline, they occasionally parade singlefile through public places “wearing face paint and ceremonial costumes topped by red or black
crescent shaped wigs” (Pugh-Kitingan: 1977).
After they have fulfilled the requirements of manhood, each is presented with a common round
wig and a set of bundle panpipes. They are then free to marry.
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The Hulis have a dance of exorcism if an individual exhibits illness or insanity. After a pig is
sacrificed in a spirit shelter, four married men circle a fire while playing imported fish-mouth
drums, or an elongated hour-glass drum similar to the shorter one played for Mali dances, and
pause periodically to chant into the flames.
It is the Mali dance, formerly performed after success in sorcery, which today has become the
festival dance. On any important occasion of the church or a national holiday such as Independence
Day, two rows of dancers facing each other and wearing ceremonial dress along with crescentshaped wigs, hop sideways in a sinewy line, then back, dancing and singing to the accompaniment
of their small kundu drums. They claim that the dance was borrowed from neighbors to the east
after the introduction of the sweet potato. (See Malli dance of the Kaugel people of the Western
Highlands by June Head.)
Within the Mali are various kinds of dances. Girls painted like the Mali male dancers
sometimes do their own dance. Each girl holds a stick in common with a partner and, two at a time,
they jump clockwise around the circle. Mali dances seem to have no restrictions as to function,
dress or participants, one reason why the church is able to incorporate them without reservation.
Vocal accompaniment to the dances is yodelling rather than singing as is done at the courting
house. Huli and Duna peoples are famous for their yodelling as well as their wigs.
Whereas the sing-sings of most other areas of Papua New Guinea involve all ages and both
sexes, in the Southern Highlands and Gulf Provinces (see Whitney on Akoye sing-sings of Gulf
Province) there are peoples who perform more individually than corporately. The Hulis are one
such people.
Women participants are mentioned by Pugh-Kitingan in the courting house songs. Courting
songs are not danced; rather, men and women sit, separately at first, while the men sing in falsetto
voice a song about a specific woman, followed by verses referring to each man at the gathering.
When a verse is sung about a man the woman is attracted to, she gets up and moves to a place
beside him. In that way, couples are formed. Women may participate also in the more recently
composed Christian songs which men also sing in falsetto.
R.M. Glasse reports a leaping dance to counteract the effects of aging after death. The Huli of
the Southern Highlands Province believe in an afterlife where the soul lives in a state of ghosthood.
Ghosts are believed to take on the attributes of old age, such as arthritis, cataracts on the eyes, and
hair turning white. The ritual of the leaping dance (ega kiliapa) is performed by two young Huli
men to thwart the aging process of the male ghosts. The ghosts are attracted to the aroma of roast
pig cooked in their honor, and join in the dance with the result that their still limbs regain viscosity
through the exercise.
Duna
The Duna people are neighbors to the Huli of the Southern Highlands. Some say they are the same,
and though they are much alike in custom and particularly in the wigs they wear, there are
sufficient linguistic differences to consider them separate groups. An analysis of Duna music was
made by this author in 1968 when Dennis and Nancy Cochrane were resident linguists with the
Dunas. Without their translation help, information would have been reduced to music
transcriptions alone.
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There is a ballad style among the Dunas which has a narrow compass comprised of two main
(emic) intervals and one or two auxiliary pitches (Chenoweth 1969:218–30). However, the singsing style know as pe is radically different from the ballads. Performed only by the men, its melodic
line is composed of wide intervals reached with a “crack” in the voice as the voice leaps up in
yodelling fashion from one register to another. Two groups of men join together antiphonally to
make the complete vocal pattern after the leader makes an introduction in high falsetto. What text
there is occurs in the introduction, lasting eight to ten beats and outlining a melodic third, usually
a minor third but sometimes wider. The antiphonal motif that follows is repeated eleven to thirteen
times along with a doubling of what had been a steady eighth-note drumbeat in the introduction.
The high vocal tessitura might be mistaken for women’s voices if the sound source is not seen or
explained. These sing-sing motifs are brief but, strung together with other motifs, give the
impression of a continuous performance.
Texts sung by the leader were translated by the Cochranes. Some sing-sings have to do with
everyday life and are social; others are ceremonial. Some song texts of social sing-sings recorded
in 1964 are these:
1. “A big rain came, and a big cloud covered our mountain.”
(They empathize with the mountain and its burden).
2. Three waterfalls nearby are admired. The Dunas claim possession of these.
3. It is raining between (the place of) the singers and the limestone ridge, and now they
cannot see it. (the ridge)
4. “We are singing so hard we are going to make a hole in the side of the mountain!”
5. “A young girl crept into the sing-sing circle next to her suitor.”
(Women do not participate in the dance.)
6. “Now the sun has set. Dusk has come. We will go to our houses and eat.”
7. As the sun sets behind three prominent mountain peaks “the sky is full of colour and
light.”
8. A headdress made from black cassowary feathers is likened to a waterfall as it bounces
gracefully in the dance.
9. A waterfall is named.
10. “The rising sun is shining on the limestone ridge at Lake Kapiago.”
11. A sing-sing that was formerly used in worship of a spirit has been given various new
texts:
a. “Oh, the clouds are hanging low, but it doesn’t rain.”
b. “Oh, the kiap (government official)! His nose goes up like Gabuli Mountain!”
(He had a big nose.)
c. “The women are coming to ask for sing-sing paint.”
Nancy Cochrane related some of the conversation as the Dunas paused to rest in the sing-sing.
Various ones complained about how tired their feet were becoming. Others “go on a running
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narrative of where they have been during the last weeks.” The social sing-sing was said to have
run non-stop, day and night, for one month as recently as five years ago which would have been
in 1959. The people were saying that afterward everyone would “collapse from exhaustion and get
pneumonia.”
There were, as one would expect, initiation songs (age). Two recorded were (1) as young men
come out of the unmarried men’s house wearing their new wig and traditional costuming, having
just completed the rites of cleansing themselves from the evil influence of women. In this singsing the initiates stand in parallel lines facing each other and are surrounded by a large circle of
onlookers. If an initiate’s legs are not kept in a straight line with the others, he “will die.” Each
must stare into the eyes of the one opposite him throughout the sing-sing or, he “will die.” The
men are brilliantly painted during this event. (2) The second initiation song recorded refers to the
newly initiated in a ceremony strictly male. The text is, “We are here with wonderful young men.”
One illustration of Duna music is given here. It’s text is translated “finish.” It is sung in the big
annual sing-sing and probably is the final item. Notice the dotted rhythmic motifs which are not
present in Duna ballads. Ballads follow speech rhythm whereas sing-sings such as this example
follow the rhythm of the dance.

Fasu
Eunice Loeweke and Jean May lived with the Fasu people in the Southern Highlands Province for
twenty years, during which time they learned to speak the Fasu language and reduced it to writing.
The two were accepted and trusted by all the Fasus and collected data in 1960–64 in two villages,
Kaipu and Sisibia.
Loeweke’s description of the sing-sing—of which the rest of this chapter consists—is in every
way dependable and, because it has never been published, it is quoted here with few edits. This
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account is valuable not only because of the author’s knowledge of detail, but is an early description
of sing-sings in the Southern Highlands. Moreover, it gives account of a counterpoint resulting
from staggered entries of two vocal parts.
The Fasu are a group of 750 people living in the Southern Highlands (Province)
District of Papua. Their eight villages are widely scattered in a valley parallel to the
western side of Lake Kutubu, but separated from the lake by a range of mountains.
They are a hunting and gathering people who depend upon the sago palm for
their staple food. Inner bark of various kinds of trees can be rolled into string, braided
into strands, or pounded into sheets of cloth-like flexibility. From these clothing is
made. Tree trunks, limbs, and bark, palm leaves, frond stems, and vine are the major
materials used in constructing a house. An entire village lives in one long house. On
each side of its center aisle, platforms approximately a foot from the floor provide
sitting and sleeping space. These are interspersed with fire boxes. A middle partition
cutting across the center aisle separates the men’s end of the house from the women’s
end.
In addition to providing materials for food, clothing and shelter, the dense rain forest is
considered to be shelter for spirits of the deceased. The Fasus believe that living humans have two
spirits. One resides in the eye, and one resides in the top layer of skin. Upon death these two spirits
go their separate ways to take up residence in the bush. At various times they manifest themselves
as birds, and the spirit of the eye can manifest itself as the dead person returned to life. Both these
kinds of spirits exercise much control over conditions which affect the living; thus certain
measures are taken to stay within the good will of these spirits, or to appease them if catastrophe
has struck. For example, a piece of meat from domestic pigs killed is usually set out in the bush
for the spirits. Ordinarily, domestic pigs are killed only on ceremonial and festive occasions.
These occasions provide a framework for performance of music. In the Fasu language
there is no generic term meaning ‘music’. Different kinds of music are referred to by
specific names which are closely tied to the use of music in a specific context. A fête
of singing and dancing which usually continues all night is known by the NeoMelanesian (a Pidgin English) term sing-sing and is a feature of New Guinea culture
which seems to prevail right across the island. Two different sing-sings as performed
by Fasu men:
(1) Namo kesa is the name given to one type of song which the Fasu people claim to
have learned from their ancestors, i.e. men from their fathers who in turn learned
them from their fathers, etc. According to the Fasus, these songs have always
existed. A specific time of origin is not recognized. Semantically namo means
‘essence’ and is the word which the Fasu people use when referring to themselves
as a group. Kesa means ‘sing’ and implies a song text set to music.
(2) Kawari is the name given to the songs of a particular sing-sing which has been
borrowed from the Kasua people, a neighboring group to the southwest of the
Fasus. That the borrowing has taken place fairly recently is evidenced by the fact
that men in their 30s are the usual performers. Men older than this usually do not
participate as they say they are too old to learn a new dance or songs, but these
older men will readily participate in namo kesa.
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Both kawari and namo kesa imply an internal structure of specific costume,
specific dance step, and specific songs. Also implied is the external context of a
festive occasion and feast of which dancing and singing all night is only one feature.
Occasions for performing namo kesa have been: (1) at the final distribution of
the bride price to a bride’s relatives; (2) at the completion of a new long house; (3) at
the time of a pig feast which is held when male pigs outnumber their usefulness; (4)
at the time when bones of a deceased person are moved to a cave for their final resting
place. This marks the end of official mourning. If the relatives of the deceased have
been successful in killing the witch responsible for the death, the body of the witch
is cooked and eaten. The singing and dancing of namo kesa is part of the festivity;
(5) at the time when the men who killed the witch (in 4) give a compensation of pearl
shells and pig(s) to the witch’s relatives. This gift marks the end of the feud and the
two groups sing and dance namo kesa together.
Items (4) and (5) have not been practiced in the last twenty years.
In examining these occasions to see if there was one feature common to all, it
was noted that the festivity marks the cessation of something, e.g. (1) time when a
woman’s clan has no further claims on her for daily tasks, (2) building completed,
(3) killing of excessive number of pigs, (4) mourning, (5) revenge. The end
simultaneously marks the beginning of a new cycle. In addition, the festivity
solidifies group comradeship.
The first three occasions listed above also provide the framework for
performing kawari. Another and new event is a ‘welcome home’ festivity honoring
a member of the village who has returned after a long absence, e.g. a policeman
stationed in some other part of New Guinea who returns to his village for a vacation.
(The) attitude of the villagers to all these festivities is that the time of killing
pigs for a feast and people dressing up and singing mark a period of great happiness.
Days before the sing-sing are spent in preparation. Women go out to the bush
to process extra sago, to collect edible greens, bamboo (sago is cooked in lengths of
bamboo), and firewood. Some men hunt for pigs. Domestic pigs roam untied in the
bush and days are spent finding them and putting them in newly built stalls within
the village fence. Other men reassemble feather headdresses. These are dismantled
after every dance and the feathers carefully wrapped in leaves and tucked in the thatch
of the roof of the house. Some feathers are stuffed in lengths of bamboo which are
by nature hollow. Evenings are spent practicing the songs. At this time it is decided
who will sing with whom. The main criterion seeks balance in the intensity of voices.
Early in the morning of the festivity, arrows are shot into the stalls, killing the
pigs. They are then removed and hair is singed over an open fire. While some men
butcher, others build a huge fire to heat stones to a ‘red-hot’ degree. Pieces of meat
are sprinkled with edible greens and sago and wrapped in banana leaves. These are
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placed between layers of hot stones which have been removed from the fire.
Distribution of the food takes place in mid-to-late afternoon.
Unlike namo kesa, women may watch kawari provided none of the men
participating in the dance stands in a prohibitive relationship to them. Men and
women in a prohibitive relationship may not look at each other or say each other’s
names. For kawari the middle partition across the aisle separating the women’s end
of the house from the men’s end is removed and men dance down into the women’s
end of the house. The onus is on the woman to make sure she does not look at her
prohibited relatives, and she hangs her cloak in front of her as a precaution. For namo
kesa the middle partition of the long house is never removed.
Although everyone dresses up, only the dress of those participating in the dance
will be described. The dress for namo kesa includes beads and pearl shell(s) worn
around the neck. Bone from a flying-fox (giant bat) is inserted in the pierced nose
septum, and shell loops are inserted in pierced ear lobes. Wide arm-bands are worn
just above the elbow and narrow leg-bands just below the knee. Circular, narrow
bands are crisscrossed from each shoulder across the chest and under the opposite
arm. Leaves from the Cordyline terminalis plant are stuck in the back of a wide bark
belt encircling the waist.
Sometimes these leaves are crinkled into folds like the bellows of an accordion.
The usual headdress is made of black cassowary feathers which are sewn on a band.
These feathers are very limp and frame the face by falling down below the ears. An
oily tree sap is put on leg-bands, belt and head. One man mentioned that those who
have never before participated in the dance must rub mope (yellow) mud on their
stomach and bridge of the nose and also rub ash on the rest of their body.
The costume for kawari is much more colorful. Clothing is scanty but the body
is completely covered with three colors: a reddish-orange clay serves as background
color while designs are made with white clay or charcoal. Usually crosses are painted
in black with a white outline on arms and chest while arrows are painted in the same
manner on legs.
The area surrounding the eyes is painted with charcoal in one of two patterns:
(1) horizontal ovals around the eyes, or (2) diamonds. These are solidly blacked in
and give a mask effect. A man usually does not apply this ‘make-up’ to his own face,
but stands with mirror in hand while another man applies the color.
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In order to get the clay and charcoal to a spreading consistency, they are chewed
and then spat onto the palm of the hand which serves as a palette.
An oily tree sap is put on leg-bands and belt while a leaf with mint-like aroma
is rubbed on the skin. An opossum-fur pelt is worn on the head. On top of this a
horseshoe-shaped white-cockatoo feather headdress is worn. At the top center of the
headdress quills from a cassowary wing hold two feathers. The quills are not stiff,
and thus the two feathers swing back and forth as the dancer moves up and down. A
couple of red berries serve as weights.
Huge sago-palm fronds are shredded into long narrow strips. Frond stems are
tucked in the back of a wide bark belt encircling the waist. The long leaf-strips
gracefully extend all the way to the floor and swish back and forth as a man dances.
Crayfish shells are strung together, tied to a handle and also tucked in the wide belt.
The jangling shells serve as a rattle when set in motion by the movement of dancing.
If crayfish shells are not available, fifteen to twenty very stiff leaves are folded in
half. The folded ends are wrapped around with vine and this serves as a handle while
the free ends flap and make a clapping sound. The handle is inserted in the back of
the waist belt.
Some small feathers are made into dangling earrings while bird-of-paradise
plumes are inserted in arm-bands and white cockatoo feathers in leg-bands. These
are set in motion by the dancing.
In namo kesa three men (labelled 1, 2’, 3 in the diagram below) stand facing
another three men (labelled 1’, 2, 3’ in the diagram):

With toes rooted to the floor, all the men begin moving up and down
rhythmically, bending at the knees. Man No. 1 sings and No. 1’ responds in the same
manner. Then No. 2 sings and No. 2’ responds. Likewise with No. 3 and No. 3’. Each
couple sings approximately five to seven times. The song is brought to completion
by naming a man (never a woman), his clan lands, and his son. After naming these
people, the word rauwaraka is sung and this signals a change of dance position to a
place further up the aisle of the long house as illustrated in the diagram.
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A rattle is held in the right hand and shaken up and down at a 45o angle to the
floor. The rattle consists of three lengths of hollow vine-like tubes (about five inches
long) with seeds inside. These tubes are bound together and the ends are stuffed and
bound with vine. Instead of a rattle, an axe head may be held in the hand with the
handle hanging down and tapped on the floor as a rhythmic accompaniment for the
music.
Singing and dancing may start in the afternoon and comes to a halt when food
is distributed in late afternoon. It resumes again around dusk and must continue all
night. The first six men may change with another six. Loud intense singing is
considered good; to become so hoarse as to lose one’s voice before dawn brings
shame.
Unlike namo kesa, singing and dancing of kawari does not commence in the
afternoon, but drumming and dancing does. Two to four men dance to the
accompaniment of a steady, unsyncopated drum beat. This dance is called akiri and
is only performed on the afternoon preceding the all night kawari singing and
dancing. The dancer untiringly follows a step of four jumps to the right and then four
jumps to the left. Change in direction is the only signal of accent.
Men participating in kawari stomp up the steps of the long house around 8.00
p.m., parade down the center aisle, and return to sit at the men’s end of the house.
One man stands up, selects a partner, and sings a kawari song while facing his partner
and dancing. In response, his partner sings the same phrases.
Like namo kesa, the dance step of kawari consists of a graceful up and down
motion with knees bending. At the height of the upward position, heels are raised off
the floor while toes stay rooted to one place. The erect body then folds downward
with knees bending and heels touching the floor. Incidentally, the long house is built
above the ground on stumps and is so constructed that the floor has a bit of a spring.
This lends itself well to the bounce-like dance step. The dancers wend their way the
length of the long house and return to the men’s end. They stop at various positions
along the way, and at each position sing a verse of kawari. While singing and
dancing, partners may hold each other’s right hands. They hold a bow and/or arrows
or an ax in the left hand. At the end of each verse they move to a spot further down
the aisle and criss-cross on the way, e.g.:

Their path down the aisle is illuminated by burning bamboo torches which are
held high in the air by non-participating men at various places along the aisle.
After several pairs of men have sung and danced, a leader gathers the whole
group and they all sing and dance down the aisle abreast in rows of two or three.
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At daybreak the dancers sing their final song (Kawari V of the transcriptions),
wend their way out of the long house and throw their palm frond cloaks on a bonfire.
Guests quickly depart, and by noon a slumbering quietness settles over the village.
(At no time are men burned by the bamboo torches during kawari.)
Namo kesa has a basic two-section form (A B). Both sections are marked by:
(1) a descending contour, (2) a beginning of rapid note values as well as melodic and
rhythmic variation, (3) a cadence of lengthened note values. The two sections contrast
in that the contour of the first uses the notes: (f), g, a, g, f, d while the notes used in
the second section are (f), g, f, d, c. (See transcription.) A breathy, quavering vibrato
occurs on the second note of the scale which is the final note of Section A (d) but the
penultimate note of Section B. In the transcription this vibrato is indicated by two
dots over the note.
The basic AB form is repeated with variations for the duration of the sing-sing:

The variations are innumerable, but may be explained in terms of the language
(May-Loeweke 1965:93–94): (1) words are composed of from 1–9 or more syllables;
(2) every word has one nuclear syllable with a pertinent tone and this tends to be
lengthened or moves up a step in the melody. Usually the text changes for each
repetition of Section A. Due to the varying number of syllables and varying
placement of nuclear syllables, variants A1, A2, etc. are produced. Likewise variants
of Section B may be explained in terms of the text.
Each syllable in the language ends with a vowel and this lends stability to the
cadence pattern which is sung on a vowel. (Thus) the final vowel of a word may blend
into an a or e or o which sustains the lengthened cadential notes.
Unlike the basic two-section form (AB) of namo kesa, kawari has at least five
different forms as summarized in Table I. Main sections are listed in the middle
column by capital letters whereas phrases within the sections are listed in small letters
immediately below the pertinent section. Kawari song number in left column refers
to the transcription number. The basic contour of the sections is listed in the right
hand column.
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Sections are notated by capital letters and brackets A while phrases are denoted
by small letters and a curved line a . Like namo kesa, the complete form is repeated
over and over again. Kawari V has been notated to show variants which can be
explained in terms of the number of syllables in the test. Final cadence of a kawari
song is marked by a ‘yih’.
While the final note of one section of namo kesa is sustained, a second voice
enters in canonic response. The response may or may not be an exact imitation of the
first voice. Here again language is responsible for variation as synonyms may be used
in the text of the response. The two voices move at the same time. The first voice is
sustained and static while the second voice moves against it. Then the second voice
is sustained while the first voice moves on to Section B.
Although the cadence pattern of kawari songs is marked by lengthened note
values, the final note of each section is not sustained as long as in namo kesa. In
kawari a second voice does enter in canonic response, but because the equivalent of
nonsense syllables is sung, this is more likely to be an exact imitation of the first
voice. Like namo kesa the voices generally do not move at the same time. However,
in kawari VIII, it will be noted that the second voice does enter before the sustained
cadential note of the first voice. All songs are sung in a canon-like style, i.e. staggered
entries of the same melody; but this has not been notated in transcriptions of kawari
I, kawari III, and kawari V as these were recorded of individual singers.
An isorhythmic pattern is established by the rattle in namo kesa. The downward
shake which slides the seeds to the bottom of the tube is just one half as long in
duration as the upward shake. In the transcription, the downward shake has been
notated as an eighth note while the upward shake is symbolized as a quarter note. The
combination of both shakes is very quick:
Rather than denoting an inherent musical meter, bar lines have been inserted in
the transcriptions to distinguish sections A and B and their canonic responses. Hence
no time signature is given at the beginning.
Although a rattle of crayfish shells or leaves is inserted in the back of the wide
waist belt for kawari dancing and singing, most of my recordings were not done
during the actual performance; thus the rattle is not present. All songs do have a basic
pulse and this is indicated at the beginning of the transcription as the metronome
marking. In actual performance this may be a bit faster.
Although the basic melody and rhythm is the same for all verses of namo kesa,
each verse is regarded as different because the words change. Young men learn the
words from their fathers and brothers while walking along in the bush and by
listening intently to actual performances and practices in the long house. Canonic
response provides an excellent framework for transmitting songs to the younger
generation. Only the person who leads in singing must know the song. The one who
responds needs only a keen ear to help him repeat exactly or use a synonym. One
informant said the verses are learned from the old men and that new words are never
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made up or acquired. Another said new words are acquired when one hears a ‘skin’
spirit singing in dreams. Upon waking, a man thinks about the song he heard in the
dream. The words become fixed in his memory and he sings them at the next singsing.
The words of the verses mention such things as birds, animals, trees, rivers,
food, and items of value. The way these verses are brought together in one song may
in some way reveal the way the Fasu people classify items in the world as they see
it. At one position in the long house the key words of each verse are: verse 1: fish;
verse 2: cassowary; verse 3: pig. Then they move up the aisle and sing about: verse
1: water; verse 2: river junction; verse 3: seaweed; verse 4: dry firewood; verse 5:
snakes; verse 6: opossum. Then they move up the long house and sing about: verse
1: house; verse 2: cassowary house (trap); verse 3: bird house (built in a tree and used
as hiding place from which men shoot birds who come to eat fruit of tree); verse 4:
pandanus; verse 5: bamboo. Then they move to another place in the house and sing
about: verse 1: fish; verse 2: crayfish; verse 3: coconut; verse 4: breadfruit; verse 5:
bamboo; verse 6: edible shoots. At another place they sing about: verse 1: edible leaf;
verse 2: banana; verse 3: edible flower of bamboo; verse 4: edible leaf; verse 5: pearl
shell. At another place verses are about: verse 1: axe; verse 2: bush knife; verse 3:
shell earrings; verse 4: cowrie shell headband; verse 5: cowrie shells. All these are
items of value.
Although these words revolve around everyday items, each word is a picture
which conveys a whole thought. In addition, there is a hidden meaning which is not
readily perceptible to a stranger. For example, the word ‘grub’ has the much wider
meaning of ‘time of plenty and prosperity’. Mention of a woman beating sago in the
bush actually implies the wider meaning of a man meeting her while she is working
and desiring her favors. The names of specific birds may refer to departed spirits and
the junction of specifically named rivers refers to the place where spirits reside. The
name of a specific piece of land may have the wider meaning of longing for the land
left behind in a former migration.
To be complete, the song must name a man, his land, and his son. In general
these names are stylized as the man has died ages ago. In general these names are
stylized as the man has died ages ago. In singing these names, there is one common
feature: the man named is usually not someone living in the vicinity of where the
sing-sing is taking place. If a man present is named, it is an implied accusation against
him by the one who is singing, and it brings the man named great shame. The
following morning he confronts his accuser and demands an explanation. He may
then be told that he has not paid in full the bride price which he owes.
Unlike namo kesa, Kasua texts have been borrowed along with the music, and
these texts are non-intelligible to the Fasu people. All participants, except the two
dancing down the aisle, sit at one end of the long house and sing sia. This is a
completely different song and has no relation melodically to the kawari song which
the dancers are singing. In fact, at that end of the long house the kawari song is
completely obliterated by the chorus. The purpose of sia is achieved as it sung to
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obliterate mistakes in kawari so they will not be heard by the spirits. This precaution
is taken as the texts are only nonsense syllables to the Fasus who probably do not
recognize their own mistakes but do not want to offend the discerning ears of the
spirits.
In conclusion, three things characterize Fasu sing-sings:
(1) Music is just one component of the total complex of meaning implied by the
terms namo kesa and kawari;
(2) variants do occur;
(3) canon-like response and repetition of basic form are features of the music.
(Loeweke 1966:MS)
Kaluli
The Kaluli or Bosavi people of the Southern Highlands Province are a sago culture inhabiting the
northern slopes of Mt. Bosavi, an extinct volcano. To make their sago, women chop the pith from
the sago palm, beat and wash it in a trough from which it races into bark catchments where the
sago settles. Drained off it becomes sago flour, the staple of many lowlands peoples of Papua New
Guinea. Kaluli men hunt in the mountains or trap fish to supplement the diet.
Communities of some eighty people live together in expansive longhouses with sago-leaf
thatch for roofing. Men’s quarters border the central hall used for community meetings and
dancing, and women’s quarters are partitioned off to the sides of the building.
The sing-sing for which they are noted, Gisaro, takes place within this longhouse. Costuming
for it is the same as that of the Fasu kawari described by Eunice Loeweke in 1967, and other
indications too point to it as being the same sing-sing. The drums are different, with Fasus playing
the variation of the kundu whose open end is divided so as to resemble a bird- or fish-mouth.
Eleven years later Steve Feld wrote of the Gisaro:
The major context in which songs move men to tears is an all-night ceremony, where
dances from a guest village perform at the longhouse of a host village. Occasions for
such meetings include marriage, food distributions, and other formal exchanges
between two communities. The guests sing and dance for their hosts from dusk until
dawn, performing new songs of their own composition. The poetry and manner of
performance is specifically aimed at making the hosts cry. When this happens they
become overwhelmed with sadness, burst into loud wails, and seeking payback for
this sentiment grab torches from the house posts and rush out to the dance floor to
burn the backs of the performing dancers. The dancers continue their performance as
if unaffected by the burning. In the aftermath of these ceremonies discussion
frequently centers on the power and success of the performance; this is gauged by the
extent to which the songs made the hosts cry and burn the backs of the dancers. (Feld
1978:14)
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West Kewa
Not far from Mendi in the Southern Highlands Province, linguists Karl and Joice Franklin lived
and worked among the West Kewa people for some twenty years. In an article on metaphor in
song texts, Franklin mentions that Kewas, unlike the Fasu and Kaluli folk, dance out of doors.
To begin a song, men line up in columns of six or eight abreast stretching back as far
as there are clan members available to fill the ranks. Younger boys and (occasionally)
unmarried girls from the host clan also dance, but only the men sing. The dance
begins when a man in the front row starts to rhythmically bob up and down while
singing the first line of the song. Others in the row respond and the column moves
off, followed by the remainder of the other columns.
The songs are sung antiphonally with appropriate responses from back
columns. The men in the columns sing back and forth, interjecting whistles, hisses
and shrieks at juncture points between antiphones. As in our songs, frequently Kewa
words must be squeezed or stretched to accommodate the rhythmic unit in the timing
of the song. (Franklin 1970:986)
Although textual analysis and translations of song texts are beyond the purpose of this book, it
might be well to cite one of Franklin’s examples in the Kewa data to illustrate how little the
researcher understands of what is said, even though an accurate translation is made. Song E was
translated:
These things which have been carried which are like the backbone of the Yaapa-Yaali
snake, I am cooking them.” However, its message to the Kewa is: Our strength is
apparent from our actions. (Franklin 1970:987)
Naming of places and species may refer to generic concepts as well as to the actuality of the
referent.
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Western Province extends along the border of Irian Jaya from the Victor Emmanuel mountain
range on south to the sea. Two great rivers commence there, the Fly and the Strickland River before
it merges with the Fly. Culturally the northern and southern peoples are very different. Peoples to
the north along the Western and West Sepik Province border are more akin to the indigenous
highlanders of Irian Jaya (referred to as “Papuans”); whereas peoples in the southern region around
Daru are more like other coastal Melanesians.
Keraki
In Papuans of the Trans-Fly, F. E. Williams wrote this account from the Moorehead District in
S.W. Papua, now Western Province:
Dancing is almost the nightly entertainment of the Keraki unless a recent death has
set a ban upon it. The Wallaby dance is a kind of ‘rhythmic tramping. A half dozen
women line up on one side and nine or 10 men and boys form the other. This lasts an
hour or so and is composed of many songs. Each tune has its text of three or four
words repeated in the course of each stanza. The same stanza is repeated until the
singers tire of it and begin to drop out. (Williams 1931:22)
Williams counted as many as forty-six repetitions of a stanza lasting eight seconds. The drum
signals an ending by a few rapid beats. Then a “voice will be heard rather tentatively trying over a
new song; one or two others join, and they will sing it a few times softly; then suddenly the thump
of the drum is heard again and the full chorus opens out to repeat this new stanza.” (Williams
1931:22).
The Wallaby dance is imported from a neighboring people. It is of no consequence that the
words have no local meaning. They instead lend distinctiveness to each dance.
Gogodala
Aida is the mythological creator, God, and ceremonial rattle of the Aida cult of the Gogodala;
Balimo is cultural centre of the Gogodala in the Western Province.
Their drums are of two types: 1) the fish-mouth and 2) a cylindrical kundu with centrally carved
handle. These drums are clan owned, and similar types are played by Trans-Fly, Lake Murray and
Marind-anim people, and also by Lake Kutubu people in the Southern Highlands.
Dancing takes place in the long house with men, women and children gathered together in the
center or komo. At the time Crawford wrote his account, nearly fifty years had passed since the
last full initiation, the stages of which he described in detail.
First there is the Wasikola maiyata involving the male novices and a display of ceremonial
canoes. Paul Wirz’s early account (1934) states that a powerful concoction made of sago, banana,
sperm and hair from the beard of an old man was fed the boys to give them strength. It is said that
acts of sodomy took place. Canoes were laid parallel to each other on an elevated platform with
steps of sago palm bark. Foliage such as colorful crotons, cordylines and palm ornamented the
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posts and environs. It is the novice’s duty to stand with bow in one hand and upright arrow in the
other wearing his yellow grass skirt, woven arm-bands and decorated with fresh croton leaves both
in his arm-bands and trailing down from his headband. A feathery headdress crowns this, making
much use of the cockatoo’s feathers and down. Woven bands of grass crossed his chest, and his
maternal uncles presented him with a small woven bag containing one or two magical charms.
Gogodala masks have one, two (or more) prominent eyes within large circles, often outlined
in red seeds. Identifying features of Gogodala emblems and headdresses is the white feathery frame
surrounding a vividly painted abstract design which typically forms around a circle or “eye.”
Ochres are predominantly yellow, white, black, sand, brown and rust red. All would agree that the
Gogodala costuming is among the most spectacular and lavish anywhere.
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The novices stand solemnly on the canoes, springing up and down to the rhythm provided by
the many guests and hosts who beat their drums and sing while dancing two abreast around the
platform. While the men continue drumming, the women, “also decorated with newly-made
frontlets of long sago tassels, chestbands and a spatter of red, yellow or white clay on her body,
swung a rattle consisting of a dry gourd with a few stones inside, which was attached to a short
length of cane ... there seems to be no secrecy about the event ... it was obviously a ritual involving
introduction into a social group” (Crawford 1981:247–8).
The second stage of the cycle commenced that night; it was the Gi maiyata. All participated
with the exception of childless couples.
Ceremonial objects that figured in the first stage were displayed along with effigies of
ancestors, with emphasis on the female ones. The novices did not participate but watched from an
elevated platform where the men slept. The only light came from crude stone bowls where tree
resin was set alight. The author mentioned that this ceremony had not been performed for fifty
years. Only a few are alive today who recall it, and they do not intend to pass it on. It appears to
have been a ceremony invoking the spirit of the totem and maternal ancestors. Crawford quotes an
early description by A. L. Lyons (1926) which says:
The ceremony opens with a parade of men who carry the carved canoe paddles, etc.
around the komo. Beside each man walks a nude woman with his phallus in her hand.
In this way, and with libidinous remarks, she endeavors to excite him into having
sexual intercourse with her. He, on the other hand, makes pretence that he does not
want her ... The ceremony then develops into a sexual orgy, interspersed with
dancing, singing and feasting, which is kept up until daybreak the following day.
Crawford finishes by saying the Gogodalas who were there, then ten to twenty years old,
denied any sexual overtness, but Europeans contended the opposite. Bernard Lea, a missionary
with Unevangalized Fields Mission (1935–1938) gave this account of the ceremony which
Crawford quotes:
Its significance, obviously, is tied in with the fact that the ceremonies are
fertility ceremonies. I went over to the longhouse in the evening and found dancing
in progress, but it was all on the center floor of the longhouse—women, children and
men all gathered in the center. I moved up towards the middle of the longhouse
because this seemed to be where the main activity was, and I found that on each side
of the longhouse there were groups of girls lined up and, kneeling or squatting on
their haunches in front of them, were the boys. I soon became aware of the fact that
they were pairs who had been selected to marry each other at a later stage in life.
(Crawford 1981:250)
Stage three, the following day was a prelude to the canoe race ceremony followed by the actual
race.
Stage four inducted the neophytes into manhood and a place in the secret Aida cult.
Without providing full details of the various myths, it suffices to say that the Aida
cult was introduced by a man named Bebema, who lived at Sisibo village, one of the
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old Kala village sites in the lower Aramia River region. He had been shown the
secrets of Aida by Gewala:ya, during an encounter with a mythical society that lived
underground at a place called Bolame. After he witnessed much magic and marvel,
the secrets were revealed to him in an effort to prevent the Gogodala from returning
to learn them for themselves. On his return to Sisibo, he disclosed the wonders of
Bolame to the men of his village, and thereafter became the greatest mythological
hero of the Gogodala; he became Aida.
He introduced to his society a rule for daily living and a concept of the
supernatural. He taught the fundamentals of sexual intercourse, methods of making
magic for daily needs, the manner of preparing sika (drink), and the technique of
chewing betel. He also learned the magic needed for the return of life to the dead,
and the rites of sodomy as a means of physically transmitting the strength of one man
to another. But most important of all, he brought back the concept of the Gi, the
manifestation of the supernatural. So according to myth, Bebema became the first
Aida and creator of the Aida cult, an event that was periodically dramatized by the
Gogodala at various villages along his route, as he travelled from east to west. ...
The main organizers of the cult were old Awala clansmen and it was for them
to decide who was going to impersonate Aida for the ritual. They usually selected
somebody from the Awala clan—a person held in high esteem, such as a fight leader,
or kanaba. Once he was selected, the sacred aida (rattle), and diwaka (large fishmouth, the sacred drum) were carefully brought down from the loft and the next day,
without any warning, both were sounded. It was possible that the women at this stage
had some idea of what was happening; however, on hearing the aida, they picked up
their children and fled from the genama (totem ancestor). In fact it could be said that
the aida was similar to the bullroarers used by the Marind-anim, the Trans-Fly
people, the Kiwai, the Kamula, the Bamu and most groups of the Papuan Gulf, in that
it induced terror in the women and uninitiated. ...
At first sight, one might consider the Gi gawa the prime medium for the
manipulation of the supernatural, but probably the object that possessed a spiritual
force in the highest degree was the aida, a rattle. It was a short pole, either plain or
carved, having at one end a cluster of seed pods of the kulumusu tree, the same that
was worn by Gewala:ya as a costume when met by Bebema.
It was the most sacred of all objects belonging to the Aida cult and greatly
feared by the women and the uninitiated; to such an extent that they even feared to
mention the name of the kulumusu tree. It was always kept in the unfrequented
sanctuary of the aida loft above the komo, and there it would remain with other
paraphernalia such as the diwaka, undisturbed for perhaps a period of two years.
Next to the aida, the diwaka was the most sacred item; in addition, there was a
whole range of cultural items, many of which must be made, which represented
Aida’s wealth. During the enactment, the display of his possessions was used to
demonstrate to the neophytes that Aida was the provider of all. These items included
intricately carved paddles, a ceremonial spear and staff, bows and arrows, a club,
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shell trumpet, fighting stick, a bag containing a smoke pipe, betel-nut, lime, betelpepper, bamboo water vessel, tobacco and many other sundry items. A large elaborate
liga:le (large oval mask) would be carved and painted and a host of body ornaments
made. A figure representing the mythical hero also had to be prepared if not already
available. Everybody was kept busy for many weeks.
With the commencement of the ritual drawing near, the old men finally fixed a
day for the great event. The spasmodic beating of the diwaka indicated that the time
was near. A few days prior to the set day, all men left the village for the hunt, and if
successful, returned with many pigs, wallabies and cassowaries. In the meantime the
women collected bags of fresh sago and buckets of sago grubs. ...
Once the stage was set, the men were lavishly decorated in the costume similar to that worn
for the Gi maiyata, except that the use of the liga:le (vine cords) was more prominent; it bore a
man’s own gawa tao (clan insignia), while his back rattle, the kekakekabusa, displayed his
mother’s insignia (in the shape of a carved doll-figure). The men were divided into two groups,
dancers and singers. The singers surrounded the initiates and, standing on each side of the singers,
parallel with the walls, were the long columns of dancers holding either a drum or sololo rattle,
the sololo consisting of a short length of narrow split bamboo held at one end in both hands; the
other end rested on the split palm floor.
Close to the entrance hung a carved and painted hook, or tonaga, which supported a
palm spathe bucket of malipa, filled to the brim with sika (drink). Directly behind,
on the first or second ridge-pole post, leaned Malesa, an effigy of one of the mythical
heroes. Toward the far end, slightly obscured by the array of frayed sago fronds and
a screen of smoke, was the aida genama (ancestor), which could barely be seen from
the entrance. All was quiet. The air was still, with a strong aroma from the flickering
blue flames of the resin-burning lamps. There was an air of grand solemnity, a
magnificence that provided inspiration for the manifestation of Aida’s powers, and
for homage adequate to appease such a hero. The aida was shaken, and the dubuma,
a ceremonial staff, was thumped on the floor. Aida had called, and the boys were led
across to the komo; the rattle became louder. According to Busisi, he and the other
neophytes were trembling with the dread of not knowing what lay beyond the steps
they were about to climb. The women would by now have retreated to their houses,
realizing that their sons would no longer be relying on their guidance in the essence
of everyday life.
As the boys entered the komo, the last stage of the initiation cycle was about to
begin. The rattle ceased and the beating of the diwaka (drum) took its place. There
was a low vibrant sound, produced by the chorus leader blowing a conch shell
trumpet, and the performers facing the entrance, started to dance. For a moment the
two columns were stationary as the dancers flexed up and down on the springy
palmwood floor, some beating a waluwa (small, hand-held drum with handle), others
striking the floor with a sololo (rattle), all in unison with the rhythm of the diwaka.
Then abruptly the trumpeting stopped and immediately the aida resumed; there was
a high-pitched call from the chorus, and then the dancers joined in to sing Bowame,
the principal Aida song.
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In the meantime, the young boys, given no time to understand what was
happening, were fitted with an ikewa (carved plaque with mother’s clan insignia) and
given a sololo, or some even a waluwa, and led down the komo to join the column of
dancers. Once in position, one of the columns turned about to face the opposite
direction, then in rhythm they all moved forward, dancing in such a fashion as to take
them around the komo as the singing continued. At designated verses the performers
stopped, reversed, and continued in the opposite direction. Often a man pulled out to
dash to the nearest fire to tighten the tympanum of his drum and then return to his
original position in the line.
The repetitious beat of the diwaka and rattles being shaken echoed the
monotony of the continuous circular motion of the dancers. The only variation to the
style came at the end of each verse, when the constant tone of the chorus rose to a
high pitch and was joined by a sounding trumpet. The ceremony continued for some
hours without pause, each new song portraying a different event in Aida’s creation
of their cosmos.
Until now the neophytes had not seen Aida, but perhaps assumed that the
almighty hero was the source of the mysterious rattle emanating from behind a wall
of salago and palm fronds decorated with carvings unlike anything seen before.
According to various old informants, the boys, after the dancing, witnessed a
series of pantomime ceremonies portraying various myths, with a cast of supernatural
characters impersonating the ancestors, some of whom took animal form. One of the
most memorable acts showed gwasawa, the tree kangaroo, who introduced the habit
of sika drinking to the Gogodala. He appeared in lifelike costume of wallaby skin
stretched over a cane frame shaped to resemble the animal, hopped around the komo,
then paused at the tonaga (hook) near the entrance; and induced the men to drink sika
from the suspended container. The drinking continued for some time, with the
initiates chewing roots to provide more. ...
During the course of the ritual, Aida in a powerful oration, revealed to the
initiated the mythological beliefs of the cult and the consequences if these were
divulged to the uninitiated.
After being in the komo for perhaps some weeks, Aida must move on. His
departure was heralded by a final shake of his rattle to warn the women to stay away,
then he left the komo and with his ceremonial spear, paddle and bow, emerged to
vanish in the morning twilight.
At this point, the men laid their weapons before the effigy of the mythical hero
and a final ritual was performed to evoke the limo within to instil strength and wisdom
in both weapons and warriors. After this brief rite, the men and initiates set out in the
mighty clan canoes to carry out a raid on the northern “bush” people. Lea witnessed
a display of a mock raiding party in Balimo in 1937, and was told that they “no longer
kill” (Crawford 1981:252–6).
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The northern region of Western Province has been inundated by mining companies and the
foreign enterprises that inevitably follow. Because of the present cultural conundrum which has
resulted, two accounts of the sing-sing reported in earlier times by Smedts and Lundquist have
been included even though the people of whom they wrote lived across the border in Irian Jaya, or
what was then Dutch New Guinea. The western border, it should be pointed out, is a political
boundary rather than a cultural one.
Kiwai
Kiwai people at the mouth of the Fly River dance for entertainment. Men dancers form lines behind
the more experienced lead dancers moving to the rhythm of a rattle made of clusters of nuts and
bamboo slit-drum. The subject matter of their songs is typical of sea-going peoples who sing about
the tide, fishing, winds, moon and stars.
In Daru sub-province there is a dance in praise of a canoe likened to a shark. As in the Kiwai
dance, male dancers sing and carry nut rattles in the right hand. This is a dance without ceremonial
significance but sung at feasts just for entertainment. To accompany this dance, four men provide
additional percussion accompaniment on three hourglass drums (kundu) and a slit-drum (pat).
Women seated around the dancing area join in the singing.
On Kiwai Island, Fly River region of British New Guinea, now Western Province, Wilfred
Beaver wrote:
The dances are almost innumerable in their variety, apart from those which are
peculiar to definite ceremonies. For dancing the men paint themselves with black,
red, and white, and adorn themselves with streamers of sago or coconut fronds, strips
of cuscus fur (opossum) and quaint but handsome headdresses of the feathers of the
cockatoo, bird-of-paradise, or white crane, built up on cane frameworks. Many of the
dances take place inside the Darimus (men’s long house), and two by two in long
lines the folks move up and down the house, each man with his drum and singing
their songs, while the old men sit smoking by the fire. (Beaver 1920:180)
Bamu
Their drums are shaped either as the hourglass kundu or are straight sided, tapering somewhat
toward the bottom. Some have the open “fish-mouth” at the end, which represents “crocodile jaws”
to the Bamu people. The Bamu also designate certain men to wear the Kauwai mask in the
representation of a mythical hero. The designated men wear long grass that reaches the ground,
and a mask is framed in an oval.
Oval frames seem to typify headdresses of the Fly River area in general. The Bamu are famous
for their carved canoes and paddles also.
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Kauwai dress and mask
Beaver gives an account of a women’s dance at Wariti:
The proceedings took place a few hundred yards from the village and the din was
terrific, the main element being the sound produced by 17 conch blowers and six
enormous drums used by these tribes, assisted by 26 small drums beaten by men. The
women had the whole of their bodies painted a dull red colour, with white rings round
each eye and a series of white dots down their backs. The large drums mentioned are
peculiar to this district. They are from 7 to 10 feet in length and are held by one man
and beaten by another with a wooden mallet. Each drum is well but fantastically
carved and painted, and all the heads are made of wallaby skin (Beaver 1920:208).
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Asmat/Merauke
F.W. Alder wrote of the Asmat speaking people in his book The Isle of Vanishing Men. They live
in an area located near Merauke on the southeast coast of Dutch New Guinea, now Irian Jaya,
where they performed a “head dance” much like the Biangai of Morobe Province’s north coast.
Only after the dance, those men drinking “wady” (a fermented drink) went on a hunting trip. No
ordinary hunt, they made friends with a village (or rampong) and betrayed their hospitable hosts.
Creeping onto a house on the outskirts of the village, they awakened three men, one at a time, and
then clubbed them with stone clubs, stole the bodies away, and devoured the three to cover up all
evidence.
The Merauke medicine man wore a wood fish above his headdress. This theme has been seen
in Madang Province and the Eastern Highlands of Papua New Guinea. Both locations use red on
white background for its coloring. It is on a spring in Alders’ account and bobs up and down. The
dance before a welcoming feast is described:
While the medicine man and his feather bedecked attendants perform their dance with
extreme gravity, the others who are at some distance in the background, nearer the
water’s edge, stride up and down the beach in close formation, singing at the top of
their lungs a refrain that seems to be a continuous repetition of perhaps a dozen notes.
They walk briskly ten or twelve yards past the little group of three in the
foreground, and then reverse, those who had been in the rear now becoming the
leaders, and walk in equal distance to the other side of the medicine man. Meanwhile,
the song goes on, and the castanets (dried pincers of crayfish) continue their dry,
menacing rattle ... for hours. As the older men become fatigued, they will drop out
and the younger ones take their place. (Alder 1922:141–42)
While the men dance the women cook pig and sago cakes in the stone pit. They serve the
dancers, who all line up for it and eat from palm leaves. When all have eaten, the dance resumes
by the light of a great fire. Their sheer pleasure lasts all night. (The visitors call it a wild orgy,
though there is no suggestion that it is ever out of control, despite the excitement.)
They dress in a bark loin-cloth, decorate themselves with woven wrist-bands, cords of beads
around the neck, dog-teeth necklaces, a few feathers for a head ornament and bands of beads
crisscrossed over the chest. Bark-string nets or ropes hang down from the head like long hair, and
a line is painted under the nose and eyes. They also carry bows and arrows.
Every warrior had a bow and arrow, a spear or a sword in his left hand, while with
his right hand he held the upper arm of the dancer in front of him. ...
There was a singer too. When he was singing a short song, the jumping gave
place to a swaying of bodies. Then all joined in an endless refrain and jumped with
both feet together in time to the strange, exciting tune. Higher and higher the jumping
became, till those who had managed to get into the middle of the springy floor could
jump at least three feet off it without exerting themselves. (Lundquist 1955:194–5)
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Capaukoo
In the Capaukoo village of Erepakirida across the border into Irian Jaya, a village big-man Motewia
was having a pig feast (Yuwo). There the men dress in long penis-sheaths tied with a string around
the waist, and women wear a small loin cloth.
There were several villages invited to the feast which Motewia would offer “the mark of
achievement and fulfilment in the life of a Capaukoo.”
With a thrill of pleasure and satisfaction, he stood and watched each new group
arrive, listening to the men and women as they barked with excitement, some of them
imitating the cry of the bird-of-paradise. As they approached the area comprising the
dance-house and the guest-huts, they broke into a frenzied dance, beginning to
experience ecstasy that would possess them until the following morning, when the
culmination of the feast would be marked by the killing of the pigs. (Smedts
1955:112)
The guests came from the Camoo Plain, from Lake Paniai and from as far as Coogapa where
the Monis live.
Motewia looked on while the men from Wagate, on the shores of Lake Tigi, came
storming along wildly brandishing their bows, shouting for joy when they discovered
the size of the dancing-house that their host had built. With them came a few
Capaukoo policemen. (Smedts 1955:112)
The latter were dressed in khaki and felt superior to their fellow tribesmen, but they dropped
their “western veneer” and joined the throng.
As he stood in front of the dancing-house, Motewia listened to the marching songs (called
toopays and consisting of vocables a—a—wo—a or o—a—wo—a.) The words of the ooga-eti
songs are reported to be improvisations by which the singers announce their home-ground and
how many pigs they had with them. Motewia would be famous for this feast.
When the red tuans (Europeans consisting of the author, Dutch Controller and his
wife) were rested, he danced again and sang in a glorious ooga-eti song the events
that had led up to this day of fame. It was almost a Homeric epic, a tale of his hectic
life since the moment, almost a year ago, when he cut some branches off a tree and
placed them against the wall of his hut as a sign that he had decided to have the feast.
He had made a calendar, using long strings of rattan, five long ropes in which he had
made 60 knots. Every morning he unties one knot until, when all the strings were
hanging straight again, the feast would take place.
First he had built the large dancing-house. The floor, about two feet above the
ground, was made of long poles tied together with rattan, fixed to the walls without
any cross beams or other support, so that it went up and down when one walked on
it. This was ideal for their hopping dance, in which the Capaukoos stand in one place
and make the floor bounce by the movement of their bodies. (Smedts 1955:116)
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During preliminary festivities, young Capaukoos from neighboring villages came to dance and
sing each night. Young men hoped to find their future wife at these festivities. On the day after the
last knot in Motewia’s rope was untied, they would be married. Meanwhile, Motewia was still
busy with building housing for guests and their pigs. He had felled hundreds of trees and gathered
pandanus leaves to roof all the shelters. When the last knot was untied, the sing-sing began. Singing
and dancing had begun at a slow pace in the afternoon, but the singers’ excitement mounted.
The flames from torches of pandanus roots threw leaping shadows over faces no
longer recognisable. The people were unconscious of the white visitors for whom
they would normally interrupt whatever they were doing. They were completely
absorbed by the dance and their singing; here and there some red-painted face turned
upward, while gleaming lips threw out the words. The floor groaned under bare feet,
oscillating as though driven by some mighty engine; knees were bending with a slow
regular movement, and their arms were almost rigid, the men clutching the bows and
arrows that they could not move for lack of space ... At intervals groups of people
left the house completely exhausted. They were quickly replaced by others waiting
outside. (Smedts 1955:117)
At the climax the women move to the center, and the men towards the walls. This was a
women’s dance consisting of swinging and shaking their bare breasts. The author described the
men untying their gourd sheaths which, owing to the men’s erotic response, remained in position.
It was the dance of the Stone-Age man without subtlety, with no disguise of its
immediate intention ... the obscenity that had been lacking in the breast dance of the
women was now there; it lasted only a few minutes. I expected it to end in the jungle
outside with the men seizing their women, but this did not happen. (Smedts 1955:119)
The author contends that the dance is a means of purging lust and also anger, as in the case of
a man who was told to surrender a pig taken two years prior.
The onlooker not accustomed to the spectacle fears violence, but nothing happens
and the furious man suddenly calms down. This orgiastic dance ended in the same
way. It seemed to purge them of their lust. (Smedts 1955:119)
Dancing returned to its earlier form, and in the morning all the pigs were brought and placed
on the ground in groups of five or six. Everyone listened to Motewia give a speech in a hoarse
voice, proclaiming this the greatest pig feast of all times. When he finished, he picked up a club
and walked slowly to one of his own pigs, striking it hard on the nose. It fell unconscious, and with
two more blows it was dead. This signalled the killing of fifty pigs. These were then singed,
slaughtered into pieces of pork, put on banana leaves and sold in exchange for shells. Negotiations
for bride prices began among the groups, and that evening women “would trudge behind their new
husbands and tomorrow they would be at work in their gardens” (Smedts 1955:121).
Olo/Wape
In the Lumi district of the West Sepik Province, speakers of the Olo language live in fifty-five
villages. Donald McGregor lived for fifteen years among the Wape people, Olo speakers who live
in fifteen villages south of the Torricelli mountain range. As a missionary interested in the whole
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personhood of the Wapes, he took special interest in the sing-sing, which he regarded as the very
heartbeat of the people.
The most important sing-sing of the Wape culture was the Fish sing-sing lasting for six months
and involving every aspect of life—religious, social, artistic, economic and physical well-being.
He witnessed in detail the Fish sing-sing of 1966/67 and probed its underlying meaning, “... the
complexity, movement and breadth of the whole festival overwhelmed ...” he wrote.
The myth of origin of the Fish sing-sing is the tale of two women who tried to lure a man into
sexual relations. In keeping with the tradition of Wape heroes, he refused and ran away from them.
Jumping into a river, he became a fish. One day a woman saw him in a pool, and tried to catch
him, but he slipped through her hands. Later when a sing-sing was in progress, a dancing stranger
appeared in a tall, elaborately decorated mask with fish designs on it. The people were awe-stricken
and joined in this dance. Believing him to be the man who became a fish, they adopted the fish
mask and learned the dance and its meaning from him (McGregor 1975:22–3).
The reason for the sing-sing in 1966 was a combination of two things: to cure those who
claimed to be sick with the fish spirit, and because it was customary to have one when a village
moves to a new site. McGregor describes a celebration of the latter: The festival is preceded by a
ceremonial meal and accompanied by an exhortation of one of the leading men to obey the local
administration and the customs of their ancestors but also to hear and obey talk from the white
man’s God. The people then ate half the food, the other half being left on a platform for the
ancestors. The second step was to build the men’s house, and the third was to bring from another
village “the smell of the sing-sing”. The smell is contained in the leaves and decorations of another
sing-sing, the leaves having been rubbed over the body of a boy to make him grow strong and
healthy. The magical leaves were to ensure success of the forthcoming sing-sing.
At 7.00 p.m. that evening old Pawi (medicine man) took a hand drum and started
dancing. Others followed. This announced the commencement of the Teloute singsing. (McGregor 1975:25)
With that, the first dance of the Fish sing-sing began and continued until the end of November
with dancing each night until midnight. Danced to the fishes, this was named Ninguweni, the same
as the song sung as the participants walked anti-clockwise in a large circle. Several beat drums as
they went.
The melody began on a high pitch and cascaded downward, its words untranslatable. It was
said to be in the Olo language, but only two men were said to know the words. One of these, the
medicine man Pawi, died in 1971. Ninguweni means “fishes-worship” and must run its course in
order to be effective in healing the sick. Both the ancestors and the spirits were looked upon as the
healing agents. Devoid of costumes, this dance was not spectacular and was done in shifts while
some watched or slept. The atmosphere was described as one of “quiet merriment” (McGregor
1976:26).
Mask-making begins at the time of Ninguweni sing-sing. Ceremonial feasting accompanied
the end of the four stages of the masks’ completion at which time there is reconciliation between
the sick and their fellow villagers, else healing could not take place. The meal expressed
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symbolically the desire “to honour and give allegiance to the fish spirits”. The fourth and final
stage of mask-making takes place in the “fishes’ house” made expressly for that time when the
finishing touches were to be made by painting and adorning the masks with feathers and leaves.
The masks were finished during the time of the second dance called Maikesi from December to
mid-January. Maikesi differs from the Ninguweni in several respects. The melody is just two or
three pitches, according to McGregor, and is more spirited. The garamut drums (slit-drums) are
played “in perfect timing with the hand drums” (McGregor 1976:30). The rhythm is described as
syncopated and more joyful than that of Ninguweni. McGregor described the event of 1967:
The tune repeated itself every minute or two and the dance went on hour after hour,
though the dancers had short half-minute rests every five minutes or so. Though I
listened and watched for some hours, I did not learn the tune and rhythm to the extent
where I could correctly predict each beat and note right through the sequence. One
set of words was sung to this standard tune for half an hour or so before another set
took their place ... there are also a number of Maikesi tunes ... other words came from
languages to the East ... possibly purchased from other cultures ... there were men,
women and children in the group, with a few men always in the lead. The Maikesi
had more activity, numbers, joy, and noise than the Ninguweni. Before long it was
being sung and danced through to daybreak ... neighboring villages all came to
Wolom Yu (village) for at least one night to dance the Maikesi. (McGregor 1975:30)
Before the climax of the Fish sing-sing when the masks would be seen, there were various
ceremonial washings of the children and of those carrying fish masks for the first time. Children
were taken to the men’s house where they were washed with a magic concoction made from special
bark, leaves and banana stalk pounded and mixed with water from a spirit-inhabited pool. The
ingredients were to make the children grow big and quickly. A ceremonial meal followed, not for
the children to eat, but as a means of conveying to the spirits that:
1. (a) they want to be friends both with each other and the spirits,
2. (b) they want their children to grow big and strong quickly, and
3. (c) they are loyal.
That night the women, separately but simultaneously, dance and sing and yell,
facing their respective doors while trotting back and forth holding up large handfuls
of leaves and having large baskets of tanget (Pidgin for Cordyline Terminalis) leaves
on their backs. This is done to honour their children and “for the fishes.” (McGregor
1976:31–9)
There are certain laws about who can carry a mask. A young man must have the permission of
his maternal uncle and pay him for the privilege. He must also have been ceremonially washed in
the river. If one tries to participate without permission, not only will his mask give him no power,
but his maternal uncle has the right to exact a great deal of money from him or to cause him harm.
The purpose of the masks is to give entrance of the fish spirits through they sympathetic magic of
the ceremonial washing in the river. The Wape believe that the masks become spirits able to give
them healing and power. There are five different kinds of masks distinguishable by certain
formations. Yet not two are alike. Each is worn over the head and supported by the shoulders. A
stick handle which extends downward from the head-piece keeps it erect.
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Niyël

Tepi

The niyël fish is indispensable to the fish sing-sing and possesses powerful spirit magic. Tepi is an
image of one large flat fish about six feet by four feet. Selam is similar to niyël without fish images
on it. Pori has its own distinctive character, but is for healing power and Mani mask is a large
cylinder more than twice the height of the wearer. It has a special sing-sing of its own and is
believed to give success in hunting. The author seems to have missed out on the entrance of the
masked figures, but writes:
I arrived back at Wolom Yu at 9.00 p.m. Eight men were jogging around the square
with profusely decorated masks extending 12 feet or more about their heads.
Everyone gazed with admiration and awe at the mighty works of art. The makers of
the ornaments showed great pride in their handiwork ... their pride and satisfaction
was more apparent. They started to feel important—to be somebody. Now, after
months of planning, working, negotiating and waiting, the climax had come.
The crowd was not large, and consisted mainly of Teloute people. However, by
1.00 a.m. many more had come. Each mask carrier had women around him who
yelled a chant as they pranced around. (McGregor 1975:48)
The largest number of masks by far were the fish masks of niyël type, most of which were
carried by the maternal nephews of their makers. The inevitable clowns and skits occurred on the
circle’s periphery. As elsewhere they took exceptional delight in frightening their audience “who
responded with shrieks of laughter” (McGregor 1975:49).
The author made mention of the many arguments that erupt when the sing-sing is at its peak.
These have to do with the older men demanding payment from the younger ones, making most of
the opportunity of public spectacle. Indeed throughout his account, McGregor refers to the
complex and never-ceasing transactions of gift-giving which are woven into the kinship system.
There is much more made of the giving of gifts at feast times, all of which are to be reciprocated.
The author also points out that all public renunciations and heated words are in the trade language
of Pidgin, or Neo-Melanesian, and not in Oro. Bee and Chenoweth noted this in the Eastern
Highlands also; speaking in Pidgin was limited to occasions when the speaker wanted to stress his
authority over others, usually children and dogs. In all probability such behavior was an imitation
of Australian personnel who, until Independence, decided all local court cases.
The final act of the Fish sing-sing was to shoot niyël masks as they stood upright in the earth.
Seven sick men and women standing a yard away shot one or more of the fish images. The spirits
were thereby to leave the masks and return to the river. The sick were thus to be made well, but
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they must never again eat fish from the river or be made sick again by the fish spirits entering
them. As is customary throughout the country, the masks are discarded casually, their usage spent.
Many practices of this West Sepik ceremony parallel those of the Gulf Province. Williams
comments in his description of the Hevehe ceremony that it wasn’t clear why they shot the masks.
It may well be that there too the purpose was to release the spirits.
Following the Fish sing-sing, crowds of visitors from nearby villages came to claim payment
for every small task that involved them in the sing-sing. Wranglings over money continued for a
week.
By the late 1960s those areas which had come under the visible authority of the Australian
government and its pressure from the United Nations to speed the country toward independence
were undergoing many changes which threatened their social coherence. A new economy, cash
economy, was introduced which changed the material objects of traditional gift-giving and barter.
It became necessary to obtain money and, while some areas were able to grow cash crops like tea
and coffee, others such as the sago-producers had little way of getting money without leaving the
village. As early as the 1930s men in some areas went away from home on work schemes which
employed plantation workers. This situation has gained momentum as village men, especially if
they have had some schooling, are lured away to centers where more opportunities lie for making
money. Unfortunately, the centers cannot accommodate all who want jobs, and the tensions and
troubles of those unable to locate work and who camp indefinitely on relatives unable to afford to
keep them end in crime or disaster for many.
Oral tradition’s continuity is broken by these absences from the village. The few who are left
cannot cope with all the work, and an atmosphere is created which envelopes the people in despair
and a feeling of inferiority. Many want out of the responsibilities of village life, aspiring to the
“good life” of the white man, or expatriates as they are now termed. Only a few will be able to
face such fierce competition; the others will seek escape in gambling games or drink. Some return
home but find no fulfilment there. They are caught between the vanishing past and a nebulous
future. Those attending school come to question whether old beliefs are true, and the authority of
the elders, which was once unshakeable, now seems undeserved. In a new system of acquisition
by the work ethic, those who do succeed in making a large salary rebel against sharing it with elder
relatives whose demands make it impossible for a man to reach the “good life”. Society in most
New Guinea villages is communal, the ideal being that of equal wealth and status. It is wrong for
one to acquire wealth for himself, and that one must be brought down into the common level of
means. The Western concept of an individual seeking wealth or high rank for himself is out of
place in such a society.
Karkar
The Karkar people of West Sepik Province inhabit both sides of the border between Irian Jaya and
Papua New Guinea and in former years trekked back and forth habitually to visit friends and
relatives. Today border regulations are enforced to inhibit such travel. On the Papua New Guinea
side, linguists Veda Rigden and Dorothy Price invited the author for a visit to Kambirap village in
1983, in order to ascertain what indigenous music had been retained by the Karkar. It was
discovered that chants and incantations often substituted for song in situations of a kind similar to
those found elsewhere on the island.
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The festive social sing-sing performed by the Karkar originated with the Anggor people of
Amanab village some fifty miles to the north, the texts of which are not understood by the Karkar.
What remains of a vernacular repertoire is vested in the memories of a few old Karkar men, and
these songs are no longer transmitted as they were when all the men lived together in long-houses.
Price cited one former practice of honoring the deceased by a sing-sing:
The long-deceased man’s skull is cleaned of flesh. The relatives take the skull and
decorate it with red seed-paint and hold a sing-sing in the man’s honor, and then take
the skull to a burial cave.
The victory song after a fight is remembered. Warriors used to cover themselves with black
paint after they returned to their village. Then they would rub the soles of their children’s feet
together in the Makania River nearby and sing:
Stony river bank, rub together
I wash you on top of these stones.
Water, rub together
I, a man who has special power
to kill men, I wash you.
Tree sap, river water, rub together (I wash you with tree sap).
At Kambirap and the neighboring village of Auya, magic songs are sung over a pig trap to
empower it. Indeed it seems that song, along with stylized speech, was generally regarded as a
medium for invoking supernatural power. Aside from the sung sing-sing borrowed from the
Anggor people, the Karkar do have their own version of a sing-sing which is responsorial, the
leader shouting in a spoken rather than sung style; dressed in sing-sing regalia the people circle
clockwise in single file, genuflecting the knee with each step. The kundu marks the slow pace of
the stylized gait and also signals a slight jerking of the head which tilts the tall, feathered
headdresses forward on the downbeat and backward on the upbeat. The leader meanwhile
brandishes his bow and arrow as he turns toward those following behind him or breaks from the
column and dances with more freedom of movement that the rest.
Karkar sing-sings have chiefly to do with hunting. Karkar men hunt wild pig and so sing about
success in hunting or about their dogs used to attract game. Their chorus consists of an upward
glide between two pitches placed high in the vocal range, reminiscent of the timed shouts heard
among men of the Southern Highlands.
Student interns in 1983 recorded songs not danced at Auya village in which the people sang in
parallel seconds very like that found in Manus Province. In general, all dances are chants
remembered and seem to have their basis in magic; no new songs are being composed.
Old songs are so strongly associated with the function of former practices that when the
practice becomes obsolete, the repertoire is abandoned. It is a dilemma common to tribal peoples
and amendable only by encouraging those gifted to create new songs. The vitality of any music
culture depends upon this.
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Purari
Initiation
In the Purari River Delta of Gulf Province the cult of the Kaiemunu has been treated in detail by
F.E. Williams in Natives of the Purari Delta. The term Kaiemunu refers to grotesque wicker-work
figures with hollow bodies and large mouths. Their dimensions vary, but the largest reported by
Williams is twelve feet in length by seven feet in height (Williams 1924:131–71). These monster
baskets must be large enough for a boy to enter as they play an important role in his initiation into
the cult. All Purari men traditionally underwent the initiation called Pairama which begins with
cane-cutting expeditions by the men. As they returned to the village in high spirits, they gave long
shouts to warn the women of their presence. Because the activities of Kaiemunu are secret from
the women, the latter ran and hid in their houses while the men with their bundles of rattan paddled
their canoes full speed and dashed into their club-house (or ravi) to unload their cane. The next
morning the Pairama boys, or initiates, were lifted on to the old Kaiemunu to crush and break them
up. Remnants were gathered and carefully stored as the constructions of new ones began.
Kaiemunu symbolically devoured the young initiates. The boys entered the mouth of the
Kaiemunu and sat inside it to help push through the cane as the men wove it from outside. A game
called Kopai would erupt periodically when the men would grab up the Kaiemunu and playfully
bear them up and down the length of the club-house. They boisterously butted one another with
the Kaiemunu and gave excited shouts all with good humor. Now living with the men, the initiates
did not see their mothers and female relatives until the time they were paraded through the village
in canoes, the only event within the ceremony which resembled a sing-sing. All their relatives were
dressed in ornamental paint, feathers and croton leaves, “and the canoes were crowded with
dancing figures” (Williams 1924:163). Disappointingly, the account ends with no description of
the dance or its music.
Williams records the events of yet another dramatic ceremony, the Erimunu (Ere-imunu, or
“water creature”). This term is a translation of the Orokolo mba-hevehe, the ceremony of which
Erimunu is an adaptation. The ceremony originated at Orokolo on the east side of the mouth of the
Purari River in Gulf Province, and then was obtained by the village of Maipua on the west side of
the river’s mouth. Subsequently, other Purari villages went to see the performance at Maipua and
bought the right to perform it themselves by paying one pig. Without paying the price, one would
not consider imitating the ceremony. The original as performed at Orokolo takes place on a coastal
beach, but in the Purari adaptation, the venue is the river.
In essence the ceremony is an abstract representation of a creature rising out of the water and
entering the men’s club house. There it steals a pig and leaves a bag of ornaments in exchange.
Again, Williams puzzles over the ability of the indigenous people to hold two different mental
attitudes toward what they are doing. In this case, the motive for performance is said to be for the
purpose of fooling the uninitiated, the women especially. At the same time, the performers enter
wholeheartedly into the fantasy of the occasion as if it were entirely credible, not entirely unlike
Americans enacting those customs surrounding the fantasy of Santa Clause, a myth perpetuated to
fool the novices.
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The following account of the Erimunu is a combination of ceremonies held at two different
villages, Akoma and Maipua. Williams, in seeing the event twice, had opportunity to fill in what
he missed out on the first time.

Bag of Ornaments
One of the initiated men decides to begin an Erimunu celebration. As a signal to the
other men that he has decided to officiate, he hangs his string bag in the men’s clubhouse and places a hoop inside the bag which stretches it into a flat oval. On seeing
it, the others began to attach their shell arm-bands and shell breastplate to it.
That afternoon the young men continued their singing. Ove carried with him
the Erimunu bag and ornaments; several were armed with sticks and bows and
arrows; four or five had drums, one a conch shell, and two had their arms and legs
encircled with rattles called arako. The men then launched a canoe and paddled
silently round a point some little distance up the so-called Urika Creek. When they
were only 300 to 400 yards distant from the village, they paused, and joined their
voices and instruments to produce a noise which from close at hand was “appallingly
loud and discordant”, and had a peculiarly weird effect from a distance.
The drums then beat a tattoo of about nine beats, diminuendo; the man in front
of the canoe bends double with exertion as he blows the conch; the men with the
rattles dance, producing a harsh clanking noise; and the men with the sticks bring
them down with a loud report on the surface of the water. Simultaneously, then, all
join in a high-pitched howl or yell.
This alarming synthesis of sound is repeated every thirty seconds or so as the
canoe, meanwhile, paddles back toward the village. When it is first faintly heard, the
singers before the ravi (men’s house) pause, and all, including the women cowering
in their houses, listen while the strange sound is reiterated. It is the voice of the
Erimunu growing louder every minute as he approaches the ravi. The cry is heard
again and again until the canoe reaches the shore and continues as the sixteen men
disembark and secretly file past the houses up to the ravi. (Williams 1924:186)
When the Erimunu men were heard advancing toward the village, the singing in the front
section of the men’s house stopped, and those men withdrew to the private section closed off by a
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screen of sago-leaf. Then a man called Ako, who had originally introduced the Erimunu ceremony
to the village, was privileged to go out onto the platform holding a lighted torch and chant with
loud voice to the Erimunu directing it to the house. This was a signal for the women to quake in
fear.
Not one of the women dare show her face; they are supposedly, and perhaps really,
trembling with fear at the now awful proximity of the Erimunu. All the men who
have remained behind are by this time assembled in the ravi. (Williams 1924:187)
One Erimunu party enters the men’s house stealthily, slowly, five or six abreast, with bows
and arrows drawn. The men concealed behind the sago-leaf screen make a surprise mock attack
on them. After several mock attacks and counter-attacks in slow motion, a wild dance begins.
Inside the men’s house they strike a trussed pig with their sticks. Ove, the leader, makes the kill
by splitting the pig’s head with an axe and plunging his knife into its carcass. This finished, the
wild dance resumes inside the house,
... crowded with sixty or more men. Many of them beat drums and some blow
conches; but there are no voices heard, save for an occasional whoop of excitement.
The dancers set their feet fairly wide apart and hop or pounce on both together; they
stoop forward in a tense posture, and seem to jerk their whole bodies in time to a
rapid, throbbing rhythm. (Williams 1924:187)
The author here makes a vague attempt to note the rhythm:

One can only guess what is intended, perhaps

They form a dense mass, drifting slowly back and forth from the entrance toward the
interior of the ravi, which fairly trembles under the combined leaping of so many.
(Williams 1924:187)
The decorated bag has at some point been transferred from Ove to the man who initiated the
Erimunu event. It is said that the bag is sometimes dipped into the water so as to make it appear
the Erimunu has just emerged with it from beneath the water. The owner of the bag joins in the
dance with the bag slung on his shoulder. The pig, supposedly carried away by the Erimunu, is
taken away from the village for butchering. It is cut into strips and distributed to the men
participants and then is cooked in pots and eaten in the ravi the next day.
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The whole affair, from beginning to end, is conducted with merriment and zeal. It is not a
serious ceremony and has no religious significance. New Guinea peoples love drama and are born
actors who enter into a production with self-abandonment. In the case of the Erimunu, the men
have the added benefit of not having to share their pork feast!
Koriki
The Koriki tribe in the Purari Delta have a unique ceremony known as Gopi, witnessed by
Williams at Ukiravi village. Traditionally it was performed after successful hunts or raids, and the
ceremony begins with a women’s dance, the apa-apa, which may be repeated for several days.
They sing their songs and strike an old canoe with lengths of bamboo creating a “very loud,
resonant, and unmusical accompaniment” (Williams 1924:172). Those on the periphery perform a
stationary dance while the men only watch. The next stage of the Gopi ceremony is to mount a
series of expeditions up seven local rivers to prepare masks. The entire costume is composed of
small, loosely woven square mats called kepai. It is the same mat that becomes a carry-all. Coastal
people can make these in less than five minutes by weaving the strands so that the end-product
will make a flat mat, or it may be folded end to end to make a carry-all. However, the use of the
word kepai when it serves as part of the Gopi costume is, according to Williams, whispered in
secrecy. The entire costuming consists of these mats tied together to form helmet, arm- and legpieces, as well as chest and back coverings rather like a woven coat-of-armour. Representations of
both male and female figures are made for the initiated men who dance playfully in them, but the
young initiates are genuinely afraid of them. A mysterious bundle said to contain dried betel-nut
and two coconuts, is placed in the front compartment of the club-house beside a small bag
containing a lime gourd. The assemblage is called u’u and is the sole property of the sing-sing
leader. If it is opened by any other than the sing-sing leader, it is believed that it will cause sickness
among the initiated men.
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The leader is characterized as tireless in his efforts, good-humored and sociable, sharing betelnut from his bag with all his friends. He is the one responsible for leading out in the songs, the
rhythm of which is said to be very slow, about seventy drumbeats per minute. The singing style is,
predictably, responsorial with a series of short, rapid beats on the drums signalling the end of a
song. Williams refers to it as “tattoos” (Williams 1924:172). Song texts are a continual problem to
investigators, most of whom find in them no relevance to the occasions. The texts of songs are not
only a mystery to the researcher but to the singers as well, though songs belonging to the Gopi all
commenced with leaders singing the phrase:
I -Mere
son

Gopi
Gopi

Vake
man

It has been said before and is reiterated here that New Guinea song texts translated literally
seldom reveal the meaning of a song. Words become archaic or forgotten; they may even be
borrowed from a foreign language, but the essence remains. Words at best serve only as an
elliptical recall whereas the melody embodies the song’s meaning. So, to find a song text which
translates into subject matter not seeming to relate to the occasion, or which is ungrammatical,
incomplete or full of non-words, is typical of New Guinea where songs are not didactic and seldom
narrative in the literal sense.
Williams probed for the underlying meaning of the Gopi ceremony and, as is often the case
with research in New Guinea, received several interpretations: (1) An intelligent and wellinformed man of the Kakari group, Koropenairu village, equated Gopi with Kaiemunu. He gave
an etymology of Kaiemunu as Kai- (mud) plus -imunu (creature), a creature which emerged from
beneath the mud of the Delta. (2) The dancing figures are called either Gopi or Aipu. The latter
refers to some strange creature of the bush, or underground. This seems to corroborate the first
informant’s story. It is most interesting to note that the word Aipu is used as a swear-word.
Williams states that his culture has no equivalent. But in Western cultures terms of abuse such as
“monster”, “witch”, etc. do occur. And what about “devil”? It is perhaps the ghoulishness as well
as an evil attribute that is in focus in calling someone an Aipu. (3) The local men said repeatedly
that women and the uninitiated regarded Gopi as monsters, creatures from some other place,
obscene creatures who also had power to interject sickness into whomever they touched. Male
cults throughout New Guinea have similar threats and practices. Having secrets from the women
and ceremonies which inspire awe and fear help to maintain male dominance in the society. The
playing of the sacred flutes is an example from the Eastern and Western Highlands. Women under
threat of death may not view these. Women, to be sure, know that the supernatural is not involved,
but play the game anyway, partly because they have no reason to upset the social order, and partly
because they may be punished if they flaunt their suspicions. (4) During the Gopi ceremony at
Maipua, Williams was told that the Gopi represent spirits of cannibal victims and related to him
two legends. The first was of Iri and Kai, ancestors of the Koriki people to whom the Gopi
ceremony is indigenous; after they had killed a dugong (manatee or sea cow) they brought it to the
ravi house, cut it up, cooked and ate it. Iri and Kai called the manatee a Gopi and later made masks
and performed the ceremony. The second legend was that the original inhabitants of Purari Delta
used to eat large fish believing them to be humans, but one coming from the west, called “Skyman”, pointed out their error and thereby introduced the people to cannibalism. He produced a
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number of victims and laid them out on the floor of the ravi house declaring, “Here are your real
‘Gopi.’”
So the word Gopi has extended application according to Williams’ investigation. Putting aside
its history, in the 1920s when Williams wrote his book, the foremost meaning of Gopi was corpse
of a victim, and the Gopi ceremony took place only after a successful raid. The men who did the
killing in the raid were entitled to keep the skulls, after the flesh was eaten. Any young man
wanting to be initiated picked up one of these skulls, paid the required pig and was eligible for
participation in the Gopi. Williams received this information at Maipua. It is said that the initiate
then becomes the owner of the skull and that “theoretically there is one skull of a recent victim for
every initiate” (Williams 1924:180). Some said the masked figures or Gopi represented the slain
victims resurrected; others denied it. Williams felt it probable that the Gopi ceremony was in
essence a head-hunters’ ceremony, and concludes by saying that such conflicting interpretations
expose the lack of understanding in the symbolism of the ceremony.
Suspended from the rafters of men’s houses are a selection of masks and clan badges. In the
Purari Delta they represent creatures from the bush. Williams describes four types of masks, and
hints that the commonest type may have been an imitation of that used by the Elema people to the
east. There they represent returning spirits of the dead. The mask types, called aiaimunu
(presumably “bush-creature”) are these:
(1) The commonest has a large flat face, spindle shaped, ten or more feet high.
(2) Another has a round flat face surrounded by feathers, typical Koriki mask.
(3) Another with a round face bulges in front, and may be of woven cane strips instead of
tapa-cloth.
(4) The fourth is roughly conical, seen commonly in Kaimari where it is called abo- abo
(“giddy” or “crazy”).
These masks are highly decorated, with free, flowing designs in black and red
upon a white background. They are sometimes ornamented with feathers, and for a
body covering usually have a voluminous mantle of frayed sago-leaf, dyed red. They
possess eye-holes, and a projecting mouth, with a bristling array of sago thorns for
teeth. (Williams 1924:191)
Williams discovered that “It is the donning of the Kepai which is the real secret of the ceremony”
(Williams 1924:175). The excitement caused by the appearance of the Gopi is related by the author
who was sitting in the front compartment of the ravi as a crowd of men sang cheerfully. He states
that singing becomes very animated before a demonstration:
It is about eleven-thirty a.m. Suddenly, at some hint or warning so small that it had
escaped my observation, every man sprang to his feet, and there was a simultaneous
rush for the exit. The general expression of alarm was unmistakable, for it
communicated itself to me in an instant. Then it passed away as suddenly as it had
arisen, and the men were crowding out through the entrance onto the large square
platform in front of the ravi, all laughing and joking. They said the Gopi were coming
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out behind them and that I should not stay, for fear they should lay their mud-smeared
hands on me. For to be touched by Gopi is to be overtaken by sickness.
The spectators ranged themselves at a comparatively safe distance above the
platform. The drummers took their stand above the entrance of the ravi, and now the
ungainly figures of the Gopi came into view.
There were on this occasion fourteen of them. They danced in no very graceful
fashion—indeed, the heavy suits of kepai (palm) rendered that impossible—and
made little darts and forays among the spectators, as if to seize them. The latter would
elude them and scatter in a sort of good-natured alarm. In no case did the Gopi press
the pursuit, and nobody was actually touched.
The whole performance seemed to be more or less farcical. Some of the figures
were male and others female, and these indulged in gestures of an unmistakable
purport, much to the amusement of the onlookers. After about ten minutes the Gopi
retired into the interior of the ravi and were undressed. The costumes were stacked
as usual and the demonstrations were over” (Williams 1924:170–1).
In trying to assess the underlying meaning of the Gopi, Williams received various conflicting
accounts. The two most probable were that either the figures, having mud smeared on their bare
feet and hands, were meant for a mythological creature who resides beneath the muddy soil of the
Delta, or Gopi originally represented the spirits of cannibal victims from an enemy tribe.
Williams adds, “The existence of such conflicting interpretations will at least show how
uncertain the native is concerning the meaning of symbolism in his ceremony” (Williams
1924:173).
The benefit of initiation is to know that the terrifying Gopi are only humans dressed up. Each
initiate is responsible for donating a pig for his initiation, and after several weeks of Gopi
ceremony, a pig feast is held and the remains of the masks are destroyed by fire.
Elema
Initiation
Orokolo is a village belonging to the Elema people on the eastern side of the Purari River at its
mouth. Williams made two expeditions to the Gulf Division, now Gulf Province, first in 1923 and
later in 1937. His data were obtained at Orokolo through the Motu language, and his purpose was
to gain ethnographical material on the institution known as Hevehe.
Before Hevehe is discussed, a lesser event will be described in which young boys were initiated
into adulthood. It is a mask ceremonial and is in no way related to the Hevehe which is of a religious
nature.
It begins with tricking the boys and capturing them. The procedure is for one of the young men
who has helped to bring the masks in from the bush to climb a tree for a coconut. Meanwhile the
young boys with their maternal uncles are walking together when attention is called to the one in
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the tree. When the boys look up to see, large cone-shaped masks are plunked over their heads and
they are hurried away, some resisting and others crying. Once they reach a clearing, the masks are
taken off. The boys’ uncles remain jovial and playful all the while, but the boys themselves are
somewhat embarrassed as they are dressed in a suit of bark fibers which extends from the shoulders
to above the knees. The younger novices are regarded affectionately whilst the older boys may be
the butt of a scolding if there is some grievance against them. No reply is made by the initiates,
now “kovave”, as kovave do not speak. This term is used to refer to the type of mask, to the initiates
and to bush spirits who were once human.
By the time they are fussed over for a while, the boys begin to build up a sense of pride. The
next stage is to try to move about in the costume. The awkwardness is comical at the start, but
soon the boys are springing about easily. It isn’t as though they do not know what’s expected as
they have seen their elders perform. That evening the masks are put aside and the night is spent in
the men’s house singing appropriate songs. The next day at dawn the kovave are to make their
formal entry into the village.
Soon after daybreak, while we are waiting in the village, a chant is heard in the
distance, mostly in monotone but with a strange catchy rhythm. It is sung by the
escort of the first kovave; and presently we see a band of befeathered and beweaponed
youths carrying numerous streamers of fresh green coconut leaves emerge from the
bush and turn along the beach, running fast as they sing. Once opposite their eravo
(men’s house) they suddenly extend, and disclose in their midst the first of the
kovave. He enters the village, takes a turn or two about the open space before the
eravo, and then trots sedately up the ramp (to its door). If the wearer be a young boy,
he will be staggering so with fatigue by this time that it is necessary for a man to
shepherd him along and help him up the final slope.
One by one or in groups, the remaining kovave come in. They are doffed by the
initiates as they arrive and set up their places in the eravo; but before the last have
come in, the first are already out on the beach again. (Williams 1940:143–4)
For a month or more the kovave parade up and down the beach or chase little boys. A half hour
in the blazing sun is enough at one time. As do most initiation ceremonies, the kovave ends in a
feast of celebration. Gifts of armlets, pearl shells and other ornaments are bestowed on the boys
by their maternal uncles who receive, in turn, the gift of a pig from the boy’s father. Women cook
the food which is placed in long rows of pots filled to the brim.
There are further episodes during the evening in the name of sport where some kovave enact a
raid on a neighboring men’s house, stealing in while the occupants are asleep. Those asleep they
poke with rods to rile them. At this signal all the men and boys and the kovave engage the neighbors
in a mock fight which pushes them back into their own eravo. Later that night the masks are taken
to the bush for next day’s ceremony.
Early the next morning the pigs that have been trussed up for twenty-four hours, are brought
from under houses, and a crowd collects.
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A single shell trumpet is heard, turning to a throbbing discord as others join in, and
presently, in answer to this summons, the two leading kovave are seen entering the
village from the bush. They are now armed with full-sized bows and arrows, and as
they near the eravo, without abandoning their almost majestic style, they are seen to
be peering about in order to locate their respective pigs. The wearer of a kovave has
only a limited field of vision, for he looks through small holes in the bark-cloth
covering his head piece—so that his movements are sometimes laughably slow and
deliberate. But, now, having sighted his pig, he leaps over it in his stride; turns about
and leaps over it again; and then, halting before it, fits an arrow to his bow. Strong
men are chosen to wear the mask on this occasion, for it would be unseemly for the
kovave to fail ... he shoots one arrow and then makes off, leaving his victim in the
throes of death. One after another, all the kovave come to dispatch their pigs.
(Williams 1940:146–7)
When all the kovave have shot their pig, the meat is singed and butchered. Some are huge
animals. At mid-afternoon the shell trumpets sound for the kovave to return to receive their
butchered pig, and they stagger off under its weight.
Away from the village a crowd of men and boys gather to cut up the meat for distribution. At
this time the maternal uncles are repaid. The bedraggled masks are tossed in a heap, their use
finished, and burned up. An old man standing before the fire exhorts the kovave to return home to
the bush, adding:
We have fed you. Do not be angry with us. When other strong men of our village
have pigs for you, they will sound the shell trumpet. Harken and come again.
(Williams 1940:149)
The kovave have been present symbolically, and here is yet another example of the fusion of
reality and fantasy. The boys are their sons, but in masquerading as bush spirits, the spirits embody
them. It is New Guinea reasoning that this transformation can take place. If pressed, some will
admit it is only enactment and not really efficacious; on the other hand, if there is a slight chance
that the drama might put them on good terms with invisible forces, they continue the cycle.
The practice of holding two opposing views is observed with some astonishment by foreigners
who forget the superstitions denied, but held to, in their own culture. Take for example the brideto-be who carefully slips the tied ribbons from her gifts and takes care not to tear the wrapping.
Why not use scissors to aid the laboriousness? Because it will bring bad luck, harm, to the marriage
or in giving birth. Does she believe this to be true? No, but she still adheres to the superstition.
Many other examples could be given.
Ceremonies such as kovave added color and excitement to lives that were, for the most part,
hum-drum. Peoples of New Guinea had no other forms of recreation that were not introduced.
Indeed, most peoples respond to drama and pageantry. Does it matter if their equivalent is not so
well scrubbed as a masked ball and not so erudite as Shakespeare?
What deeply impresses is that their ceremonies benefit society. All the villagers play for
awhile. All have some role to fill and vicariously register the worth instilled in these youngsters as
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they pass through the first chapter of their lives. What is more, they become with the ceremony,
the focus of the elder males’ attention. They are honored by them; and they are reprimanded also,
indicating the authority structure to which they must submit. The imagination, order and unity of
spirit this ceremony provides surely must classify it as innocent fun.
All things of a secretive nature are stored in the men’s clubhouse, the eravo. In the cool shade
of their den, the men may withdraw from the heat of the day, from everyday affairs, from the
women, and one might add, from responsibility. Women have no like retreat anywhere in New
Guinea. Without complaining, women carry on the routine work of preparing and cooking food
for all to eat. Elaborate ceremony which includes the making of costumes, singing and dancing, is
men’s domain, and the women’s role in it is non-essential. Whatever exists in the realm of
philosophy or religion is conjured and executed by the men. Although there is no sense of a
superior being, or Creator, spirits are placated, and the masks and effigies made by the men become
images regarded animistically as living spirits, either of dead relatives or bush spirits of whom
people are afraid. The paradox is that both men and women know that men’s hands have formed
these “spirits”, and yet they are able to remove themselves from reality to participate in a makebelieve world in which these artifacts have life. The men’s club-house is choked with emblems
suspended from rafters where they swing eerily. Narrow, oval and flat, these tapa-cloth emblems
are painted in bold patterns which abstract the features of a face. There were in Williams’ time
well over hundred of these in eravo. As for the masks of the ceremony know as Hevehe,
From the apex of the structure (eravo) there projects a tall spike swathed in painted
bark cloth; behind and beneath it hangs a voluminous drapery of shredded bast (bark),
pale straw-colored. Scores of these queer figures occupy the space on either side,
shoulder to shoulder, their ample skirts reaching to within a foot or so of the floor.
(Williams 1940:159)
Of lesser prominence in the house are thick boards taken from canoes that are obsolete and
carved deeply into an anthropomorphic human face or figure depicting bush spirits with whom the
carver has formed an alliance. These seem to be emblems of personal magic, the bush spirit having
promised the carver success in hunting or fishing. The carver encounters such a mythical spirit in
a dream. As long as the story is not revealed, the magic is said to have success. Many of these
effigies are very old and have become the property of the eravo.
All of these objects are from time to time fumigated, repainted and placated with offerings of
food. Any movement in the house such as one of the wood plaques (hohao) falling or an object
dropping from the ceiling, and so on, are regarded as messages from the spirits. Many claim to
have seen the spirit of one of these plaques. Williams reports that the plaques, in general, are
ignored though they are retained.
The eravo building itself is inhabited by a pervading spirit called “grandmother”, or for other
eravos “grandfather”, “ancient names belonging to the mythologies of the founders of these
eravos” (Williams 1940:160).
If not actually worshipped or prayed to, they are believed to have the power to exert good or
bad fortune to the people according to the attention paid them. The name of “grandmother” is used
in the laying of the eravo’s foundations; the pillar is her “shin bone”, the first floor board her
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“backbone” etc. in a web of magical practices associated with the construction of an eravo.
Williams obtained the names of several of the “grandmothers”, one of whom was the mother of
Kivavia who is said to have originated betel-nut. Also residing in the eravo are the ghosts of true
ancestors. The spirits of the dead continue to dwell where they lived in bodily form although in
the absence of any systematic eschatology; the Elema, like people in many other parts of New
Guinea, are vague in their views on an afterlife. The spirits of ancestors can live on only if they
are remembered. As one Eastern Highlander responded, “Where do they go?”
Male initiation among the Elema is to gain entrance to one of the three male cults, the greatest
of which is called Hevehe in which the tallest mask, also called Hevehe, is featured. According to
Williams, the same type of mask was used by people along the Southern Coast from Aivei to Cape
Possession (Williams 1940:90). The mask’s name is given to an entire cycle of ceremonies which
belong to it, a cycle which may stretch to a period of twenty years which begins with construction
of a new eravo followed by the manufacture of elaborate costumes. Hevehe with the prefix marefers to sea monsters, dangerous and powerful fish such as sharks, whales, drifting flotsam,
concealed rocks, etc. the defeat of whom is the final ceremony on the beach. The cycle is too
elaborate to relate here. It indeed merits a book, and the reader is referred to Williams’ book which
treats the long series of events in detail. Some episodes in the serial will be quoted from Williams,
but none will be dealt with exhaustively. Nothing like Hevehe exists in Western culture or perhaps
in any other. It is full of surprise, drama, colorful spectacles and good humor. The fun of the event,
its recreational aspect, seems to far outweigh its underlying raison d’etre.
In synopsis, the Hevehe cycle commences with long intervals of collecting the natural materials
needed for the masks and their over-mantles, such materials as bark made into cloth, coconut, cane,
paint, sago-leaf, feathers and so on. The constructions are carried out by the men except for one
item, the over-mantles, which the women make from the central shoot of the sago palm.
Before each stage of the cycle, huge quantities of food must be amassed for feeding the many
guests that will come. As is customary, guests will dance, rather than the hosts. The first such event
takes place after completion of the eharo masks. This is the third type of Elema mask, in addition
to kovave and Hevehe. Eharo masks are made of cane frames covered with bark cloth and left to
the imagination of the wearer as to what fanciful shape it will take. Some are “grotesque headpieces” with the wearer’s body dressed in a suit of tapa-cloth dyed a brilliant yellow. Masks cover
the head and shoulders, and the typical eharo mask has a totem mounted on it—a bird, dog, tree,
mushroom, reptile, fish or other. Williams likens the costuming to that of a carnival, the
participants giving “full reign to their humour ...” (Williams 1940:266). Some mask mounts depict
mythological beings well known to all Elema. Other masks have a tall superstructure edged with
springs of feathers which bounce up and down as the dancer moves. These sprigs or tufts are
mounted close together and extend out rather than upwards and make a spectacular show.
Prelude to any sing-sing is the tuning of the drums, a few practice steps in private, and last
minute touches on costuming. With Hevehe, rehearsals continue through the week prior to the
festival. The eharo masks are not made in the host village, but are brought and worn by the guests
for their dances. Each eharo mask is made by a maternal uncle on request of his nephew. The
rehearsal begins with a pair of dancers descending a ramp from the club-house and wearing masks
with superstructures edged with tufts of feathers. Each carries a drum as they “shuffle” down the
ramp and begin to beat time... “performing a sort of stationary goose-step. The rhythm quickens
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and the great grotesque figures begin to circle round, each on his own spot and in opposite
directions” (Williams 1940:266).
Older men on the sidelines criticize the dancers, all in good humor, and demonstrate how the
steps and postures should be. Next to descend are pairs of dancers dressed in sago-leaf cloaks with
vertical stripes of red, yellow and cream. “These have to master a more complicated series of
movements, advancing side by side, first forwards and then backwards, and beating their drums
alternately—a trick which they find very difficult” (Williams 1940:268).
In the succeeding days a welter of colorful events follow. When village verandas are loaded
with food and decorated “like stalls at a fair,” two emissaries of the guests arrive clothed from
head to foot in sago-leaf dyed red and yellow. They carry bows and arrows and wear masks brightly
painted—one yellow with black spots and the other black with colored spots. Their expression was
that of a staring figure having a crooked mouth. On hearing their wrist and ankle rattles, the
villagers ran down to the beach to meet them, and followed them with great excitement. They
paused to dance:
First they revolved together face to face, then quickly turned and revolved back to
back, all the time leaning to one side as if to topple over. Having done this once or
twice very skilfully, they sharply twanged their bows and set off again at a jog trot.
(Williams 1940:270)
They repeated their dance before the men’s house and went from house to house performing it.
The next event was to make a new door for the men’s house which was to figure in the Hevehe
cycle’s climax. So that it could be opened from the outside, a hinge of cane was made. The door
itself was made of coconut mats decorated with sprigs of croton leaves stuck into the mat and
overhung with pale green leaves of the sago, which fell like a curtain.
In the night there came other visitors, mainly to collect a tribute of food. These carried
firebrands and flapped their arms to represent flying foxes (bats) that feed at night.
The next day, amidst a throng of ecstatic supporters, Orokolo villagers wearing eharo masks
entered to the sound of drums and rattles. Thus began the climactic events of Hevehe. The women
of the host village, armed with sticks, rushed toward them with menacing looks and shouts in a
mock skirmish, as if defending their village. But the crowd swept on into the village, the eharo
congregating before the veranda of the men’s house where sat four or five elders completely
unmoved by it all. Several other eharo parties from other villages (Hohoro, Vailala and
Pareamanu) entered, subsequently thronged by adoring female relatives. Simultaneously, clowns
entertained and skits were enacted amid roars of laughter while delightful children dressed in
masks of coconut fibers that rose to a peak in the back and with legs covered in banana leaves,
darted in and out of the crowd shooting at the food on the verandas with their tiny bows and arrows.
These sprites were known as “little lizards”.
Two special dances were performed on the beach. These have proper names, viz. Apuviri
performed by villages on the bay and Yahe performed by the bush villages. The latter has seven
sets of performers: four drummers (two blackened with charcoal and two covered with dry mud)
whose faces were hidden behind cassowary plumes, two youths disguised as girls, men wearing
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headdresses out of which protruded long tubular mangrove fruits, two men carrying miniature
bows and wearing a cape down their backs which pictured birds, then several pairs of eharomasked men and about twenty dancers, themselves decorated in headdresses. Last came the
fireflies, little boys who circle around the entire party. The dance itself takes a circular formation.
In the center are the drummers and singers, and the beautifully decorated dancers circle around
them slowly. On the outskirts stand the women who do not circle but swing their skirts to the
rhythm of the drums.
The Apuviri dancers meanwhile have been waiting for the arrival of the second party.
From time to time their drums beat and the whole mass breaks into a stationary dance.
The women and girls, their breasts and shoulders reddened with ochre, their round
heads freshly barbered in pretty patterns, and their necks and arms bedecked with
every piece of jewelry—shells, beads, or dog’s teeth—that they possess, are ranged
in masses around the dancers. Every one of them has her head turned in the same
direction, down the beach toward the second party; but as their own drums strike up
afresh, they turn inwards in a flash and begin, as if automatically, to dance.
Suddenly—with that remarkable unanimity which seems to dispense with any
necessity for orders—the Apuviri party is on the move. There is a rush of unattached,
beweaponed men to line the way for a better view; there is the same patrolling of the
entrance by magicians with their cassowary switches; and the same fierce attack and
counter-attack by the women. But the dance party, three times as great as those of the
morning, sweeps irresistibly on. Clouds of dust and sand fill the air, through which
the afternoon sun shines on the tall brave front of Aivaroro Ravi (men’s house).
Above the tumult we may distinguish two great hornbill masks with necks
outstretched and regularly flapping wings; behind them, two tall ‘trees’, swaying
unsteadily and trailing long ribbons of fluttering bark-cloth. So they advance to the
eravo, where once again we see the old men, undecorated and unmoved, chewing
their betel on the veranda.
When in a few moments the second party enters the village in rear of the first,
there must be a press of several thousand people. The house-verandas are crowded
with onlookers, and many more are standing about or moving up and down the village
after the eharo, who have broken off to perform their separate dances. Every female,
old or young, has attached herself to some eharo or other and is dancing to the sound
of its drum. Now one catches sight of a dog hurtling through the air. Its owner has
caught it unawares by the hind legs, and with one fatal swing dashed its body on the
ground. It is an impromptu present to some eharo-maker, and next we see the
portentous masked figure leap over it, perform one or two departing capers, and then
make off to the rear of the eravo. Many bound pigs have been laid in the path of the
other eharo, and these, accepted in the same dramatic way, are speedily picked up
and carried off by the aukahura (maternal kin) or okeahi (trading friend) concerned,
while the wearer of the mask disappears into the eravo to relieve himself of his
burden. (Williams 1940:279–80).
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In the cool of the evening the dance gets into its full swing. The scene is now
lit by fires, and sometimes by torches of dry coconut leaves held aloft by the hosts,
and their uncertain means of illumination make it the more fascinating. The
magnificently befeathered idihi-vira (dancers) troop round in an endless circle,
holding themselves upright and stiff for fear their headdresses might come to some
harm; and the singers and drummers in the centre, first listening to the presenter’s
cracked tenor while he gives them a stanza of the ballad, burst into full chorus when
he has finished. The women and girls have flocked to the scene in still greater
numbers. Whenever there is a pause, they chatter and giggle among themselves, but
no sooner do the drums strike up again than they turn, as unanimous as a shoal of
fish, to renew their dancing, facing inwards toward the centre and with occasional
downward glances of approval at their own swinging skirts. It is, indeed a festive
scene, and none are enjoying themselves as much as they. (Williams 1940:282)
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At about 9.00 p.m. the shell trumpet is heard in the distance, signalling the arrival of ma-hevehe
(sea monster) which is really the arrival of many initiated men visitors. Drums cease, the dancers
disperse, fires are extinguished, and the women scurry to their houses. The men gather before the
men’s house with “terrifying sounds they produce”; then there is a dramatic silence, a signal to
retreat; the ma-hevehe departs, and the dance resumes.
All guests have gone and a two-day period of pig feasting and preparation of Hevehe masks
begins. During this time all women and children leave the village, as utmost secrecy must be
maintained. The women are given the impression that the sea monster has taken the pigs, which
are eaten solely by initiated males. Many colorful ceremonies intervene before the Hevehe masks
make public appearance. Young men are passing through various stages of being initiated into the
cult by being given gifts alternating with lectures on behavior and learning to wear the heavy
masks. To keep balance and move lightly under the weight of the Hevehe mask, which is twenty
feet tall, while dancing and playing a drum is no mean feat.
The work of painting and feathering these immense masks requires a good amount of
perseverance during a seven-week stretch. The women again leave the village while the men in
Hevehe masks, to the sound of the bull-roarer accompanied by drums, descend the ramp from the
evaro in rehearsal for the big day. The bull-roarer is the voice of the sea monster and is a warning
to the uninitiated to stay away.
There is a time for gift-giving to women and girls for all their work in making sago-leaf mantles
for the men and for collecting and preparing much food. One ceremony of the “yellow bark cloth
boys” was especially noted by Williams. Males of all ages took part, dressed in a sleeveless tunic
to the thighs and belted at the waist, and with a kerchief-like headgear also made of bark cloth
dyed a bright yellow. Their arms and legs were painted with oil and red ochre, their faces in black
and red designs. Frayed sago-leaf dyed russet adorned elbows, wrists, knees and ankles. In his
headgear each male wears one hornbill feather for every Hevehe he has participated in, and these
feathers are surrounded by four yellow and white cockatoo feathers. Here is the tableau: The old
men have emerged from the eravo and, pausing on the ramp, sing a stately song, then disperse
uneventfully to their houses, when one old man snatches an axe from his veranda and runs back to
the men’s house and shouts the cue, “Who has stolen the bark-cloth of my grandsons?” Williams
continues.
I cannot pretend to describe how it was all done. But instantaneously the barriers
were torn down from within and all (the harehare-akore) leapt forward to scale the
kora papaita (scaffolding). In the bare space of a minute, it was manned from top to
bottom, the bigger boys and men climbing with reckless agility to the uppermost
timbers, the little ones swarming on to the lower. The whole structure became a living
wall of brilliant yellow, set off with points of red and black. Once in position,
shoulder to shoulder, every man and boy stood motionless except that he waved
slowly before him a graceful panache of cassowary plumes tipped with white
cockatoo feathers ... Theatrically its success was beyond question ... the spectators ...
as they advanced, sped arrow after arrow, to pass over the heads of the Yellow BarkCloth Boys and sink into the face of the evaro. (Williams 1940:325)
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At last comes the formal appearance of the Hevehe, called Mairava (revelation), the climax of
the cycle. The sea monster must first bring the drums. At 2.00 a.m. the shell-trumpet was sounded
to call the ma-hevehe. Women hid and eventually the sound of the monster’s approach was heard,
made by groups of men at intervals down the beach. Their leaders carried drums which were left
inside the men’s house. At the time of their procession, the older men gathered up every known
drum, and all were placed in the eravo, around fifty of them. Suddenly one of the elders beat his
stick on the floor boards and all the drums thundered. The drummers stamped their feet at the same
time to activate their ankle rattles, but rhythms were purposely irregular to create a din. This
fatiguing activity continued for two hours, at which time the women’s anxiety burst its seams, and
they threw themselves into a dance, some of them addressing the Hevehe, “Come out! I want to
see you. I have worked for you. In rain and heat I have made sago; I have carried food from the
gardens; I have paddled up the rivers; I have shivered in the water catching fish; I have burnt my
hand cooking! All for you! I want to see you and to touch you. Come out!” (Williams 1940:353–
4). The uproar of the women, demanding to see their Hevehe, fruit of their labors, is the advent of
their participating role in the long cycle of events.
It was just before dawn when the door to the thirty-foot entrance swung open to reveal the first
of the Hevehe standing at the threshold. Williams describes the moment:
There are many dramatic situations in the cycle, but none can compare with this
supreme moment when the Hevehe, after well night twenty years of confinement,
issue forth to commence the brief fulfilment of their existence. In the grey light of
early morning the first of them ‘Koraia’ stood framed against the blackness of the
open door—a tall fantastic figure, silvery white, its coloured patterns in the
atmosphere of dawn appearing pale and very delicate. The garishness, the
grotesquerie, that full daylight and a near view might discover were now blurred;
they faded into something fairy-like. (Williams 1940:357)
The waiting crowd was struck dumb at the sight. The Hevehe now started down
the ramp to the accompaniment of his drum and ankle rattles, followed by the Hevehe
that was the other drum leader. One hundred and twenty others descended in the same
stately way, passing through the spectators and heading for the beach. Every woman
and girl identified with one of the Hevehe and following him along, dancing around
him as he moved. “... Intent on their own movements and those of their gigantic
leaders, the dancers uttered no sound, but their faces wore smiles of unaffected
delight ... in some marvelous way the bands of girls managed to dodge each other
and, without dropping a step, to follow their Hevehe in its most erratic movements
until it gained the beach and could manoeuvre freely” (Williams 1940:358).
The escort of dancing girls is aptly called “a flock of mountain birds”. The month long dancing
of the Hevehe was one of “general happiness” and for the women and girls, “one of bliss”.
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Williams describes the picture further:
It is a pretty, bright-coloured picture, the charm of which is not lost in its repetition.
And somehow it is an amusing one, so that it is hard to watch it without a smile on
one’s face. In the centre are the portentous figures of the Hevehe, with their staring
eyes and their fierce jaws abristle with teeth, their mantles rising and falling, and their
human arms and legs vigorously belabouring the drums and kicking up the dust.
Though they are 20 feet high and more, they dance, not lightly—that would be a sheer
impossibility—but with amazing animation ... In contrast to the ponderous style of
the Hevehe, the movements of the girls are light and graceful. They respond, as
dancers should, to every moment of their gigantic partner, and, as they have no loads
to carry, they easily tire him out. (Williams 1940:361)
The cycle ends reluctantly on the part of the women who mourn the end of their shining
moments with the Hevehe. The drums ceased, the masks suddenly of no use, were tossed aside and
later burned up without ceremony. The social extravaganza has ended.
It is in the men’s house that the spiritual side of the Hevehe cycle is recalled and acted upon.
This part consists of a procession to the beach with all the debris from mask preparation. Several
elder leaders waved a switch of cassowary plumes to cast spells over the ocean, their voices
overlapping one another, as they reminded the ma-hevehe that he had eaten their pigs and sago,
and now they beckoned his presence. They waited twenty minutes for some sign. Some spotted a
black fin in the water and gave a shout whereupon the entire throng quickly reacted by flinging
themselves and the rubbish into the sea—men, women, girls and boys. “... and for some ten
minutes, amid shouting and laughter, the baths continued” (Williams 1940:352).
The author attempted to discover the significance of one of the plaques from the men’s house
which was carried in the procession, but the consensus seemed to be that it was simply tradition,
custom, its history vague, like so many customs of oral traditions. The deeper or spiritual
significance of the ma-hevehe, except for the old men who try to retain the memory of its origin,
fades over the years. Some of the Elema believe ma-hevehe may exist, but most only pretend to
out of deference to custom, social unanimity, cultural identification and most assuredly do they
sanction the fun, spectacle, drama and good humor which the cycle contributes to the community.
Akoye
Henry Whitney and his wife Virginia [née Morris—rev.]are linguists working in the Gulf Province.
Henry writes of the Akoye people of the Gulf Province of Papua New Guinea:
... a fairly isolated group by late-1980s standards. The nearest road, school and
medical facilities are four hours’ walk away, the nearest airstrip seven hours’ walk.
Akoye culture, like most of the other Angan groups of Papua New Guinea, is
extremely individualistic, with people living by clans in small hamlets, rather than
there being anything like a village. The sing-sing style reflects this individualism,
with every person doing pretty much his own thing and group cohesiveness not
readily apparent.
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Almost all (more than 90%) of the music heard in the village where we live is
unchanged traditional music. While some aspects of material culture have been
affected by contact with the surrounding national culture, such as the importation of
axes and bush knives, a visitor is first struck by the absence of basic imported
technology (i.e. cooking pots and plates), and by the presence of grass skirts, bark
capes, bamboo cookware and banana leaf eating vessels, and houses constructed
entirely of bush materials. Most men wear a bark cloth in the rear, covering from his
waist to just below the knees, and a reed skirt (actually, about five layers of reed
skirts) in the front about the same length. Often the sides of the pelvis are bare, though
the buttocks and pubic regions are always well covered. Women wear a reed skirt
(about five layers also) that comes to just above the knees in front and just below the
knees in the rear. Shirts were rarely worn by either sex in the early 1980s, though by
1987 about half of the people regularly wore shirts, the proportion increasing
noticeably during special occasions.
Because they live on land that is not desirable for development or other
exploitation, they have simply been left out of much of the change experienced in
most of the country.
Social sing-sings have not reached the Akoye area. The closest thing they have
to a social sing-sing is a dance at Christmastime when we are in the village, when for
a night or two they will “dance your Kisamisi” (Christmas).
All other sing-sings are ayai, which is the traditional way for a man to end the
mourning period after the death of his spouse or relative. These sing-sings usually
last a week or more, from the time the man returns from months in the bush gathering
meats to pay off debts, until the night when he cooks the meats and gives them to
those to whom he is indebted.
During this time, dancing goes ideally from sunset to sunrise, but the actual
dancing time is considerably shorter. Male dancers begin to prepare for the night’s
festivities in the mid-afternoon by readying their inkäs, or headdresses. If the area
where the ayai is to be held is far away from where the people sleep, they will leave
around sunset for a temporary shelter 10 minutes’ walk or so from the dancing
ground. There they may eat and/or continue putting together inkäs and adjusting
drums until 9 p.m. or later. Then they will walk to just out of sight of the actual
dancing area, put on the inkäs, and make final adjustments to drums. Once everyone
in the group is ready, they will make a grand entrance into the dance area, sing and
dance with vigor for perhaps 10 minutes, and from then on take long rests between
dances until just before sunrise, when everyone packs up and goes home.
The man’s headdress is called an inkä, which is probably derived from inko,
the word for “bird”, ä and o respectively being noun-class markers appended to the
same root. Many birds have spiritual significance and are shooed away on sight as
being manifestations of evil spirits.
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The inkä is a pole some three metres long (20mm diameter at the bottom, 10mm
at the top) with a bird-of-paradise mounted, tail up, at the top and a flat paddle-shape
at the bottom to rest against the small of the dancer’s back. Just below the bird-ofparadise are two one-and-a-half to two-metre long poles (5–10mm diameter) which
stick straight out the front, and have the largest white cockatoo feathers the dancer
can find on the end of them. (ayai is often called atäwä, the word for cockatoo, and
“I will dance his ayai” means the same thing as “I will dance his atäwä”.) The vertical
pole is strapped around the dancer’s body and also is strapped to a brace at the
forehead, meeting the vertical pole perhaps 600mm above the head. Usually the
dancer will wear some sort of padding between his head and the brace in front and
the pole in back. Even so, the vigorous dancing motions cause considerable chafing,
especially of the forehead. Covering the inkä from just below the forward-sticking
poles is a kopäyafi, which is gathered at the top and fastened around the head. If it is
long enough, it can cover the shoulders and body as well ... with the conical shape up
on top. ...
In addition, men usually wear their grass and bark and a shirt if they have it.
However, there seems to be no rule about this, and more and more often one will see
a person attired entirely in western clothes and an inkä. In former times, before the
advent of the kopäyafi, the inkä was covered with the traditional bark cape, but now
men would rather not dance at all than to dance without kopäyafi, It seems to be most
important that the reeds or clothing look as new as possible.
Women wear grass skirts rather like their everyday apparel, though for an ayai
they will be sure to have at least one layer of new reeds, for the sake of appearance.
If she owns a shirt, she will almost certainly wear it. This is probably for appearance,
but another reason could be the fact that nights get uncomfortably cold and ayais go
on even in the rain. When dancing, at least at the beginning of the night, she will
carry in each hand leafy branches, which are planted ski-pole style as she dances.
The dance area is flat ground, which is to say comparatively flat, as the Akoye
live in very rugged terrain ... there will be some flat ground, usually 15 square metres
or so, surrounded by ground that is sloping gently enough to be easily negotiated at
night. The area has more than one access, and at one edge the host will have built a
small temporary house where he will sit during the entire proceedings.
When a group first comes into the dance area, they will sing and dance in as
much space as they need immediately upon entering the area. Placement of the
dancers seems to be random. The men stand in one place and simultaneously bend
slightly at the waist, nod their head, and bend their knees at every beat of the pusä,
i.e., every second or so. This is while singing. The desired effect is to make the
cockatoo-feather poles go up and down as far as possible, the feathers making an arc
from three metres above the dancer’s head to almost his knees.
If the man is married, his wife will dance within three metres of him, but they
do not appear to be dancing together in the Western sense of social dancing.
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Movements are not coordinated, neither is the music, and if one of them stops for any
reason, the other usually just keeps dancing.
Women dance by holding on to the leafy branches they plant beside them, and
by swinging their hips back and forth as they sing. The desired effect seemed to be
that of swinging the skirts as high as possible.
As mentioned above, this sort of dancing can only be kept up for 15 minutes or
so. Usually after their voices give out, dancers will continue their motions in subdued
form for a half-hour or so, singing occasionally. When the dancers finally get tired,
they will sit down around a fire and visit for most of the night, casually watching
other groups as they arrive. There does not seem to be any sort of competition among
groups to outdo anyone else in vigor or appearance.
Towards midnight or later, after all the groups have arrived, men and women
will eventually walk in a circle somewhere near the middle of the dancing ground.
The men will be hitting their pusas as they walk, though they will not be walking
strictly in time to them; though they will nod their heads, there is not nearly the
intensity there was when they first arrived. In the same way, women will walk with
a noticeable swivel to swing their skirts, and they may be carrying their branches and
shaking them to make the leaves rustle, but not as intensely as at first. By 3 a.m.,
there will be only a minority of the people walking the circle. Most people will be
sitting around the fire talking or sleeping.
For the men, an Akoye sing-sing involves elaborate preparations of the
headdress and drum. Coloured cloth has totally replaced the traditional bark cape
which was once the main covering of the headdress. The women’s appearance has
changed from her everyday apparel primarily by the newness of her reed skirt and
shirt, if she owns one. Dancing is an individual matter, along with the choice of song;
its timing, placement and duration seem to be left entirely to the individual. This is a
reflection of the individualism that characterizes Akoye and other Angan cultures as
a whole. (Whitney 1989:MS).
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It is possible to delete parts of a sing-sing without destroying the artistic whole. Sometimes a group
that has become Christian will insist on some modification. For example, Ernie Richert, translator
and linguist in the Guhu Samane language of Morobe Province, reported in the late 1960s that the
men wanted to perform a sing-sing to celebrate completion of the New Testament in their language.
An argument erupted among the men as to whether their Christian principles could permit such a
performance. They were wise enough to eventually recognize that it was only one item of dress, a
red feather in the center of the headdress, that stood for something (not revealed) incompatible
with their Christian stance. When the feather was removed, all else was acceptable and appropriate
to their celebration in song and dance.
In another instance, in East New Britain during my first visit to the Baining people, the villagers
treated my student intern, Susan Richardson, and me to a surprise performance of their famous
Fire Dance. I was curious to see what the response of one of the Christian leaders would be. He, it
turned out, was the one to direct us by torchlight to the clearing where the spectacle was to take
place.
Two stools appeared out of nowhere, and we were seated alongside a wide clearing. Feeling
somewhat conspicuous as a grandstand of two, we tried to look busy with our recorders. Soon a
group of men carrying lengths of bamboo emerged out of the darkness and collected at the edge
of the firelight. Before we recognized them as the musicians, they began to strike their stamping
tubes on some flat rocks where they were seated. The sound seemed the more sudden because of
the vigorous tempo and irregular rhythms to which the men chanted at a pace so quick as to not
sound like language at all. Now men began to step rhythmically, in keeping with the very quick
tempo. They danced first near the musicians, and once they were psychologically prepared, went
to the fire, dancing nearer and nearer it, then around it, and then right through the middle of it. One
after the other tried it until figures were darting in all directions, crisscrossing the huge fire whose
flames leapt up three or four feet high. The participants’ ages seemed to range somewhere between
twenty and thirty. Children did not participate; neither did older men as agility and endurance were
essential. Dancing into the fire, they are blinded by smoke and flames, and often come down upon
charred branches that give way under their weight. On one occasion I saw a dancer fall with a
crackling thump and showers of sparks. His fellow dancers rushed to help him up, then all
continued to dance. My eyes were fixed this night on the fellow known to be a Christian leader.
Before long he darted into the arena and was dancing with his friends, his bare feet and legs were
seen to disappear into the flames and emerge again along with the others. Observing that no one
was suffering injuries, we began to note an air of light-heartedness and dare-deviltry as if the men
were challenging each other as to how slowly they could pass through the flames. Some were able
to remain in the center of the fire for five or more seconds as the stamping tubes and chanting
continued to excite, and this continued far into the night.
The next day there was opportunity to discuss with some of the church leaders the mysteries
of the Fire Dance. To the uninitiated spectator, it seemed that some force, probably demonic, kept
the dancers from being burned. My question was, “How is it that you men do not get burned by
the flames?” The unexpected reply was, “We do!” The feet, of course, have been toughened over
the years of being unshod, but the legs do get singed. My next question, “Can a Christian perform
this dance without self-recrimination, or shame?” The answer that came was as insightful as it was
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startling, “Yes, it is all right for a Christian to participate in the Fire Dance as long as there are no
masks. They are incompatible with Christianity.” Suffice it to say that one without full knowledge
of the culture has no just means of assessing its expression. A mature Christian within the culture
can make adjustments to conduct in the same way that the Spirit guides Western believers into
making adjustments in their conduct. No people has a monopoly on this sensitivity to the Spirit of
God.
In the matter of magic practices, linguist Dr. Darlene Bee contended that many who were
researching language and anthropology in New Guinea in the sixties were prone to attach more
spiritual basis to the behavior pattern of the indigenes than they themselves did. Very often a
behavior pattern strange in our eyes was, after investigation, no more than an endeavor to make
sense of the world. In the middle of this century many people living in the remote mountain ranges
knew nothing of the outside world. They strove to manipulate nature to their own advantage.
Subsistence was difficult but handled with amazing knowledge of the environment. Still, if
someone purported to know a shortcut (magic) to achieve fertility of crops, a cure for sickness,
success in the hunt, or other, it was worth a try. Many practices were by simple cause and effect,
and if futile in European eyes, it was the only science the New Guinean knew. The literate world
had the capability of recording systematized observance of fact; the New Guinean operated within
a simple concept of aiming for results in a symbolic way. Such practices are termed sympathetic
magic and, as Williams pointed out in 1924, some practices, such as depositing a fragment of a
certain leaf in the hole where a taro shoot is planted in order to make it grow, are so simple that to
label them rites or magic “seems over-pretentious” (Williams 1924:179).
The sympathetic observer will regard such magic as futile, rather than evil. And
should it happen that a magic practice attains results, the Western mind-set regards it
as folk wisdom or common sense. What was added to the planting hole, for instance,
may have been a fertilizing agent. Magic is a cause whose effect is not understood.
The educated consequently label fewer things ‘magic’ than do those who have little
comprehension of how substances will react when certain conditions are fulfilled.
Williams refers to the ‘specific’ magical substance such as charm, talisman, fetish,
and the like as ‘occult’ magic. The substance itself is the unknown which has
inexplicable powers. The magic which takes the form of a routine or procedure is
‘overt’ magic” (Williams 1924:173).
Williams supplied an interesting theory of magic passing through three stages. First, magic has
its origin in impulse and is spontaneous. Second, if a magic process is repeated and passed on to
others, spontaneity gives way to custom. Thus rites and ritual become conventional magic. Third,
reason for its effectiveness may need to be explained by those who practice it” (Williams
1924:171).
Some behavior which the foreigner interprets as casting spells are not so in his own culture,
for example, putting a favored plant in the ground and speaking to it, “Now, grow!” not in belief
of the command, but to express an end hoped for. Many other examples can be cited which have
their counterparts in cultures where magic is not practiced; for instance, the hunter whispering to
himself as he takes aim, “This way, come on, come on, a little to the right ...” or the vacationer’s
plea “No, no, don’t rain ...” ineffective, but verbalized nonetheless. Williams reports that among
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the Orokaiva “the mere hope or wish is in itself regarded as magically potent ... the evil wish may
be transmitted by a look—the ‘evil eye’” (Williams 1924:180).
An important note must be added. Such spells and admonitions, when they are forms of magic,
are intended to act directly on the subject and are not religious in that some spiritual power is an
intermediary agent. This was exemplified time and again during years of living with tribal peoples
in the Eastern Highlands and witnessing attempts at manipulating nature in a pre-scientific way.
These practices tend to fade in time. However, in some well-established rituals where the group is
practicing conventional magic under strong leadership, the ritual does not die easily. Linguists
Velma Foreman and Helen Marten relate an incident at their village on the Sepik River in which a
Christian man contested the belief that spirits called upon produce giant yams; by separating
himself from the cult’s rite and praying to God instead, he planted his yams. Later, when maturing
time was at hand, the Christian’s yams were as large as the others. But even offering “proof” does
not necessarily dissuade others from their routine conduct, not because of rationale, but because it
is more comfortable not to change. One must also not overlook the threat to existing leaders at any
change in existing customs.
Another form of magic is homeopathic magic where “like produces like”. An example of this
is Cargo Cult which has occurred in some form in nearly all regions of Papua New Guinea, and is
believed to have been inspired by the sudden appearance of Western material culture, particularly
during World War II. New Guinea peoples, who had never seen metal, the wheel, cloth or white
men, saw it all drop from the sky in colossal and noisy birds of metal or watched it dis-gorged
from giant ships that poured forth vehicles, tanks and guns. Entire towns were set up overnight.
Cargo Cult then was a movement that attempted to obtain goods of the white man by magical
means. Their reasoning was to imitate some feature of this wondrous civilization, thereby tapping
into the formula that made all these things possible for they, of course, had no historical perspective
on how such material objects evolved. The stories of homeopathic, or imitative, magic are legion.
To cite a few examples, there were the mountain peoples who fashioned an airplane of mud and
sticks to attract a plane down to them. There were coastal peoples who began to imitate hymn
singing, highlanders who began to decorate graves, Sepik River people who shook money in a tin
to make it multiply, all in imitation of the ways of the white man in order to get his magic and
subsequently his goods.
An unintelligible incantation may be the degeneration of a hope or wish once stated intelligibly,
the later practitioners having lost the content but retained the practice. Williams cites an example
in the songs of the Taro Cult which were first addressed to the plant in a form of exhortation, but
later suffered a degeneration of text in which only the names of some Taro varieties is recognizable
to the people. Of more import to them is the retention of the practice whose function prevails.
When magic is spontaneous in order to advantage a person, it is often surpassed by another
idea or fades away as a futile endeavor. When it becomes custom, or conventional magic, and
under the authority of strong leadership, it becomes a cult. Fanatical leaders in such a camp can be
socially harmful and act to indulge themselves alone. A magic-oriented people seem to be readily
duped. It champions the goal. The foreigners’ role in all this is to be cautious against judging the
merits or demerits of any practice unless fully equipped linguistically, and experientially to
understand the covert, if any, intention of external actions. To be thus equipped one must be
conversant in the vernacular, and this is not possible apart from living in the community. Many
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unfair generalities and condemnations have come from well-intentioned outsiders, quick to
condemn what they do not fully understand. Just as harmful are those who through whatever
motive, befriend in order to remodel an indigene in his own image. To inform one need not seek
to clone.
In retrospect, Williams saw the Hevehe cycle as a work of art and more: as a “living
institution”. Those who have indigenous peoples’ welfare at heart, the church and the government,
ponder the question of what is beneficial or detrimental to the population. Given the variety of
opinions as to what the fundamental human needs are, any cultural evaluation is made difficult.
As an anthropologist, Williams attempted a detached role in Elema culture but, as he admits,
having witnessed firsthand all the details of Hevehe and the lives of the people participating in it,
said, “... I cannot regard it as part of an anthropologist’s duty to defend whatever he finds in native
culture; on the contrary, I suggest that, if he ventures into the realm of values, he should be
prepared to adopt a thoroughly critical attitude. But in this particular case, while endeavoring to
keep an open mind, I must confess: the present summing up of Hevehe is almost entirely in its
favour” (Williams 1940:414).
The positive aspects of Hevehe are many:
(1) The cycle has provided every individual with an intense, common interest, for which
no substitute is known.
(2) It has high entertainment value in an otherwise dull existence, providing for color and
pageantry, humor, feasting and general uplifting of spirits.
(3) It affords release to imagination and skill in crafting Elema’s best art form, masks.
(4) An exceptional talent for dramatic creativity is provided in which “every episode is
played out with theatrical effect ...in what may be the longest dramatic
performance in history.”
(5) It encourages the faculties of leadership and organization.
(6) Its need of the huge construction known as evaro (men’s club house) develops
architectural skills.
(7) The unanimity of will, desired in Elema communities, is achieved through the
communal goals of the Hevehe cycle.
(8) It restores a feeling of self-worth in the face of intrusion by larger cultures which are
technologically superior.
(9) It is a powerful influence in uniting tribes distributed over a wide area.
The future of Hevehe, Williams suggested in 1940, is threatened by both internal and external
causes. His fears have been borne out. Internally, the Western Elema as a whole have “embraced
the Mission way of life, and have abandoned other ceremonies”. Some of their reasons against
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renewal of the Hevehe seem to betray a persistent belief in old superstitions such as any breach or
default in the ceremony causing death. Fear of sorcery is the most common argument against the
renewal and is a powerful force which survives, even without the Hevehe. More pragmatic is the
contention that the men are not available. They have, in fact, dispersed in order to make money on
plantations or in urban centers. “Business” has assumed the zeal that once belonged to celebrations.
Then, too, the mystique of the male cults has been diminished by exposure of their secrets to the
women. “Vailala Madness” dating from around 1919 is a case in point. Of this Williams wrote
extensively (see bibliography). Briefly summarized, it was a fanatical movement throughout the
gulf, its origin attributed to several personalities. One, Evara, was susceptible to seizures which
his followers imitated by shaking, and speaking or singing gibberish. Abandonment of self-control
is not uncommon in New Guinea where stress such as that brought about by grief, shock, or work
pressure renders one unable to cope, but the Vailala behavior was self-induced and used by some
to gain power comparable to that of a priest and superseding that of the former chief. “Vailala
Madness” seemed to stem from a multiplicity of new ideas coming from European contact, a mix
of Biblical teaching, technology, foreign products and European habits which could not be
assimilated at one time. Culture shock erupted with many manifestations of “madness”. In the
process, the effectiveness of mask dances was lost. At any rate, the men were afraid the women
would laugh at them if they restored Hevehe. It is interesting that in Arihava when several lesser
ceremonies were restored, the women resumed their pretence of ignorance.
With the changes toward a lifestyle comparable to that of a European, sing-sings of all kinds
are increasingly difficult to organize. Male population has dispersed, mystique is diluted, many
details have been lost by failure to transmit them to the young, artifacts of costuming have been
sold off to collectors, and in short, the task of recapture is too overwhelming. Very few today have
the leadership and knowledge of the traditional to command such high communal effort.
Where there is no evidence of serious harm, the government has traditionally maintained a
non-interference policy. Williams flatly denies rumors of “human sacrifice, incest, and other
abominable crimes” by a magistrate who made a brief visit to the gulf. Concerning this Williams
wrote, “I have discovered nothing to verify them” (Williams 1924:428).
The decline of the Hevehe is relegated to the teachings of locals who are convinced that old
ways are bad and new ways good. Whereas the European missionary may maintain a sympathetic
attitude towards traditional ceremonies, he may be helpless to curb the destructive zeal of his young
teachers who oppose Hevehe on several grounds, one of which is from the Old Testament whereby
the Elema teacher-preacher likens masks to “graven images” which act as “other gods.” A second
grounds is that Hevehe is founded upon lies and deceit. However, it has been shown that much of
this is acknowledged make-believe, an enactment of a myth. A third argument points out the
inequality in expecting the women to provide for the gluttony of the men. Again, it has been shown
that women do not begrudge their lot in the Hevehe cycle, but have their grandest moment at the
revelation of the mask-adorned men for whom they labored and now celebrate in dance.
Finally, there is the contention that the ceremonies are a distraction from more relevant studies.
This may be so, but in some quarters of New Guinea such as the Eastern Highlands and North
Solomons Provinces, an effort is being made to balance education in the learning of the new along
with the old which is their history.
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It seems somewhat presumptuous to attempt to evaluate the sing-sing when it is the unique
expression of another culture. The peoples who produce a sing-sing certainly do not question its
validity as artistic expression. Nevertheless, the views of experienced researchers will be included
here. These are offered in the hope that foreigners who visit or remain long term on this wondrous
island will have a degree of understanding and empathy toward the artistic efforts they may
witness. Two of the researchers, McGregor and Williams, are expatriots who lived with the people,
spoke the vernacular language, and over the years became concerned with the peoples’ humanity
as well as their souls. A third author, Gigimat, is himself a Papua New Guinea national.
Don McGregor confessed that many missionaries and government personnel avoided the singsing. Some missionaries kept their distance believing it to be Satanic; the government kept its for
other reasons. After eight years, McGregor condescended to attend a Fish sing-sing at the
invitation of a Wape friend. He became interested enough in its complexity to study it and thereby
overcame a basic ignorance of the culture. This was the keystone to such anthropological findings
as the inter-relatedness and cohesiveness of the society. The information McGregor obtained
satisfied him that the sing-sing was not “Satanic” and disclosed to him the spiritual world view of
the Wape people. While he points out that this information did not solve the dilemma of syncretism
for Christian missions in the area, it did make clearer the facts to be considered. Concerning the
cultural importance of the Fish sing-sing, he said:
Many of man’s basic needs are met within this complex festival. Spirits and magic
may be unreal to many Westerners but they are reality to the Wape people. Within
the festival the villagers relate themselves with their spiritual world, meeting
religious needs. Both the personal (spirits) and impersonal (magic) spiritual forces
are used to bring about desired results. They view the world as basically hostile, full
of malicious, supernatural power. But in following their ritual they secure a
confidence that they will escape calamities, be healthy, successful in hunting, and
have strong children. Thus they are delivered from a totally fatalistic outlook, and
acquire a measure of confidence and hope. Basic social and psychological needs such
as expression, recognition, identity, security and creative activity are also met with
the festival. Several times during the sing-sing, I saw the people revelling in their
existence ... as they experienced their own identity. (McGregor 1975:82–83)
It is a harsh judgment that condemns the activity of a people in their attempt to cope with a world
little understood. McGregor reached a point of vicarious acceptance of the sing-sing, aware of the
fact that it will change gradually as the people grow in enlightenment. However, change must
come from within the culture if it is to remain the expression of that culture. Condemnation of an
activity by forces from outside the culture tends to force the activity into covert practice which
then leads to either a syncretic burden of attempting to hold conflicting beliefs, or to an outward
pretense of one while holding on to the other. Whereas a gradual change in the sing-sing seems on
the surface to be the ideal, it frequently happens that the most elaborate and time consuming
features are the first to be supplanted. Such is the case of costuming, one of the unique material
expressions of the people. Today one sees participants in Western clothes and various sorts of
incongruous introductions which portray a disintegration of the society. Young men may come
home at the time of a sing-sing with stereo radios, guitars, sunglasses and various other artifacts
from Western culture. The incongruity is both amusing and disappointing to the Western viewer
from whose culture these items are derived. And yet he has no control over change, unless he has
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some recognized authority. As an illustration, Mike Webb, a former teacher at the Sogeri National
High School, who was an expatriate born and raised in New Guinea, organized a sing-sing by the
students who were required to dress in authentic costume. Much travel and effort were necessary
on the teacher’s part to secure authentic dress from various provinces and people, but the results
in the form of an annual show in Port Moresby was a resounding success. This then was one
example of national students retaining the external form of their cultural expression while being
educated in a European way and far from the home environment.
It is not uncommon for traditional leaders to propose the use of sing-sings in Christian settings.
The processional style used in male initiation ceremonies was borrowed by the Usarufas in the
village of Kaarité in 1968. Wanting to do something festive for the Christmas service, the elder
men well versed in ritual, proposed this festive entrance into the church building while singing and
dancing with their drums. Such spontaneous expression of joy added their own personality to the
celebration. McGregor reported a wistful plea on the part of one young Wape man who, after he
had become a Christian, was forbidden to attend sing-sings:
When we sit and sit in our villages and do not sing-sing, the blood does not run
properly through our veins. Did not the Christians in Jesus’ day sing-sing when they
marched triumphantly with him into Jerusalem waving branches of trees and
clothing? Why can’t we do this?. (McGregor 1975:84)
Change is elusive. The changes may not occur at those points the mission or government would
have ordained. Or, they may be of a creative nature which surpasses the imagination of those
outside the culture. One very damaging change may come, and already has in many areas, from
those F.E. Williams refers to as “semi-educated fanatics” who order the abolition of the sing-sing.
These are usually young men who have been schooled away from their people and who make a
decision against the mask-idols, and offerings to spirits. Many would applaud the enlightenment
of these young men, but many would also debate the value of a rash legalism which offends and
rejects the people. The love of God can often be lost in the rush to do for Him.
The sing-sing will change as the culture to which it belongs changes. But that culture is theirs,
and theirs to change. The missionaries’ mandate is not to the gospel of Western culture but to the
gospel of the love of God in Christ. Nor are directives as to Christian behavior the primary function
of missionaries for all Christian behavior is imperfect. If there had been any example of perfect
behavior, there would have been no need of a Perfector.
To sum up some of the social benefits of the Fish sing-sing, it is noted that:
(1) It provided a socially acceptable contact between young men and women which was
otherwise disallowed.
(2) It fostered a personal concern for the sick.
(3) It promoted a psychological uplift.
(4) It unified the community.
(5) It provided amusement and recreation.
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(6) It gave historic continuity to a group whose morale was being threatened.
Some of the negative attributes of the Fish sing-sing are that:
(1) It took time away from the newer obligations of school, church and road work.
(2) It encouraged continued belief in magic and animism.
(3) It manifested false gods.
What in the New Guineans’ new society and belief system can supplant the sing-sing socially
and artistically? It was once thought that sports would answer the void, but that activity centers
around a few young physical specimens and does not implicate the entire village population. The
discipline and time given to learning in schools also does not supply the answers. The expertise of
elder leaders and craftsmen is needed to pass on the skills for self-expression. It is futile to believe
that teaching of Western music, art and dance will create anything but inferior Western art. The
sing-sing is their own. The situation reversed is that of Europeans presenting a Fire Dance. The
product would be a limp imitation. Europeans may have their masquerade ball, but depend heavily
on commercial craftsmen for costuming, musicians and catering. Public education is generally not
respectful of oral tradition and, as a consequence, does little to foster creativity that is linked to
folk arts.
There was an attempt in some New Guinea areas in the late 1970s to have a cultural period in
the week’s schooling whereby local craftsmen instructed the children in their heritage, but this
seems to have been done apart from the curriculum set by the Department of Education; rather,
success or demise of the cultural period depended upon local leaders. The basic idea seems to have
promise, but only if regularly implemented. Church activities also failed to satisfy the urge to singsing. Nothing else was their own expression, and to date, there is no known substitute for the singsing in its achievement of social integration and artistic expression.
It does not seem an insurmountable task for government and missions alike to document
thoroughly, preferably on film, the crafts and music-making of a people so that when change
occurs, and this is inevitable, there may exist a repository of data which may later be utilized. The
sing-sing, devoid of its belief in spirit appeasements and animism, might well be transformed into
a cultural festival toward which there is no animosity from the church or from the scientifically
educated. It may well have to rest a few years in order to take on new meaning which is strictly
social or even Christian, but to lose entirely this unique form of communal expression is to deprive
not only the community, but the wider world audience as well. So it seems a combination of effort
is needed to preserve the historic sing-sing. Academic assistance is needed in the description,
investigation and filming of events, and when an event is well-documented, it can be retaught at a
later date. By then its original belief-system will have been discarded. An academic approach that
is objective, enabling one to film and describe even that which may be unsavory to Western ways
of thinking, is essential. The clowns’ overt behavior is sometimes obscene and may embarrass the
European whereas even the children of New Guinea roll on the ground with laughter at what is to
them ordinary farce. Verbal description cannot transmit the humor of these skits. Only by filming
the response of the people is the hilarity at all contagious. Those in the role of church establishment
might be spared filming what they feel they cannot concur in, yet they may reap the benefit of
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cultural knowledge researched by academicians in various fields of anthropology,
ethnomusicology and psychology. McGregor would enlarge the missionaries’ role to “listen, learn,
understand, feel and be fully aware of the context in which the peoples’ humanity takes shape and
expression” (McGregor 1975:95).
Regarding an evaluation of Western Elema culture, or any constituent part of it, F.E. Williams
asked the question, “To what extent and how well does it provide for the needs, and give scope to
the potentialities, of the Western Elema people having regard to their total environment?”
(Williams 1940:413). He admits that it is a formidable inquiry needing the amassed expertise of
several disciplines. Interestingly, he omitted any artistic expertise, failing to realize that without
the songs, ceremonies such as the sing-sing cannot take place at all. His negative criticism of
Hevehe was not on religious grounds but because of emphasis on the cult, saying that apart from
occasional placating of some spirits, the religious aspect is vague. He does suggest that it may once
have been predominantly religious, but if so, its original meaning is lost. It is not unusual in oral
tradition that the custom remains after the reason for it is forgotten. On the positive side, the
powerful solidarity as various social units drew together was undeniable, and he gives forth
justification for fostering the retention of Hevehe. It bears quoting.
The notion of abolition and replacement is no longer the guiding principle: it is not
the function of the educator to destroy, but to make the most of what exists already.
In the present instance, if we desire to sustain and cultivate the powers and energies
of the Western Elema; to foster their aesthetic, imaginative and creative gifts; to give
them scope for organization, leadership, cooperation, and social intercourse; and to
permit them to indulge in their self-chosen form of recreation—then we have at our
disposal, in Hevehe, the very substance by which these ideals may be turned into
realities. It provides scope and opportunity for their fulfilment on a scale far grander
than does anything they have learnt from the white man. If education values selfexpression in the pupil, then the educator will not supplant, but use, the institution in
which the Western Elema have expressed themselves most nobly. In short, it seems
that the fostering of Hevehe might well be an essential part of a sound educational
programme. (Williams 1940:443)
Williams advocated the inclusion of Hevehe in public education for that locale on the basis of
its importance as the peoples’ prime achievement. In regard to the compatibility of Hevehe with
Christianity, he expressed the conviction that a Christian could complete the cycle without damage
to his faith, and this because Papuan logic is not “over-particular about consistency.” That is, myth
and God can co-exist in the thinking of the Elema. McGregor comes to much the same conclusion
though from a different perspective and in a location on the opposite side of New Guinea.
The Fish festival has so many social and cultural implications that it cannot be
discarded overnight. It is, in my view, totally unrealistic for individuals to abstain
from all participation in the festival. Further, it is extremely difficult for an individual
Christian to draw a line between participation that is on the one hand ‘allowable’ and
on the other hand sinful. Also, in my view, it is totally unrealistic for a whole clan,
hamlet or village, to forsake the festival in one uncompromising action, for the social
structure of the people is very dependent on the re-inforcing which takes place in and
through the sing-sing. (McGregor 1975:90)
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In his concluding remarks McGregor speaks of the liberation that comes to Wape Christians
when they do not have to hide their beliefs and actions from the missionary, and conversely, what
liberation to the missionary when he realizes that he is not required to exact judgment on every
issue.
What deters the teaching of the young in many parts of New Guinea is the fear that the young,
who are now prone to be educated away from the village in a curriculum foreign to village
tradition, will make fun of their elders, laugh at them. One may well question the value of an
education which engenders disrespect and social insensitivity. At the 1980 Pacific Festival of Arts,
a festival in which twenty-two independent nations of the Pacific exhibited their songs and dances,
Papua New Guinea youths among the spectators jeered at presentations by old men of the
Highlands and also elders from Micronesia. Government leaders in the Ministry of Education in
Port Moresby and in the North Solomons Province, where foreign influence has been present for
over a century, are now desirous of recapturing cultural identity by means of local education aimed
at continuing indigenous song, dance and language. In the words of on New Guinea national, Ilaita
T. K. Gigimat:
What I learnt at school gave me an understanding of music similar to what one would
have learnt if one were overseas—that is learning about the theory of music and the
playing of Western instruments, as well as learning and singing non-Papua New
Guinea music. Thus my scope of understanding Papua New Guinea music was very
limited indeed, and it would seem that Papua New Guinea music had no relevance
whatsoever to the school curriculum. ... It would have been much more meaningful
and appropriate for the child to gain knowledge about his own culture and traditions
before learning about the culture and traditions of another country. (Gigimat
1983:121)
Within the last ten years, national high schools at Sogeri, near Port Moresby, and Ayura in the
Eastern Highlands, with their mixed ethnic populations, have programmed an all school sing-sing
each year. At this time the students dress in their traditional costumes and perform a dance from
their own background.
Peoples of Papua New Guinea sing of events which form their only historical records - of the
Big War, of the first white people in their area, of missionaries and government officers. They sing
of local events, feasts attended, brides bought, ways of their ancestors, tribal wars and animals
hunted. They sing of those things that touch them personally - the death of a loved one, romantic
desire, times of pain, joy and fear. Events lived and emotions felt are remembered in song, a
delicate archive which can vanish if oral transmission is forsaken by just one generation. Who
knows how many people have lost beyond recall the voice of a chief poet, song-maker or storyteller! Though the topics and the theaters of the world contrast in extreme measure, all music
traditions, whether oral or written, are valid forms and a special gift to community.
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In the minds of these oral traditionalists, scales or a pitch inventory does not exist. Nor is there an
awareness, vocabulary for, or need for thinking of music as non-reducible elements such as pitches
which build into larger units. Music is born of whole cloth and is learned by constant repetition of
the whole rather than in fragmentary form. Some have thought that adding together the number of
pitches sung would produce a scale, but such a summary would lack grammatical control. Pitches,
in fact, are not entities at all to traditional music-makers of Papua New Guinea. There were no
musical instruments which were tuned to fixed pitches and no singing together with melodic
instruments, except in the North Solomons which is culturally not a part of Papua New Guinea.
The minimal unit of melody is the melodic interval, that is, the distance between two pitches. Even
then, the intervals themselves are not part of the awareness of singers and composers and have no
significance in themselves. Rather, their identification is pursued by those outside the culture who
wish to know how melody is structured in oral traditions. The problem of deducing intervals
belongs to the transcriber, for he hears one rendition of a song as being different from a second
one though the villagers hear them as the same. How does the outsider deal with fluctuation? In
Western music practice, music is absolute. If there is modulation, it is intended by the composer
and is to be performed accordingly with every performance. But even a capella groups in the
Western tradition may, for example, drift upward like the Usarufas in their unison singing. In the
latter case, pressure to finish all the songs of the sing-sing before daybreak heightens excitement,
and the singers’ voices gradually sharp. Having heard the same songs sung apart from the singsing performance, one recognizes that the upward drift is not the norm. Such tonal fluctuation is
said to be conditioned. However, other fluctuations occur within the inventory which are not
conditioned. An interval Western musicians hear as a major third, for instance, may occur in one
song, the interval distance of a major third plus a microtone in another, a major third minus a
microtone in another and a narrower interval of a third, similar to a minor third, occur in yet another
song. Are these discrete pitches? Can they be sung one after the other? No. At times their context,
or environment, determines which form the interval may take. At other times the singers may
freely fluctuate between the singing of two or more variations, hearing them as the same, because
there has been no fixed tuning of a scale. If one finds that two different manifestations are found
with one shape occurring in a particular song and the other shape occurring in a different song, but
each occurring within the same syntactic environment, preceded and followed by the same
intervals, then they may be assumed to be separate, discrete units to be verified by testing them
with members of the culture.
Although details of melodic and rhythmic structuring are not the primary intent of this volume
but are reserved for a second one, an overview of the music of the sing-sing does figure in the
assignment of phylums.
In a volume which presents accounts of sing-sings throughout the land, it is expected that a
summary might be reached whereby regional similarities are grouped into phylums. Analytical
study of the musics of over fifty different language groups in Papua New Guinea has shown this
author that musical boundaries at times may encompass multiple linguistic groups. In the Eastern
Highlands alone seventeen language groups were found to have sufficient likeness to enable them
to borrow from one another’s repertoire by making minor modifications. However, upon reaching
the Siane group to the west, modifications would require major alterations in terms of pitch
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inventory and the syntactic arrangement of pitches. The music of the Baruya people to the south
differs dramatically from the rest of Eastern Highlands Province and is not imitated by any groups
known to this author. Melodic centrism and a text rendered in rapid-fire tempo sets this group apart
as an isolate.
Sometimes a striking similarity was found to occur in the musical behavior of cultures
separated by several phylums. Love rituals sung in falsetto voice by men of the Western Highlands
and the Gazelle Peninsula is a case in point. Because no further information supported the theory
that these areas may have had interchange or common ancestry, the similarities were treated as
independently conceived. Whereas maritime people were known to travel long distances on their
trading journeys, highlanders were notably stationary owing partly to their geographic entrapment,
but mainly to their great fear of the sorcery which other groups might exert over them.
In order to borrow songs from another group, the two music systems must have a high degree
of compatibility, that is to say, they must share like features. When music systems possess this
commonality or when a music system is shared by two or more language groups, their members
can borrow songs and even entire sing-sings from one another. Song texts may be imitated
phonetically with no understanding of the words. That part of the sing-sing which has to do with
costuming can also be borrowed readily provided the raw materials are available. It is not
uncommon for a visiting spectator to be so attracted to the artistry of another group’s costuming
that he later introduces it to his own people. Of these three ingredients—music, phonetics and
costuming—the music systems is the most difficult to adopt.
Those musical characteristics which proved most valuable in designating phylums have to do
with vocal style, rhythmic organization, melodic contour, texture and accompanimental
instruments. These features in combination with other non-musical features were more productive
than considerations of tempo, voice quality, drum types, dynamics or lyrics.
Problems invited by an attempt to draw phylum boundaries are not entirely self-evident.
Firstly, although examples have been included from each province, it must be kept in mind that
the song and dance celebrations of many groups are absent from these data. It has been estimated
that Papua New Guinea is comprised of several hundred cultures and contains one-third of all the
world’s languages. To cover them all is a prohibitive task, yet the representations collected here
will add to the reader’s knowledge of the historicity and widely divergent types of festivities which
help to make up this cultural plethora.
Secondly, experience has taught researchers of Papua New Guinea life that practically no
airtight statements of a generic nature can be made about this wildly diverse land and its people.
There seem always to be exceptions. One learns to adopt an attitude of flexibility, an approach
enabling one to live there with a modicum of wisdom and understanding. And so it must be said
at the outset that phylum boundaries are not meant to convey the demarcation of clearcut cultural
boundaries because dispersions, travel and cultural interchange blur the picture. Through the years,
for instance, groups have fled from a warring enemy or local conflict, and such displacements add
to the haziness of phylums. Then too, before Australian governance and the creation of roads which
allowed neutral passage through lands inhabited by friend, foe and the unknown, it was safer to
remain within one’s home territory. Today local flights and a busy highlands highway make it
possible to interact with distant peoples when only a generation ago this was unthinkable. Flights
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internal and external bring varying degrees of cultural influence. In the years since independence
there has been an acceleration in the numbers of villagers gravitating to urban areas in order to
find jobs and in the numbers of adolescents who attend school far from home. As these peoples
mix, and especially as they view one another’s sing-sings, their inclination is to imitate the dance
and costuming of other groups, adding to the problem of determining the source of a sing-sing.
Smaller groups too tend to believe they are gaining prestige when they imitate the language and
songs of a larger group.
Despite the problems, the reader deserves some semblance of order and summary out of the
mass of detail presented, and so the broadest possible delineation in the name of phylums has been
attempted.
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In the Introduction some attention was given to features of the sing-sing. Among those features
considered by Western observers to be primary for comparative purposes were the following:
costuming, melodic and rhythmic style, instrumental accompaniment and choreography. However,
if one inquired of the local people themselves, the vital aspects of a sing-sing are sure to include
the feathers and the food. To those who make the costumes and emblems that will thrill the
onlookers and cause the wearer to glow with pride, feathers and tapa-cloth artistry are at the core
of the spectacle. And, because there are guests to feed, what is served by the host village must be
delicious and, at all costs, plentiful. It is seen then that those aspects paramount to the locals in the
success of a sing-sing are not necessarily those of most consequence to the Western observer who
views the event more as a consort of sound and movement, the nearest equivalent for him being
ballet, opera, musical shows or the marching band. Whereas the locals might be said to focus more
on artifact and eating, the foreign observer focuses more on the actuation, that is to say, man’s
inventiveness in the dance and music as opposed to his inventiveness in cooking and selfdecoration.
And yet, criteria of the visual and aural seem to fuse when one comes to a realization that the
very movements of the dance are related to the decoration, for choreography is in part derived
from a desire to display the costuming, and the feathers in particular. It has been noted too that
certain dances originate with imitating the behavior of specific birds. The association with bird
behavior in turn kindles a prevailing desire to animate the costuming, especially the headdress. In
areas which are the habitat of birds-of-paradise, one expects to find lavish headgear and a dance
movement—slow and graceful—which would best display the weightless plumage of these
beautiful specimens. In regions where there are birds of the hawk and parrot families, the
headdresses are, by contrast, stiff and call for more contrived means of animation such as mounting
feathers on springs so that quick steps and angular movement animates them.
To aid in the establishment of sing-sing phylums, many varying practices in choreography,
costuming, accompanying instruments and music systems were charted. None of these features in
itself, but rather a combination of all was needed to delineate boundaries. In the dance,
consideration was given to types of formation: whether a circle, a line, double line, splitting
columns or ranks; whether movement was forward or sideways, whether the venue was inside a
building or out-of-doors. In costuming, attention was paid to regional characteristics while bearing
in mind that climate, flora and fauna played a significant role in local creativity. Wigs of human
hair were found to be most closely associated with the Southern Highlands and reaching into the
Western Highlands; painted tapa-cloth with coastal regions; bouffant skirts made of shredded
fibers with coastal regions and off-shore islands; twisted bark string skirts of short length with the
Eastern Highlands and the same of long length with the Western Highlands, Simbu and Enga
regions. Dancing is generally collective though some exceptions occur, such as the Akoye in Gulf
Province who perform simultaneously but individually. Until there is documentation which would
join such an isolate to another group, isolates will be omitted from the phylums.
In 1970, a trans-New Guinea phylum was proposed by linguists Kenneth A. McElhanon and
C.L. Voorhoeve, and their map is included for comparison with instrument distribution and singsing phylums. Based upon deep-level genetic relationships, the linguistic findings should not lead
one to presume that those language groups within a phylum possess sufficient linguistic similarities
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to converse with one another. Phylum B (the East New Guinea Highlands) contains language
divergence that can only be fathomed by referring the reader to an 800-page treatment of the
subject, viz. The Languages of the Eastern Family of the East New Guinea Highland Stock (ed.
McKaughan, 1973). One may, in fact, stand at an intersection within the Eastern Highlands and
view villages of four contrastive language groups unable to communicate with one another. This
is to say that linguists base their consolidations upon historical reconstructions in order to arrive
at a language prototype, and not upon whether the populations can actually communicate.
Jaap Kunst, and later Kenneth Gourlay (1975), suggested cultural boundaries by means of
plotting the distribution of musical instruments. This information map is also included for
comparative purposes, although instrument distribution alone is hardly sufficient data for defining
cultural boundaries since no consideration is given to the instrument’s place of origin, its social
role or a description of the music played on it. However, instruments which accompany the singsing have been included in establishing sing-sing phylums.
A composite map therefore has been prepared which superimposes three maps:
(1) that identifying linguistic boundaries by McElhanon and Voorhoeve (1970),
(2) that showing the distribution of musical instruments by Kenneth Gourlay (1975), and
(3) this author’s map of sing-sing phylums.
The experiment was to determine cultural boundaries by three means. The darker areas, where
all three considerations converge, roughly defined only three areas of the entire land. They are:
(a) the Highlands region bordered north, east, south and west by the Bismarck Range, the
Kratke Range, the lowlands to the north of Gulf Province and the Wahgi Divide
(western border of Simbu Province),
(b) a strip east and west of Gulf Province between the Kikori and Purari Rivers, and
(c) the coast of Madang Province west to the Sepik River.
In years to come, research will no doubt be conducted which will provide more detail for
cultural groupings. On the other hand, as education and outside influence brings change to
traditional practices, data may become so scarce as to blur the picture further.
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Linguistic phylums. From Kenneth A. McElhanon and C. L. Voorhoeve, The Trans-New Guinea
Phylum: Explorations in Deep-level Genetic Relationships (Pacific Linguistics B 16; Canberra:
ANU) 1970, 9–13, 15.
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Instrument distribution
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Culture phylum and sing-sing areas
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Key to the culture phylum and sing-sing areas map
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A brief summary noting some of the phylum characteristics follows:
Phylum 1—combines miles of coastline from the Rai Coast and Huon Peninsula down the east
coast to Milne Bay, across to Siassi Islands and Cape Gloucester to the Gazelle Peninsula, St.
Georges Channel and the Duke of York Islands across to New Ireland. This phylum’s peoples
borrow songs and dances from one another and are bound together by local counterparts of the
Tubuan masks and the dances which feature them. At the same time, the sing-sing of the Siassi
Islands, though perhaps not so much in East New Britain, has been widely copied by peoples up
and down the east coast of the mainland and West New Britain. Drum patterns are sophisticated,
often in groupings of three or five, and are synchronized with the dance steps. Choreography may
at times be programmatic; vocal lines are of wider compass than those found inland and follow a
syntax which allows for more pitch progression in a common direction, effecting a flow and
freedom not unlike the contours of European melodies. It is predominantly within this phylum that
sung phrases which begin in unison divide into simple harmony before again returning to unison.
Phylum 2—takes in the peoples of Manus Province and the Sepik River region reaching into
West Sepik Province. Here the garamuts (percussed instruments made from hollowed-out logs)
are featured. The expertise attained by the men who play them in ensemble reaches a pitch of
excitement hard to equal in the South Pacific. This is not to say that every man in every village is
an expert garamut player for each art has its masters, and so the phylum extends in this respect
only vaguely as one follows the Sepik’s many serpentine tributaries.
A distinctive singing style found in the Admiralty Islands, of which Manus is a part, appears
again in at least one of the Karkar-speaking villages of the West Sepik. It is a harmonic singing
style comprised of parallel half-steps, or minor seconds, a practice so rarely found in the country
that one suspects the influence of Manus Islanders, who have historically navigated the river. By
the same token, the river inhabitants have travelled by canoe for generations, and so it is not
inconceivable that they may have made the contact with Manus people, even intermarried with
them, but further research is needed to corroborate the assumption.
It is the men who dominate the music scene in the East Sepik. Ritual ceremonies inside and
outside their sacred house (haus tambaran) rely heavily on the playing of aerophones—wooden
trumpets, bamboo trumpets, side-blown flutes, ocarinas—and not so much on song repertoire as
in the highlands. At yam festivals mixed sing-sings do occur.
Phylum 3—the Eastern Highlands, is famous for its revolving sing-sing composed of
concentric circles of singers and dancers circling the fire and dressed in bark string skirts. The
men’s short skirt is covered in the back by a colorful string-bag suspended from their necks.
Women’s skirts are to the knee; married women’s skirts furnish covering all the way around the
hips, but unmarried girls wear only front and back panels. Sing-sings are typically mixed with
women’s voices singing an octave above the men’s. The melodic contour is one which undulates
within a narrow compass, and the men sing in unison while accompanying the singing with handheld drums whose rhythm seldom varies from a regular non-synchronous beat. Their dancing gait
is one with the feet kept close to the ground; there are intermittent pauses while dancers look to
the left then right, all the while marking time with kneebends, when the men who are not carrying
drums twist their bows and arrows to one side then the other. Dancers do not sing; rather, a chorus
of male and female singers walking slowly in an inner circle with a drummer or two furnish the
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song accompaniment. Featured dancers called “birds” enter the arena late to display newly made
emblems supported on a pole tied about the bearer’s waist and neck.
Phylum 4—includes the Western Highlands, Simbu and Enga Provinces, and the western
region of the Southern Highlands. Some practices are held in common with the Eastern Highlands,
such as the playing of paired, sacred flutes, but in appearance the details of Phylums 3 and 4 differ
greatly. The bark string skirts of the men west of Eastern Highlands hang to the men’s feet like
netting. Large kina shells or bibs with rows of horizontally placed reeds may be worn about the
men’s necks, and weapons carried are spears and axes more often than bows and arrows. Then too,
beards are more common to these men than to Eastern Highlanders. Their singing is in unison as
the men stand shoulder to shoulder in a long line. Playing their drums together in a regular beat
helps to synchronize their movement, the most spectacular of which consists of kneebends that
cause their long skirts to wave and flip at the hem like one long curtain. Their headgear is built
upward with carcasses and plumage of birds-of-paradise whereas the Eastern Highlanders’
headgear is comprised of stiff feathers worn rather like a hat brim.
Phylum 5—consists of West Sepik peoples. Elaborate ceremonial sing-sings of the Wapes on
the eastern side have been described by McGregor, the Fish sing-sing in particular, with its
intricately fashioned headdresses. The singing style, not mentioned in his description, is distinctive
in that songs tend to drift downward tonally, opposite to those of the Eastern Highlands, for
instance, whose tonality tends to drift upward.
In the western part of the phylum, various language groups are divided by the border between
Irian Jaya and Papua New Guinea. Some of those interviewed on the New Guinea side claim they
do not have sing-sings. The comment is subject to many interpretations, and it is not clear whether
they are defining sing-sing in terms of the more famous groups, or whether they believe that they
never had communal singing and dancing. There is also the possibility that in their present state of
being overrun with foreign developers that they may have either forgotten or cast off their past.
There are celebratory occasions among the Karkar people near the border where there is no
singing as such, but a mixed group dressed in feather headdresses and new foliage follows behind
a leader who snaps his bow and calls out in a rhythmic spoken-style all the while he high-steps at
the head of the column and circles back and forth along the sides of his line of followers. The latter
adopt a slow walk and cock the headdress forward on each alternate step.
Phylum 6—follows the boundaries of Western Province though the peoples along the Irian
Jaya border in both West Sepik and Western Provinces could justifiably make up a separate
phylum owing to their close relationship to the indigenous population of Irian Jaya. In the end it
was decided to keep within the province boundaries as the Fly River region is culturally distinct
from the musical practices east of it.
Men of the border peoples until recently wore frontal gourds as their Irian Jaya neighbors do
still. Accounts of the sing-sing from across the border (see Smedts, Lundquist) more than likely
exemplify sing-sings as they once were practiced on the New Guinea side.
Not all sing-sings on the Irian Jaya side of the border take place indoors, but most written
accounts of dancing have been indoors in a longhouse with suspended floors which spring with
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the bouncing motion of the participants. With feet planted on the floorboards, they flexed their
knees in rhythm causing the floor to sway up and down. This floor-bouncing technique extends
eastward to the Gogodala and north to the Lake Kutubu area of the Southern Highlands, but
characteristics other than this dance style separate these groups culturally.
In the Fly River area, sing-sings also occur indoors. Dancing men holding rattles in the right
hand add their percussion to that of garamut and kundu played by several men in addition to the
dancers. At the mouth of the Fly, Kiwai Islanders decorate themselves with red, black and white
body paint and streamers of sago or coconut fronds. Their headdresses are built up on a cane
framework reminiscent of those constructed by peoples to the east of them.
Phylum 7—incorporates the Western Province north of Balimo where the Gogodalas reside
and the southwestern part of the Southern Highlands. These peoples have in common indoor singsings typically in a double-column formation. Their headdress is identifiable by the oval frame of
white cockatoo feathers surrounding the dancer’s face. The Gogodalas are noted for their
ornamental artistry and not only do they ornament themselves with peculiar splendor, but all of
their artifacts, from a canoe to a house post, seem to warrant brightly painted abstract designs
recognizable at once as being Gogodala. The painted board emblems worn on the back of each
male dancer is a source of special pride and admiration.
In this locale a variation in the shape of kundu drums occurs; instead of the usual hourglass
shape, these are elongated and more cylindrical, and some divide at the base into two rounded-off
points recalling a fish-mouth or crocodile jaws.
Among the Fasus in this phylum is the clearest example to date of a contrapuntal singing style.
Phylum 8—extends along the Central Province coast whose sing-sing history was documented
by early anthropologists. Although the long cycles of festivities described in the beginning part of
the 20th century have been discontinued, many groups continue to be acclaimed for their colorful
and uniform application of body paint, dyed skirts and above all, complicated dance formations.
Supplementing the ranks of men, who move generally by rows rather than individually, unmarried
girls have a well choreographed role in the performance. These girls were traditionally tattooed in
order to be eligible to take part.
Central Province abounds in social as well as ceremonial dances. One of the outstanding
features of the dance in Rigo area is the unusual choreography which pairs a man and a woman.
Striking also is the use of a triple rhythm in slow tempo. Melodic lines may span an octave or
more, sung for the most part in unison, but occasionally dividing into octaves. The drumming is
expert and is an integral part of the dance. Drums generally report a series of rapid beats to signal
the finish of a song.
Dancing atop an elevated platform seems now to be a thing of the past, as does the making of
large headdresses mounted upward on a bamboo frame reaching above the wearer’s head. Exotic
birds are not so plentiful as they once were, nor is there time or the patience needed to construct
these inventive pieces now that their ceremonial importance has waned.
Phylum 9—consists of Oro Province (formerly called Northern Province) and the northern
region of Central Province, home of the Fuyughe people. The latter’s singing style closely
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resembles that of the Managalasis of Oro Province. The vocal range is wide, spanning an octave
or more, and a simple two part harmony steals into phrases begun in unison. Drum patterns include
a triple rhythm, often in the form of a long followed by a short beat, to which the dancers conform.
The tempo is more sprightly than that on the coast of Central Province, and dance formation is
typically two rows of men, each following its leader in a line that backloops and rejoins at a given
signal.
Phylum 10—is the North Solomons, a phylum which contrasts with the rest in a number of
ways. Their sing-sing employs aerophones consisting of bamboo pipes of various sizes and
wooden trumpets whose heterophony is imitated by mixed voices. At times a pair of garamuts, or
at other times stamping tubes, join in with the layering of voices which is unique in Papua New
Guinea. Those with aerophones and the singers circle the grounds in no particular formation but
more crowd-like as they perform. On Buka Island the women may link arms in a tight circle and
step rhythmically to the beat.
It must be borne in mind that the cultures of Buka and Bougainville Islands are directly related
to the Solomon Islands and not to groups within any of the phylums described. Panpipe playing
apart from singing is found but not to the extent and level of playing one finds in the Solomon
Islands proper.
Sing-sing phylums come surprisingly close to matching Province boundaries. In a way this is
understandable when one considers that Province boundaries are in part determined by the
geography of the land, and geography in turn determines the proximity of cultures and thus their
accessibility for social interchange. Features of sing-sing phylums do nevertheless overlap here
and there showing that cultural boundaries surround areas greater than those assigned to Provinces.
When one reviews the reasons for sing-sing performances a common theme emerges, that of
social cohesion. Whether to provoke the enemy or to call men to battle, whether to celebrate
victory, to form alliances, or to initiate adolescents, the people were bonded by the sing-sing.
Historically they were peoples at war, a condition that instilled fear and promoted separation from
each other. Men were preoccupied with the making of weapons, with keeping physically strong
and with planning strategies for conquering their enemies. Peoples feared not only raids by their
enemies, but the magic power that might be used in sorcery against them. For generations sorcery
was regarded as the prime cause of disease, mental or physical illness, and death.
It was the sing-sing that gave cohesion to warring groups. It was the sing-sing which offered a
means to good health and well-being by keeping on good terms with spirits, mainly ancestral ones,
who were believed to take vicarious pleasure in the decorations, songs and dances. Ancestral
pleasure, it was hoped, would then yield power and prosperity to the living. Yet, one finds that
throughout Papua New Guinea, peoples produce sing-sings for social reasons as well as for
ritualistic ones. In some cases the two purposes combine, as in initiation cycles.
As education and outside contact bring change to the old belief systems, sing-sings which once
had ceremonial value will be discarded or revised. The sing-sing is presently in this state of flux.
Although it still strongly expresses group identification and pride, it tends more and more toward
becoming social, commercial, or an art form, detached from its original purpose.
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